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News In Brief
rRegional climate center to help
farmers, businesses, governments
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. 1AP — The new Midwestern Climate Center
will focus on a nine-state region in a bid to offer a bigger weather picture, tapping high-tech resources to alert farmers when conditions
favor problems like a corn-borer attack.
As the agricultural economy comes under pressure, we do need to
know more about climate impacts so we can produce more efficiently." said Peter Lamb, head of the climate and meteorology section of
the Illinois State Water Survey, where the center is based.
"Clearly, agri-business is interested in the region as a whoteT"
The farming industry will be a key target for information. services
and research from the center, which will provide such data as soil
moisture levels and their expected impact on good soybean yields. Initial service is expected to begin this fall, with full-scale operation
planned in about three years.
The Midwest center — serving Illinois, Indiana. Iowa, Kentucky,
Ohio. Michigan, Minnesota. Missouri and Wisconsin — is one of four
going into operation around the nation with federal support.
"Both climate and the demand for climate information are
regional by nature." said Lamb, "and the center will allow us to
study climate impacts on that scale."
The center will use a new computer system to gather climate data
and provide "a picture of what is going on" daily throughout the
region, he said Lamb. It also will maintain historical data.
There will be a charge for some of the information sought by those
using the center. but no specific charges have been established yet,
he said.
"There will have to be a lot of interaction between us and the user
to find out exactly what they want," said Lamb.
Agricultural meteorologist Steve Hollinger said the center hopes to
provide regular reports on temperatures and their links to the stages
of crop and insect development
"One of the things we would like to provide is growing degree-da
accumulations." he said. "That will help us determine the windowwhere an insect is at the stage of development that could affect th
crop. and the crop is at the stage of development where it could be at
fected by that insect
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WISHINGTO1 — A presidential veto is the next step in the threeyear battle to overhaul the nation's trade laws. with Republicans
holding the votes to make President Reagan's action stick.
WASHINGTON — The United States must givelhe highest priority
to curbing its own demand for illegal drugs if it is going to have.any
chance of stemming trafficking from Central America. a panel of
prominent Western Hemisphere experts said today
WASHINGTON — Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney came
to Washington seeking more U.S. action to reduce the acid raid that
he likens to "dumping garbage" on his country, but he got no promises from President Reagan.
WARSAW Poland — An organizer of Poland's largest work stoppage since martial law stifled Solidarity 6,years ago said managers
threatened during negotiations today to have riot police end the
strike
THE WORLD OF POIJ77CS — George Bush. the Republican
presidential nominee in all but name, expressed eagerness to debate
Michael Dukakis and challenged the Democratic front-runner to
"fire away." Dukakis did just that, using the Iran-Contra affair.as
ammunition, and added that he'd be "delighted" to debate.
WASHINGTON — The judge in the Iran-Contra case is threatening
to dismiss the charges against Oliver North and three other defendants unless the Reagan administration stops withholding key
documents.
BOSTON — Tight state controls on how much hospitals can charge
and spend have been linked with higher patient death rates in a na•
tionwide study published today.
VLENN.4, Austria — Now that OPEC has been offered the help it
has sought for years from rival oil producers, it seemF unsure how to
use it.
PHOENIX. Ariz. — The state of Arizona, home of the Grand Canyon and the Petrified Forest, will soon acquire another natural
wonder — a spectacular 242-mile cavern kept secret for years for
fear it would be vandalized.

By SCUTT WILSON
Staff Writer
Officials at the Murray Housing
Authority received some good
news when they read the 1987
report from the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights concer-

ning desegregation.
Murray. the sixth -most
segregated housing authority in
Kentucky, remained at a high
level on the state segregation index, despite falling to its lowest
level of the last 14 years.

The moves to desegregate the
authority's four projects declined
by one during the last year, from
21 to 20, while its segregation index fell to 47.5 from 51.4 in 1986.
Blacks made up 42 percent of the
city's 86 family tenants.

Wrecking crew

RUSS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Lodger 11
Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday. or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m
Saturday. Office Hours — 6a m
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
6 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

"It stems from the fact that we
have a low- black-white population," said Mary Oatman, executive director of the MBA. "Only five percent of the population in
(eonrcf on page 10)

Murray board
meets to begin
search for new
superintendent

Kenny Bogard removes a steel cable from a portion of debris at the corner of Sycamore and Broad streets
while other workers were busy loading the waste into trucks waiting to haul it away. The crew, under the
supersision of Ralph Bogard, was demolishing a house that had burned in January. The younger Bogard said
the crew would clear the site and fill the basement area, too.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

The Murray Board of Education
met Wednesday night to begin procedures for finding a replacement
for superintendent Robert Glin
Jeffrey. Jeffrey announced his
plans for retirement,, on or before
Jan. 1, 1989, to the board Tuesday
night.
Jeffrey,1 56, has worked in the
Murray school system for 29
years. He has been superintendent
for 11 years.
"We just met to begin the search
procedure in a proper manner,"
relayed Thomas Rushing, vice
chairman of the board and a
member since 1976. "We want to
make sure that we are following
the legal guidelines."
"We have decided that we will
continue to discuss the procedures
that we need to follow in finding a
replacement. We have not firmed
up anything at this time." said
Doris Cella, board chairman.
Cella said that the board will
search state-wide and is considering a national campaign to find a
(Cont'd on page 10)

Local schools set to receive portion of funds
From Shift AP Reports

The •allocation of about $14
million to help pay for school construction in 126 Kentucky school
districts in the next two fiscal
years was .approved by the state
commission that oversees financing of school building projects.

Funding of projects in three
districts — Ashland Independent,
Calloway County and 'Harrison
County — that did not qualify until
the 1988 General Assembly stepped in also was approved Wednesday by the lientucky School
Facilities Construction

Brushing up

commission.
The $14 million was appropriated by the General
Assembly to pay debt service on
bonds that would be issued to pay
for approved construction and
renovation projects.
The bonds would total about $140

million and local matching funds
would raise the scope of the entire
program to $200 million, said —
Robert Spillman. executive director of the commission.
One district, Adair County. was
(Cont'd on page 2)

Three to be presented MSU's
distinguished alumnus honors
A trio of alumni who exemplify
the stars in the Murray State
University shield — hope,
endeavor and achievement — will
receive the 1988 Distinguished
Alumnus Awards presented Satur
day evening, April 30. by the MSU
Alumni Association.
Dr. Wanda Durrett Bigham, '56,
Dr. Douglas C. Harris, '61 and Dr.
Franklin C. Miller, '58 will receive
the awards at the annual alumni
banquet, scheduled at 7 p.m.
Saturday in the Curris Center
ballroom.
The honorees will also be
recognized, along with winners of

—Today's Index
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Human rights report encouraging for Murray

(Contd on page 2)

Elsewhere...

MURRAY • KENTUCKY LAKE
Amenco s Ref,rement Cace

the 1988 Golden Horseshoe
Awards, at a reception at 6 p.m. in
the mid-level lounge in the Curris
Center. The reception is sponsored
by the Student Alumni
Association.
Appointed as the eigth president
of Marycrest College in Davenport, Iowa, in August of 1986, Mrs.
Bigham has been cited by the
Marycrest Quad-Cities communities for her vision and enthusiasm in her leadership role.
Her background in education includes teaching English and music
(Cant'd on page 2)

Five to be given coveted
Golden Horseshoe awards
Five Murray State University
alumni who share a dedication to
their alma mater as a common
bond will receive the second annual Golden Horseshoe Awards
presented by the MSU Alumni
Association at its annual banquet
Saturday evening, April 30.

Forecast
Tonight: Mostly clear and
cold with some light frost possible. Low in the mid to upper
30s. Light northwest wind.
Friday: Sunny.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partlfloudy skies and progresse 1 y warmer
temperatures Saturday
through Monday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358.6
358.7.

Gary Bradd) had to reach to get to an eave he was painting at the Dr.
Charles Clark's office on South 8th Street in Murray firaddy works for
Black's Decorating.
.4taff photo In Do% td Tort

Lochie Broach Hart, '32 and '43,
Harry Lee W'aterfield, '32.
William"Bill" Carnear40, George
"Scrappy" Sheridan, '47 and Dr.
Mallard Stout. '60 will receive the
awards "in recognition of
dedicated service as alumni who
have held responsible positions
and who have, through significanJ
and continuing support, contributed to the excellence of MSU

and the Alumni Association," said
Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs.
The Student Alumni Association__
will honor the award winners
with a reception at 6 p.m. Saturday in the mid-level lounge of the
Curris Center. The awards will be
presented during the annual banquet, scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
in the Curris Center ballrootn.
Mrs. Hart, who holds a B.S.
degree in library science and an
M.S. degree in education. began
her affiliapon with *may State
in 1923 when she enrolled in an
Engtish class while teaching sixth
(Awit'd on page 10)
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Patsy Dyer to be honored with retirement
dinner at Curris Center Friday, April 29
When she accepted the job as
secretary to the president of Murray State College in 1958, Patsy
Dyer intended "to stay two or
three years and then do something
else."
Her belated departure will officially be June 30 — and the
"something else- for which she is
giving up the position she has held
30 years for four presidents is
retirement.
As she flips back through the
pages of her memory during years
she also served as secretary to the
board of regents, Mrs. Dyer tends
to reminisce most about milestone
events and humorous incidents.
The Murray native recalls, for
instance, the day when intergration occurred on the campus — but
she cannot be exact about the
year, probably about 1960.
It happened in such a low-key a
matter-of-fact way that there was
very little attention given to it. A
black woman applied and was admitted without difficulty, perhaps
obvuring the historical
significance of that moment."
Once she gets going, Mrs. Dyer
can reel off funny stories in rapid
succession — like the time she
flew back from Atlanta with an
$800,000 check in her handbag and
the time she went from room to
room in a women's residence hall
to check for leaks while President
Ralph H. Woods hosed down the
windows from outside.
She obviously relishes the
memories and seems to be savoring them even more as the days
wear shorter. One frequent request. particularly from the
media, is to compare presidents —
Dr. Woods from 1958 to 1968, Dr.
Harry M. Sparks from 1968 to 1973,
Dr: Constantine W. Curris from
1973 to 1983 and Dr. Kala M. Stroup
from 1983 to now.
"Actually, I found it to be
almost four different jobs," she
pondered, "depending on their
priorities and what each one set
out to accomplish for the institution. Each contributed in a different but still vital way."
Mrs. Dyer obviously became
known early for being extraordinarily efficient. She spent the
latter months before graduation
from Murray High School in 1953
working after school for the principal, W.B. Moser.
Even before she began classes
at Murray State in the fall of 1953,
she had a summer job typing
ROTC records. Her first three
years as a student she worked in

Patsy Dyer
the office of J. Matt Sparkman,
dean of students, and then her
senior year for Dr. Woods himself.
Following her graduation in
1957, she took a job teaching at
Madison High School in Madison
Heights, Mich., a suburb of
Detroit. At Christmastime that
year, while she was home for the
holidays, Dr. Woods offered her a
job as his secretary.
"I wanted it," she remembers,
"but I told him I couldn't break
my contract for that year. He
found someone to fill in until I
became available in June — and
the rest is history."
Mrs. Dyer. whose parents were
Pat and Flora Johnson Rowland.
both deceased, has established a
reputation through the years as
the corporate memory' of Murray
State and has used her knowledge
to help smooth the transitions between administrations.
The continuity provided by her
has also proved valuable in her
work with the board, which has
had some 65 different regents
since she became its secretary.
President Stroup noted that
"her value is almost impossible to
measure" and said Mrs. Dyer will
be greatly missed by the entire
campus.
"Not only is she the ultimate in
efficiency, but she is a perfect example of the kind of commitment
and loyalty that gives a campus its
real strength. Her knowledge of
external constituencies and their
relationships to Murray State has
been extremely helpful," Dr.
Stroup added.
Mrs. Dyer. who was recognized
in the spring of 1986 as one of the
first eight recipients of Staff Excellence Awards on the campus,
will be honored with a retirement
dinner at 7 p.m. Friday, April 29.

Runyon announces
TVA freeze on power
rates for three years
Western Kentuckians who use
Tennessee Valley Authority electricity won't have to pay more for
power for at least three years,
TVA Chairman Marvin Runyon
said.
Runyon announced Tuesday
that rates will be frozen through
1991, ending a three-year trend
that saw rates increase an
average of 4.5 percent a year. To
keep rates down, Runyon said
there will be an undetermined
number of layoffs in the power
system
Mike Patterson said a task force
will look at each segment of the
power operation and make recommendations for saving costs. A
preliminary report is due in May,
but Patterson said the level of
layoffs won't be known until late
June.
Patterson also said the anticipated layoffs will not affect
nonpower operations, such as the
Land Between The Lakes. He said

the LBL is funded directly by Congress and not with funds raised
from power operation.
Runyon, in a speech in Knoxville
Tuesday broadcast to other TVA
installations, said theiederal utility must become more competitive
if it is to survive, but he ruled out
abandoning the troubled nuclear
program to save money.
Instead, Runyon said efforts to
streamline the agency should be
"substantial reductions" in the
agency's 34.000-person workforce.
Runyon said the agency cannot
afford to abandon its troubled
nuclear power program to save
money.
TVA's projections for next fiscal
year already included cost increases of about $300 million,
which means TVA "will have to
break our pattern of increasing
prices," Runyon said in calling for
the three-year freeze on rate
incixases.

in the ballroom of the Curris
Center.
She professes no specific plans
immediately after June 30 except
"to rest and get caught up" on
some things on the farm east of
town where she and her husband
Joe have both riding horses and
draft horses.
Eventually, they would like to
travel some in the Northwest. But
first, she quips that she would like
"to throw out the clacks" and
forget about having to stay on a
schedule.
Another change she welcomes
will be for the first time in 30 years
not thinking in terms of a new
year's beginning with a fiscal or
an academic year.
"I'll finally be able to sing 'Auld
Lang Syne' with everybody else,"
she chuckled.

Numerous plans
are announced for
Wilkinson's visit
to West Kentucky

Distinguished...
(Caard from page I)
in the public schools, working with
TRIO and Title III programs at
Morehead State University and
serving as associate dean for
academic affairs and acting dean
of graduate and special academic
programs at Morehead.
She served as executive assistant to the president at Emerson
College in Boston and was promoted to vice president for
development and college relations
at Emerson before being invited to
interview for the top job at
Marycrest.
A noted musician, she participated in "Campus Lights" at
Murray State. She graduated with
high distinction from MSU with a
B.M.E. degree.
She earned master's degrees in
music and higher education at
Morehead and the Ed.D. degree in
higher education at the University
of Kentucky. She did post-doctoral
work at Harvard University,
where she received a certificate
from the Institute for Education
Management.
The Barlow native is married to
William M. Bigham Jr., '56, a professor and former chairman of the
music department at Morehead.
Harris serves as vice president
and secretary for Knight-Ridder
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Faculty members, others meet to plan
IVISIrs Governor's Scholars Program

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — A
breakfast for local political
leaders, a reception for state
employees and state government
office hours in a community colFaculty members and resident
lege are the features of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's first "Capitol advisers for the Governor's
Scholars Program (GSP I at Murto the Counties" program.
ray
State University June 19-July
Wilkinson,- his entire cabinet
and many members of his staff 23 met on the campus over the
will troop to the 1st Congressional weekend for a planning workshop.
They will be working with about
District in mid-May for the event.
On May 15. there will be a 320 of the highest-achieving Kenprivate reception for Wilkinson tucky students who have comsupporters at Lake Barkley State pleted the junior year in high
school during the five-week sumResort Park.
May 16 will start with the mer program.
breakfast for city and county ofDr. Ken Wolf, associate proficials, legislators and economic fessor of history at Murray State
development directors in the and dean for the GSP program on
24-county district also at Lake the campus, said 26 high school
Barkley.
and college teachers and 18 adAfter the breakfast, Wilkinson visers from across Kentucky atand his cabinet will scatter across tended the planning session.
the district to visit each county.
Murray State was selected for
Exact schedules have not been set.
state government employees in the second time to be a host for the
the area have been invited to an living-learning program which
open house hosted by Wilkinson at serves approximately the top 2
Kentucky Dam Village State percent of the Kentucky students
preparing to begin their senior
Resort Park on Monday evening.
Tuesday morning. Wilkinson year. A second GSP in 1988 is
and his cabinet will set up offices scheduled June 26-July 30 at Cenin the academic building at tre College in Danville
"Our faculty. consisting of both
Hopkinsville Community College
high school and college teachers..
to conduct business.

Organically Grown Sportswear

OTHER'S
DAY
SALE

Dr. Ken Wolf (right), dean for the Governor's Scholars Program this summer at Murray State
University.
talks with (from left) Laurie Moon from Western Kentucky t niversiq. Scott) Jones from Murray.
State and
Lillian Press, executive director of the GSP,during a planning workshop held on the campus
April 23-24. Miss
Moon and Jones will serve as resident advisers for the program. Murray State will host
about 320
highest-achieving Kentucky students who have completed their junior year in high school June I9-Julyof the
23.

off

Inc., a communications coporation based in Miami, Fla. KRN
owns 34 daily newspapers and
operates eight television stations
in the United States
Harris became affiliated with
Knight Newspapers Inc in 1972
and has worked in the areas of
planning and development and
personnel. In his current position
he has responsibility for all corporate personnel matters for the
firm which Kas over 20,000 ful-time
employeeri and an annual revenue
of over $2 billion.
His background in business and
guidance and counseling have
served him well: earlier in his
career Harris worked in management and personnel for United
Airlines, Computer Age Industries
and Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and
Co.
He earned the B.S. degree in
business administration at Murray State and the M.S. and Ed.D.
degrees at Indiana University. He
was an instructor in the
psychology department and a
counselor in the counseling center
at MSU in 1963-64.
Harris completed the Advanced
Mangement Program at Harvard
University Graduate School of
Business Administration in the fall
of 1987. Acceptance into the program is, in itself, an honor and
reflection of his outstanding
abilities.
Harris is a native of Owensboro.
Miller has distinguished himself
in the field of obstetrics and
maternal-fetal medicine. Currently he is professor in and chairman
of the Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology at the University
of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
in Little Rock.
A native of Murray, he earned
the B.A degree in biology and
chemistry at Murray State and the
medical degree at the University
of Louisville. Then he served more
than 14 years of active duty with
the U.S. Army. including chief of
the Obstetrics and Gynecology
Service at 2nd General Hospital in
Landstuhl, Germany: chief of
OB/GYN in the department of
obstetrics and gynecology at
Walter Reed Army Hospital in
Washington, D.C.: and associate
professor of OB/GYN at the
Uniformed Services School of
Health Science in Bethesda, Md.
Miller left active military duty
In 1977 to join the OB/GYN faculty

is a first-rate group which will
they can build annfow."
come back to the campus a week
Service projects which students
early for some intense work in
are asked to undertake in their
preparation for the students' arschools and communities after
rival," Wolf said.
their return home are described
Begun in 1983. the GSP proby Wolf as an important facet of
motes learning and... encourages
the GSP.
leadership development by
Lillian Press is the executive
creating an environment that
enables students to interact both director of the GSP
Sc,heduled in conjunction with
academically and socially with
the GSP at Murray State, also for
each other and with the faculty.
Besides classroom work in such the second time, is the 1988
major interest areas as biology. Visiting Teachers Institute iVTI,
philosophy, literature, history. a two-week experience July 10-22
mathematics, language and for about 40 educators from
culture and minor elective selected middle, junior high and
courses, students selected for the high schools.
GSP are also involved in out-ofBoth the GSP and the VT6were
class activities such as field trips. at Murray State in 1985. the India'
lectures, film presentations, corm
year for the 'TI Dr Bill Price.
puter use, seminars and other non- assistant dean of the College of,
traditional methods of instruction
Education at Murray State, is the
"The GSP experience has a director of the VTI
positive and powerful effect on
The VTI involves teams made
these very ,bright young people." up of three teachers and principal
Wolf explained "They come from 10 schools. They develop curtogether from all areas of Ken- ricula for their schools and in.
tucky. and sometimes from places teract with other teachers. ad.
where they feel isolated, to form a ministrators and students in the
living-learing community where GSP
at the University of Southern
California. While there he directed
the fellowship training for the division of maternal-fetal medicine in
the department
He delivered and cared for the
first test tube baby born in Califor-

Schools...
(Coard from page I)
given no debt-service money
because of a new law rendering ineligible any district using earmarked "capital outlay" funds for
something other than
construction.
Adair County otherwise would
have received $38.486 for debt service under the commission's
formula
The legislature this year made
the Ashland, Calloway County and
Harrison County districts belatedly eligible for partial state payment of bonds that were issued
shortly before the current funding
system took effect.
Spillman said it amounted to.
about $70.000 for Ashland. $80,000
for Calloway County and $14,000
for Harrison County.
Calloway County School District
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose said
the $80.000 annual allotment allowed by the commission will be used

ma at USC and assumed his current position and teaching status
in 1983.
The author of numerous educational tapes and articles in his
field of expertise. he is married to
the former Patricia Perdew. '59
to pay for the recent additions to
Calloway County High School and
Calloway County Middle School
According to Rose. the money
was freed for the school districts
by the passage in the 1988 Kentucky General Assembly of H
655 He added that Sen. Greg
Higdon I D-Fancy Farm l and Rep
Freed Curd tD-Murray were instrumental in getting the measure
passed. clearing up ko"magic
date" loophole in a piece of
previous legislation that said the
Calloway County School District
was ineligble for the $80.000 per
year because its building plan had
been approved only a few days
after the specified date.
The Murray Independent School
District is also in line to receive
$3,962 from the allocation of funds
"That money will go into our
capital outlay fund," commented
Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent of the Murray School System
"It will go to pay the bonds on
Murray High School. our top
priority right now."

Regional climate center...
(Conrd from page I)
Farmers then could be alerted to check their fields for a particular
pest and take action to fight it, if necessary, said Hollinger.
Lamb said a major seed company already has contacted him for
regional data on soil-moisture conditions to help make decisions that
insure "stable production of seed corn."
The center also will conduct research looking, among other things,
at how climate factors affect farming. water resources and energy
consumption.
"A lot of the variability in crop yields can be traced to the interaction of a management practice and the weather," said Hollinger.
"We don't fully understand these interactions and that is part of the
research we will be undertaking."
Lamb said research also will be undertaken to help scientists
develop better methods for using available weather data to make
soil-moisture estimates.
The work of the center likely will be useful Qutside the agricultural
industry, to government agencies and other businesses, he said.
For example, scientists plan to study heavy, one- and two-day rain
storms, which apparently have been occurring more often in recent
years, Lamb said.
"There are a lot of structures out there based on climate data from
1900 to 1940, but the information may not hold today," said Lamb.
The center also may investigate the causes and impacts of fluctuations in water levels of the Great Lakes, he said, and study the relattonship between climate changes and energy use and utility rates.
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter To The Editor

Pearl Harbor attack recalled
Dear Editor:
On September 1, 1923, the Island
of Japan was ravaged by the most
devastating earthquake in recorded history. The tragic Canto.
earthquake began at 11:58 a.m.
and continued for more than three
and one-half hours, creating
casualty lists that stagger the imagination. 143,000 were killed.
More than 100,000 lay maimed,
wounded and dying on the streets
of Yokohama, alone. Out of the
rumbling, hissing, murderous
holocaust came a frantic plea for
help.
Ours is a sympathetic nation; a
benevolent and charitable people.
The great heart of America was
touched. In a matter of hours an
entire convoy of mercy ships was
on the high seas headed for the
stricken island. We equipped those
ships with the latest in medical
supplies, food and clothing, and
staffed them with a crop of
volunteer workers, doctors and
nurses to minister to the needs of
the helpless millions. Over ten
million dollars in cash was also
dispatched to alleviate the distress
of the victimized.
In appreciation for such help
from abroad, a famous five-word
cablegram was received at the
White House. It was signed by the
Emperor himself. It read simply,
"America, we will never forget"
Less than a generation later the
whole world was stunned by
another cataclysmic and even
more disastrous tragedy. It was
December 7, 1941. The first light of
dawn was just breaking over the
peaceful Hawaiian Islands where

at anchor lay the vast American
fleet, when the drone of fighter
planes was heard in the sky.
Out of the blue, hurtling at
lightening speed on wings of
death, came the little men from
"The Kingdom of the Rising Sun,"
They were bent on destruction, annihilation, extermination.
Relentlessly they pursued their attack. Battleship after battleship
turned belly-up and sank. Sailors
were strafed as they swam for
safety. Share installations were
set ablaia. Oil soaked victims
screamed and perished in a
cauldron of liquid fire. Two thousand eight hundred of our boys
were sent to watery graves in the
most savage attack ever unleashed upon our nation by an aggressor. Just eighteen short years
after our mercy ships steamed into Tokyo Bay with American good
will, came Pearl Harbor! Japan
had forgotten.
To forget can become a Cardinal
Sin. America has forgotten what
made her great and strong. She
has forgotten that her foundation
for Democracy with its basic
eqalitcis and liberties stems from
an early faith in God's Holy Word.
Schools have become the enemy
of our orginial Judeo-Christian
Foundation, and have been replaced with the folse conception that
energy, shaped by chance in final
reality. As this humanistic view
takes oVer
the humanistic societies in the
past have.
Beatrice Ross
Murray. Ky.

Resident takes wet-dry stance
I iear Editor.
In response to an article in the
Murray State News April 22, an article that concerns us all, either
yea or nay The wet and dry issue.
We the citizens of the town of
Murray are fortunate to have a
student such as Nathan Yancy
Who has such a great interest in
the progress of the city of Murray.
Since he is a senior and as with
most of the students will be leaving soon, they will rarely ever
think of Murray again.
It's a mystery to me how the city
of Murray has survived and progressed the way it has with out the
help of his committee. For the last
five years Murray has been
selected as one of the few class
number one gold star cities in the
state of Kentucky, as well as having the lowest/rate of unemployment in the Jackson-Purchase
area and often the lowest in the entire state It was also picked the
number one city in the United
States to tive and retire. For the
life of me't can't see how all of this
could happen without Mr. Yancy
and his committee, and the sake of
alcohol. As it is often said, "If it
ain't broke don't fix it". So thank
you but no thanks, we seem to be
doing alright
During my many years on earth
I have yet to see any good come
from the drinking of alcohol. I
have seen broken homes, spouse
abuse, child abuse, death on the
highways and welfare checks being spent for alcohol while
children are at home hungry. One
thing for sure, if you don't like
yourself just drink alcohol and you
will get a new personality. But
seldom have I seen improvement.
Also we are grateful for the few
Murray State students who are
eager to become citizens of Murray. I would never be one to
deprive any one !heir right to vote.
It is the right of all responsible
adults to cast their votes. I must
say that voting is a privilege which
also carries a responsibility. We
as permanent citizens realize that
it takes revenue to operate a city.
So we have rules and regulations
e.the
Murray

to go by. We who live and operate
a car or truck in the city as well as
the county residents whO work in
the city are required to buy a city
auto sticker for each vehicle We
are required to pay a personal property tax on each vehicle. As
citizens of Murray we are not
allowed to have out of state license
on our cars if we buy a car from
out of state we are required by law
to have the car licence in the state
of Kentucky We also have to pay
the sales tax on said vehicle. I'm
sure that all Murray State
students who register to vote and
berme responsible citizens of
Murray will be glad to follow these
regulations along with the rest of
us permanent citizens. Privileges
do carry responsibilities.
Another thing I don't understand
is the voice with a forked tongue.
The Government as well as Mad
Mothers and Mad Students are
having a war on alcohol and drugs
- both are the same. When all
these people are saying, "JUST
SAY NO." You are asking the people to JUST SAY, "YES." What a
crazy world we live in. This seems
like a double standard way of life.
Sincerely Yours,
Hal K. Kingins
Former Postmaster
University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Ky 42071

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
For those of you who sometimes
feel "out of the mainstream"(and
who doesn't - at least some of the
time), these words from one Sandy Moffett, a theatre professor at
Grinnell College, might prove
interesting .
It is on the edges that things
are most interesting. Life is
not the middle of the forest.
but where the forest meets
the field. The action Is not in
the middle of the lake or
riser, but in the hays, the
marshes, in the bends, riffles
and eddies,
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Santa won't bring these Christmas groceries
M.C. Garrott is in the hospital. The
following is a repeat of one of his
columns.
A few weeks ago, we had all the
family - 10 of 'em - under the
home roof for the Thanksgiving
holidays.
Included were our two grandchildren. Steve has a little 5-yearold boy, Brad, and Kay a little girl.
Sarah, almost three years old and
very much with a mind of her own.
Now, whenever Sarah, who lives
in Louisville, comes to Granny
and Poppy's house in Murray, one
of the first things she wants to do is
to go see the "big cow" at the
Sirloin Stockade and then the Big
John statue towering over the
Glendale Road -641 South
. intersection.
She loves Big John. If her
parents don't go by him coming into our place, you're not going to
get much rest until you take her
"to see Big John!"
Another "Must" when the little
ones are home is a trip to Sammons' Bakery for some milk, a
doughnut or some doughnut holes.
They can inhale them both.
So, whenever the two of them
are there Poppy's usual routine is
adjusted to include these side
trips.
• • •
It was on the day after
Thanksgiving that I came up with
another bright idea while with
them at the bakery. "How would
you like to look at some toys and
maybe see Santa Claus?" I asked
as they licked their lips and
-'fingers' after cleaning up the
bakery goodies.
"Yes! Yes!" they both exclaimed excitedly, almost in unison.

-Let's go see Santa!"
Within a few minutes we were in
one of the town's major department stores.
"Now, we're not going to buy
anything," I tried to explain, taking each by a hand."We just want
to look. If you see something you
would like for Christmas, you can
tell Santa about it if he is in the
store. If we don't see him, you can
tell Poppy and I'll tell him for you
the first time I see him. Understand? We're just gonna look.
They responded in the affirmative with angelic nods. "We'll
just look, Poppy," Brad replied,
but Sarah just looked up at me out
of the corners of her eyes. I had a
feeling right there that her heart
wasn't in the agreement.
Pulling loose from me, they
headed like a couple of coon dogs
on a fresh scent straight for the toy
department way off in one corner
of the acre-like store. It would
have taken me and a halt dozen
store clerks to have found it, but
they went straight to it.
• • •
We have been moving slowly up
and down the toy-laden, stacked
aisles for 10 minutes or so when
Sarah came up on a little red and
yellow grocery cart.
It was filled with all sorts of
"play-like groceries" - weiners,

cookies, a bottle of milk, a bar of
soap. a half-dozen eggs, jello, a
couple cans of soup, cereal and
even Milk-Bone biscuits for the
dog - to name a few.
Well, sir, she clamped her little
hands around the handle of that
cart a started pushing it up and
down the aisle. "Would you like
for Santa to bring you a cart like
that full of groceries?" I asked,
bending over her as she made a Uturn.
She just nodded and kept going.
After a few minutes of this, Brad
and I were ready to move on.
"Come on, Sarah, let's put the cart
back where it belongs and go see
what else we can find," I said, taking hold of the cart and gently but
firmly guiding it back to where it
had been displayed originally.
"No!" she snapped, looking up
with a frown. "I want it!"
"Remember what we said. We
are just going to look today," I
said, suddenly faced with a glaring public confrontation.
"No!" she said again, much
louder this time and trying to jerk
the cart out of my grasp. "I want
to keep it!"
"Not now you can't," I said as
sweetly as I could under the Circumstances. Straddling the cart
and holding it between my knees
while I gently pried her little
hands from the handle, I went on
"but I'll be sure to tell Santa that
you want one. I'll bet he will bring
you one Christmas!"
• • •
She didn't buy that at all. "But I
want it now!" she cried almost at
a yell, and with that she broke out
crying like her heart would break.
I could just feel the eyes of

everyone in the store on "that
cruel old man"
Now, a situation like that
frustrates and embarrasses a
fellow - especially a granddaddy
- out in public. You can and
generally do not hesitate to handle
matters when the child is your
own, but when they belong to someone else, you have to go about it
more diplomatically.
This turn of events simply cut
our toy-looking expedition short,
and we headed for home, leaving
the store with everybody staring
as I almost dragged Sarah, still
bleating her head off, out the door.
Brad, somewhat bewildered by it
all, followed close behind.
And that was as far as our Santa
Clausing in Murray went on that
traditionally busy Friday after
Thanksgiving.
•

• •

Not long afterwards, we were
talking with daughter Kay on the
phone from their home in
Louisville.
She and Sarah had been to one of
the malls there that afternoon.
Sarah'had had a chance to sit in
Santa's lap and tell him what she
wanted for Christmas, When he
put her down, he motioned Kay to
come up to his chair.
"What's this about groceries?"
He aslfed. "When I asked your little girl what she wanted for
Christmas, she said, 'I want a
cartful of groceries, but Poppy
won't let me have 'em.' Do you
know what's she is talking
about?"
Of course, her mother laughingly did, and proceeded to give Santa
a quick explanation of Sarah's
strange request.

Should the right take a walk in November?
With Super Tuesday raising
George Bush up to heir presumptive to Ronald Reagan, realization
is taking hold on the Right that the
Conservative Hour is over.-Temporarily. Frustrated, bitter at
their failure to unite and stop the
moderates' recapture of the Party, conservatives are muttering.
"Let's sit this one out; let's let the
Democrats have it all. When they
foul up, as they did under Carter,
we will come back stronger than
ever in '90 and '92, maybe even
taking the House. Let's let
Dukakis' crowd be lollygagging in
the barnyard when the chickens
come home to roost."
While not inaccurate as coldblpoded analysis, the sentiment is
rriore than a little cynical; this
would be true dog-in-the-manger
politics, Nelson Rockefeller-style;
and the stakes are too large for
such pettiness now. Any conservitive who writes off Geore Bush's
GOP in 1988, is writing himself out
of the politics et 4992 -• and
beyond. Consider what a Dukakis
administration would mean.
A Democrat victory in
November would be a death warrant for the Nicaraguan
Resistance. Congress would terminate funding (except refugee
assistance); and legal impediments would be strewn in the
path of anyone seeking, privately
or publicly, to save the contra
cause. The men and women who
went home to Nicaragua to fight.
at our behest, would become
'refugees, prisoners or corpses. Tip
O'Neill and Jim Wright will have
triumphed; and the end of the

decade would find the Soviet Empire more deeply entrenched in
the 1,sthmus of the Americas than
did the beginning. Anyone. want to
assume responsibility for that?
Jonas Savimbi's UNITA movement and army, which now controls hall of AngOla, would see a
swift end to U.S. military
assistance, as the Dukakis administration pusued rapprochement_with Luanda and confrontation with South Africa. Congress
would ttith with moral fervor and
ideological ferocity to meeting
Jesse Jackson's one nonnegotiable demand on the Atlanta
convention: across-the-board
sanctions to bring down the Botha
Government. Pretoria 'would be
squeezed between the Apartheid
Forever Conservative Pary and
the Tambo-Mandela ANC (the
"freedom fighters" of Sam
Donaldson's depiction). Again,
total defeat for the Wet.
Catering to the canaille at Turtle
Bay, U.S. diplomats would come
down with 'special severity upon
"human rights abuses" in South
Korea, Chile and South Africa,
destabilizing all three.
The Strategic Defense Initiative
would be cut back to a research
program; deployment would be
traded away at Geneva; the Soviet
break-out from ABM would proceed. Four years of defense cuts
would stretch to eight. President
Dukakis would deliver an arms
agreement (already outlined by
President Reagan 1 cutting by
three-fourths our land-based
missile force, and by near twothirds U.S. missile submarines;

the U.S. bomber force would be
reduced to fewer than 150 planes.
(Under JFK, we had almost 1,000
B-52s. ) Detente II would be in
flower. Domestically, there would be
new taxes, most probably raising
the 28 percent top personal rate
close.to 40 percent, with a new hit
on 'the corporations. The share of
GNP taken by federal taxes would
rise from 20 percent closer to 23
percent closer to 26 percent closer
to 27 percent. A broadened
"catastrophic health" plan, with
Medicare taxes rising to cover the
cost of nursing home care for
everyone over 65, would be the
social centerpiece of Mike
Dukakis' new New Deal.
Alan Dershowitz, Floyd'
Abrams, Lawrence Tribe would
be among the names advanced for
the U.S. Supreme Court, to carry
on the tradition of retiring Justices
Thurgood Marshall and William
Brennan. Roe v. Wade would live,
not just for four more years, but
for two more decades.
Following the debacles of '80
and '84, Democratic rhetoric has
changed but Democratic thinking
has not. No idea has been yet advanced by Gephardt, Gore,
Dukakis or Jesse Jackson, with

which Walter Moatclale or George
McGovern would furiously
disagree.
The Democratic debates have
become soporific, when they are
not personal, because, no matter
the disparity in styles, they are all
liberals now. Government remains the indispensable engine of
progress; and egalitarian,
secularist, socialist society, its
destiny directed from Washington,
remains the Utopia toward which
the party would move America.
Feminists, gay rights activists,
Big Labor, the Black Caucus
would all have an ally in President
Dukakis.
As it looks abroad today, the
dominant wing of the Democratic
Party of 1988 sees old allies - the
Republic of China, South Africa,
South Korea - , as embarrassments or enemies; and old
enemies. the Soviet Empire and
Mainland China, as prospective
partners and friends.. Though it
speaks in the technocratic jargon
of Michael Dukakis, and spouts
the ersatz nationalism of Richard
Gephardt and the synthetic centrism of Albert Gore, in its heart,
the Democratic Party is now a
Jesse Jackson Party.
About Jackson's ideology, his
fellow canidates are as silently
sympathetic as the'national press
is openly enthusiastic over his
political progress.
Any conservative who plays a
passive role in bringing this crowd
to power will have upon his conscience the fate of Savimbi, the
contras, the Mujahedeen, and
another 6 million unborn.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Beth Boston, senior at Murray
High School and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Fil Boston, is one of 15
students in Kentucky named to
receive a National Merit Scholar-
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ship award.
on April 26.
State Representative Dolly
Anne Clanton Miller and John
McNutt reviewed the past session
Michael Fahey were married
on women's issues for members of April 6 at Chattanooga, Tenn.
League of Women Voters on April
Cain & Treas Motor Sales had its
24 at North Branch of Peoples grand opening yesterday. Owners
Bank. She was introduced by Mrs. are H.E. (Jackie Treas and Jack
Crit Lowry.
Cain.
Births reported include a boy to
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Mattis and a " Tech Sgt. Sidriey B. Williams
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Lamb. has been assigned to Missile
April 14; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Development Center at Holloman
John Robert Weatherly, April 26.
Air Force Base. New Mexico.
Twenty years ago
New officers of Murray High
Marine Lance Cpl. Donald R. School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs William
Association are Mrs. William
*lien of Farmington, ha4 been Nall. Mrs. Ted Clack, Mrs. Edwin
reported killed in action in Viet- Larson and Mrs. Frank Dtbble.
nam on April 19.
School vice chairmen were Mrs.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Brunner, Carter; Mrs.
James Payne was gutted by fire A.W. Russell, Austin: and Mrs.
N'RITE A LETTER - Letters to interest.
the editor are welcomed and enLetters must not be more than
couraged. All letters must he sign- 500 words. Longer letters cannot
ed by the writer and the writer's be published.
address and phone number must
Editors resene the right to conbe included for verification. The dense or reject any letter and limit
phone number will not be frequent writers.
published.
Address correspOndence to:
letters should be typewritten Editor: The Murray Ledger &
and double-spaced if possible and Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
should be on topics of general 42071.
•

W.C. Easter, high school.
Pierce McDougal has been
elected to membership in
American Angus Association at
St. Joseph. Mo.
"Bradburn Hale says a sure way
to make it rain is to wax your
automobile," from column. "Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Forty years ago
Dr. James C. Hart is now
associated with Houston-Devitt
Clinic, Inc., as an eye, ear, nose
and throat specialist.
"Don't Darken My door" will be
presented April 30 by Junior Class
of Almo High School Cast
members include L.A. Jones, Bobbie Sue Poyner, Benny Ray, Betty
Holsapple, James Rose, Dortha
Mathis, Lalah Henderson,
Patricia Lewis and Robert Ray.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Fowler,
April 10, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Barnett, April 21
Mrs. Leslie Putnam and Mrs.
L.E. Owen presented a program at
a meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs R.T
Wells.
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Couple will be married for 50 years Jackson-Morgan wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Lv.vell King of
1103 Sycamore St.. Murray, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Monday, May 2.
They were married on May 2,
1938, by J.M. Story at Harris
Grove.
Their attendants were Grant
Styles and Laurene Jones Styles.
Mrs. King, the former Eloise
Garner. is the daughter of the late
James C. Garner and Effie Humphrey Garner.
Mr. King is the son of the late
A.C. King and Kitty McClain King.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Bill (Nowata) Forres of Hazel.
Their three grandchildren are
Tony Forres and Billy Forres of
Hazel and Mrs. Gary (Peggy
Taylor of Murray.
Their three great-grandchildren
are Greg Taylor. Charles Taylor
and John D. Taylor.

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell King

Coleman gets scholarship
Trevor Coleman, senior at
Calloway County High School and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mac Coleman
of New Concord, has been named
a recipient of one of the Robert C.
Byrd scholarships offered by the
Kentucky Department of
Education.
An awards reception and
ceremony was held on April 6 in,
Frankfort to honor the Byrd'
scholarship winners. Dr. John
Brock, superintendent of public instruction, made the presentations.
Accompanying Coleman at the
reception were his mother, his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R.H.
Kelso, and Jerry Ainley, principal
of Calloway County High School.
Education reform in Kentucky
has placed its greatest emphasis
on student achievement and
academic excellence.
The Robert C. Byrd Honors
Scholarship Program affords the
Kentucky Department of Education an opportunity to recognize
and reward students who personify excellence. Through their
hard work and their success, these
students exemplify the values the

Department dt Education wishes
for all Kentucky's youth.
Scholarships of $1,500 applicable
to any university were made
available to 78 seniors from
private and public schools across
the state of Kentucky.
In choosing the scholarship recipients. the seven member Scholarship Selection Committee considared academic achievement.
community involvement, and promise of continued academic
achievement. Applying for the 78
Byrd scholarships available this
were were 700 students from 100
counties.

The approaching marriage of
Miss Laura K. Jackson to Ron E.
Morgan has been announded.
Miss Jackson is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Jackson of 150
Sullivan Ave., Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Z.B. Crouse of Murray
and of Mrs. Jessie Jackson and the
late Legal Jackson of Dexter.
Mr. Morgan is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Morgan of 4368
Meadow Lane, Paducah..
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Henrietta Sweet of Paducah, Mr.
and Mrs. Lucian H. Debow Sr. of
Nashville, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred H. Morgan of Paducah.
The bride-elect is a 1987
graduate of Reidland High School.
The groom-elect is a 1983 graduate
of Tilghman High School.
Both Miss Jackson and Mr.
Morgan are presently attending
Western Kentucky University.
Bowling Green.
The wedding will be iplemnized
on Tuesday. May 10. at 7 p.m. at
Reidland United Methodist
Ghurch, Paducah.
\ No invitations are being sent.
41 friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding.

Laura K.Jackson and
Ron F. lorgan to marrv

Trevor Coleman

BARGAIN SHOWS
Sat., Sun. Aft. & Tue Nite
All Seats '2.50

Michael Keaton is
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ART GUILD SALE FRIDAY — Art. Antiques and Collectable. sale will be Fruia). April :9. from III a.m. to 3
p.m. at the guild. located at 103 North Sixth St.. across from National Hotel. Included are items from around
the world, many one of a kind, priced from 50 cents to $6.5, most under $5. Shownin top photo are antique Egvp.
tian toe rings, Pala% an Island story board. antique silver nutcracker. antique clown bank and meta toy cats.
antique and foreign dolls. Toby mugs. antique lace and linens:ceramic vases and Nod... antique china,
depression glass, needlepoint, records and pewter. In bottom photo, Patricia Clark shows some of the original
art, both framed and unframed. at all prices to be featured at the sale. The public is urged to take ad% antage
of this sale. Proceeds will go toward the maintenance and upkeep of the guild house
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PAGEANT WINNER — Linda Ann Morganti was named America's
Cover Miss U.S.A. at the preliminary pageant held Saturday. April 9, at
Holiday Inn, Murray. She was the overall winner in her age division of
beauty, sportswear and photogenic competitions. She received a 313 foot
trophy, banner and crown for the beauty competition; a 2% loot trophy
and banner for the sportswear competition; and a 2% foot trophy, ban.
ner and crown for the photogenic division. Morganti won her $200 entry
fee for the national competition to be held the last of June at Fort Walton
Beach, Fla. Rattler Hairstyles of Murray was her sponsor. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Salome Burris of Murray and Bill Burris of Destin,
Fla., and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Brind of Dunnellon, Fla.
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WE'RE OPEN
6-DAYS A WEEK

English
Sole

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Owners: Louie and Sue Williams

•

436-5496

1,10

Summer
1988 anti Andean...

Pima Orton worn against the skin...
ANDEAN Knit tops air back by poplar demand!
At s2293 Andean Oyes us the softest, a)olest knit to be worn
for dressy purposes as well as for. play. 12 _colors.

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

Off Hwy. 121 South
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On the Square
Murray
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Corning community events listed
THE

Thursday, April 28
Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive Streets.
Transportation Committee of
Purchase Area Development
District will meet at 5:15 p.m. at
PADD office, Highway 45 North,
Mayfield.
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-77t4 or 753-7663.
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call Pam
at 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
Murray State University Jazz
Band will present a free concert at
8 p.m. at Johnson Theatre, Doyle
Fine Arts Center. MSU.
-- - Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m_
at club house.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary will meet
at 7 p.m. at Legion Hall
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Chu.ch.
---Retreat fot.High School Confirmation ill be at 5:30 p.m. at St
Leo's Catholic Church
Friday. April 29
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federai Employees will meet at
1130 a m at Sirloin Stockade.
- - -Murray Art Guild, 103 North
Sixth St.. will have art. antiques
and collectables on sale frdm 10
a.m. to 3 p.m
- --Free art exhibit, 'Tis Done! We
Have Become A Nation," will be
from 1 to 4 p.m. in Wrather West
Kentucky Museum. Murray State
University. For information call
761-4771.
- - -Spaghetti supper for Confirmation students and their parents will
he at 6 p.m. in Parish Center. St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
- Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 pm at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink
---Friendly Hands Group will meet
from 10 a m to 2 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First Christian
Chill-ch. A potluck meal will be
'ser'ved.
- -Calloway County Health Center
will be closed today
--- "Lafferty Hall" will be shown at
8 p.m. on MSU-TV 11
---"On Golden Pond" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at Playhouse
in Murray-Calloway County Park.
For information call 759-1752
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Kirks Store at Paris Landing
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Piney
Campground. Land Between the
Lakes, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Blood pressure, cholesterol,
triglyceride, anemia and diabetes
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered.
---Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
4 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
-- -Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
members only

Friday, April 29
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Pioneering Outdoor Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground; Spring test at
Hillman Ferry Campground;
Wranglers Roundup at Wranglers
Campground; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
Annual Brire.--elild Football
Game at Murray State University
will be at 7:30 p.m. in Stewart
Stadium. Donations of a can of
food or money for Need Line will
be taken.
---Emeritus Club Luncheon will be
at 11:30 a.m. at Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. For tickets at $7 per person call
762-6926 or 762-3737.
--- Retirement dinner for Patsy
Dyer will be at 7 p.m. in Curris
Center Ballroom, Murray State
University. For tickets at $8 per
person call 762-3773.
- --Reception honoring Wanda
Bigham will be at 3:30 p.m. on second floor lobby, Doyle Fine Arts
Building, Murray State
University.
"Sing and Rejoice 88" will be
theme of the special singing and
program from 7:30 to 11:30p.m. at
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Saturday, April 30
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will meet for a breakfast and auction at 8:30 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
-- -Gospel benefit singing for Justin
Brasher. featuring the Shelton
Singers and the Gage Boys, will be
at 7 p.m at Murray Middle School
auditorium.
-- -Camp WOW will have a work
day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Crady
Hall at the camp. For information
call 753-2319 or 753-4382.
- -- Collegiate YMCA will have a
"Out and Back Road Race" starting at 8:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. For
information call Keith Abell.
- - -Garage sale. sponsored by
Humane Society of Calloway
County, will be from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m at home of Gigi Dawson, 1713
Farmer Ave
- --Calloway County High School
Laker Bands will have free car
washes from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade and Kroger Store.
---Open Horse Show, sponsored by
Wranglers Riding Club and Colt's
and Filly's 4-H Club, will start at 6
p.m. at Wranglers' grounds.
located off Highway 44 East on
Van Cleave Road.
-- - Calloway County High School
seniors will be calling on
businesses for donations for Project Graduation today
- - -Calloway County Democratic
Convention is scheduled to meet at
2 p.m. at Miller Courthouse
Annex.
- --"On Golden Pond" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at Playhouse
in Murray-Calloway County Park
For information call 759-1752.
- - -Deadline to enter 13th annual
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant on
May 22 is today. For information
call Ann Spann of Omicron Alpha
Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of WOW.
- -- Dance featuring music by Double Nickel will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
Is for members only.
- --AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

1/2 Price

ED
PACKAGE SPECIALS!
(2) 8x10 Oils - $35"
(2) 5x7 Oils 0
(2) 8x10 Oils and (1) 5x7 - '45
'

7
5x7 Oil •11'
8x10 Oil - 7"
11 x14 Oil 16x20 Oil - '50"

Saturday, April 30
Sunday, May 1
presented
at 2 p.m. at Playhouse
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Pioneering Out- in Murray-Calloway County Park.
door Enrichment Series at Energy
Goshen United Methodist
Lake Campground; Springiest at
Hillman Ferry Campground; Church will have its annual
homecoming today.
Wrangles Roundup at Wranglers
Campground; Flying Time at 9:30
---Ledbetter Baptist Church will
a.m. and Bluebird Box Inspection
have its annual homecoming
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 today.
---a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Sheep ShearNorth Fork Baptist Church will
ing and Wool Work from 1 to 4 p.m.
have its annual homecoming
at Homeplace-1850; Planting the
today.
Garden at 1:30 p.m. at Empire
---Farm.
"Lafferty Hall" will be shown at
- - --Preceptor Omicron Chapter of 5 p.m. on MSU-TV 11.
---Beta Sigma Phi will leave at 6
AA will have a closed meeting at
a.m. to attend Founders Day pro4 p.m. at American Legion
gram at Nashville, Tenn.
Building, South Sixth and Maple
---Main Street Youth Center at 205 Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
North Fourth St. will be open from
---1 p.m. to midnight. For informaEvents in Land Between the
tion call 753-TEEN.
Lakes will include Pioneering Out- --door Enrichment Series at Energy
Murray Single Connection will
have an outing to Fort Donelson at Lake Campground; Springiest at
Hillman Ferry Campground;
Dover, Tenn. For information call
Wranglers Roundup at Wranglers
Pam at 759-1105, Brenda at
Campground: Iron Industry at
753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
-- -Homeplace-1850; Sheep Shearing
A spring dance for high school
students will be from 7:30 to-11 from 1 to 4 p.m. at Empire Farm;
p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo's Turtles of LBL at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
Catholic Church.
---- - -Joe Plucluiett, junior percusROTC Open House and Military
sion, and Jessica Shanklin, junior
Equipment Display with Rappelling demonstrations will be from 10 trumpet, will present a recital at 2
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Stewart Stadium, p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
Murray State University.
University.
-‘- ----Retirement rtception honoring
Dr. Alice Koenecke will be fro—' Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will have
to 4 p.m. in Social Area, Second
its Mother-Daughter banquet at 6
Floor, Applied Science Building
p.m. in fellowship hall.
North, Murray State University.
- - -Reception honoring Golden
Horseshoe and distinguished
Alumnus award winners at Murray State University will begin at 6
p.m. in mid-level lounge of Curris
Center, MSU.
SHANGHAI, China (AP) --- Evangelist Billy Graham says
Murray State University Alumni
religion could aid China's 'comBanquet will begin at 7 p.m. in
munist government in its moderCurtis Center ballroom.
nization drive.
"Even secular leaders are askSunday, May 1
ing the question,'Where are we to
Four RiVers Music Friends will find the moral renewal we need to
meet at 2 p.m. in annex of
be successful in China's moderCalloway Public Library. This is
nization program?' Could they
open to all interested persons.
turn to us?" Graham asked about
100 Shanghai pastors and church
leaders Sunday.
"On Golden Pond" will be

Hwy

Complete Photo Copy and Restoration from Any
641 South (Thee Old Nostoltt Bldg.)

Photo

492-8198

"Whoever has no patience has no
wisdom."
- Sa'di.
Follow the play of today's game
to see if you can spot where East
went wrong. South won nine tricks
at a game that might have easily
been held to eight.
West's heart jack was allowed to
win and East overtook West's 10
with his queen my the second lead.
Back came the heart trey to knock
out South's ace, and East's fourth
heart was a cashable winner.
A diamond was led to dummy's
nine and East's ace, and East's 13th
heart produced defensive book.
East then exited safely with a diamond, hoping to score one of his
black queens for the setting trick.
(The bidding told East that he could
count 6n no more face cards from
West.)
South then ran his diamond winners, forcing East to unguard one of
his black queens. Since East had the
spade 10, he decided to discard his
club deuce. South now guessed right
(East's discomfort helped), and he
was able to cash the remaining
tricks.
Where did East go wrong? It
might have helped if East had discarded a nonchalant spade, but
that's not where he went wrong. He

NEW YORK (AP) - Actress
Sharon Gless, whose cop
character on TV's "Cagney &
Lacey" sunk into alcoholism last
season, checked into a drug and
alcohol rehabilitation center two
weeks ago, according to People
magazine.
Gless' publicist would not confirm the report that the two-time
Emmy winner entered the
Hazelden Foundation in Center City, Minn., the magazine said in its
current edition.
The publicist, whom People did
not identify, confined comment to
a statement from Gless:
"Everything from my personal
life to my metaphysical beliefs
have been speculated on and made
cheap. I continue to maintain the
position I've held for some time I'll not comment on my personal
life for the press," said the
statement.
A spokesman for the series
refused to comment, People said.
CBS has yet to renew the show.

own
I>)WNTOWN MURRAY

April Showers
8( May Flowers
Sensational Sale Prices On Fresh New Spring Fashions

ENTIRE SPRING COLLECTION

DRESSES
Regular 24 00 to 138 00 Values

JUNIORS
MISSYS
PETITES
HALF SIZES

SPECIAL 1

Entire Stock

% OFF

SPORTSWEAR

Coordinates

1•31111014
IOC/Tvel••

CASUAL IL DRESSY STYLES
Regular 18 00 to 49 00 Values

20`)/0

Greg Adams

4-

OFF

All Spring

3

OFF

Outerwear Jackets

Junior & Missy

Junior 8, Missy

SUITS

COATS

PANTS & SKIRTS

SWEATERS

Regular 80 00 to 144 00 Values

Regular 40 00 to 120 00 Values

Regular 20 00 to 58 00 Values

Regoor 18 00 to 92 00 Values

1 3 TO /
/
1 2 OFF

l
h TO /
1 2 OFF

Spring Fashion

Vanity Fair'

1/A TO3
1/

1/
OFF

Vanity Foie

HANDBAGS

DAY WEAR

SLEEPWEAR

%pier tea 4 SO to 28 00 values

Rogolor 12 00 to 40 00 Values

250/0

()F r

Fashion Accessory

BELTS

Now

25 /0

OF F

Comfort Slippers

ISOTONER

P

Requior 5 00 to 31 00 Volvos

A Great Mother s Day Oft

20°/0

Body Refresher Kit

Now

OFF

SCARVES
Nolo,
NOW

20%

FREE

Entire Stock

HATS
Regular 2C

OFF

IW TN SUPPER
PURCHAS

(10 In

/
14TO

/
12

Now

25

)F F

Spring Comfort

OF F

OFF

SKIRT SETS
Reg 18 00 '0 66

Now

00 VOluft

25

%

Spring Fashion

LOUNGE WEAR

JEWELRY

Regom 27 00 to 97 00 VOlur.r

Rsqutor 3 00 to SS 00 Valves

Now 250/ •

0 OFF

Briefs or Hipsters

LOLLIPOP
vr.o.,oc

1/
14T013

SA2•Chimney Ridge

Selected 70 00 to 120 00 Values

NOW

Regular 1 00 to 4 00 Valves

300

BRIDGE'

w att 3 PM*

OFF PURCHASI

NOW

25/0
0

F

Formfit' Active Woman

BRAS
Regular 1 4 00 to 1S 00 Volvet

25'

)F F

BOBBY WOLFF

should -never have cashed that
fourth heart. Declarer would then
have most likely played West for
the heart king and opted for the
"safe" finesse to East's doubleton
club queen. Then, and only then,
would it be right for East to cash the
last heart.
NORTH
4-28-A
•A J 2
•7 54
•J 10 9
K J 10 7
WEST
EAST
49 7 6 4
•Q 105
V J 10 9
V K Q 8 3
•5 4 2
•A 6 3
.954
•Q 8 2
SOUTH
•K 8 3
A62
•K Q 8 7
4A 6 3
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South
1 NT

West
Pass

North
3 NT

East
All pass

Opening lead Heart jack
BID WITH THE ACES
4-28-B

South holds
•Q 105
K Q83
•A 6 3
4Q 8 2

Television actress
checks into center

—
Rev. Billy Graham
talks about China

6 00 to 44 00 Volues

Twila's Photo Arts

ACES ON

South

14

North
14

ANSWER: One no-trump. With no
ruffing values at a spade contract,
avoid the raise with only three
trumps.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyruglit, 1981, United Feature Syndicate

Massage Therapy
and Your Health

by
Joe
West,
LMT

Arird

Have you ever noticed the free
and unrestricted movements of
children at play? Most children
are not troubled by headaches
and other pains caused by
muscular tension because they
simply have little or no abnormal muscular Vension. As most
of us grow older, however, our
bodies muscles begin to become
stiff, tense, and rigid as we
gradually begin to adopt the
restrictive behaviours of adult
life. Heaven forbid that a
mature adult be seen climbing
a tree or skiing through a rain
puddle! We tend to spend more
and more time living purely in
our heads as we begin to lose the
free and spontaneous movement
of childhood.
Massage is a way for us to.
once again, open up free communication between our minds
and our bodies. For all too many
of us, stiffness and pain are a
way of life to which we become
accustomed. and it is often not
until we receive a professional
massage that we realize that our
muscles are tight. or come to see
how much of our valuable
energy is consumed by tension.
Why not experience the
wonderful relaxation that can be
brought about by my unique
blend of European. Oriental,
and Deep Tissue massage
therapies? Your muscular tension headaches could very well
become a thing of the past!
Call and set up an appointment in the comfort and conve•
nience of your own home or
office.
$8.00
Stress-Break Session
This work is done with the
client seated in a chair and lasts
for 15 mins. Excellent tension
reliever for those who are "on
the go."
$15.00
B-N-S Session
This work is done on a specially designed portable massage
table and lasts for 30 mins.
Deep, concentrated work on the
back, neck, and shoulders.
Total Relaxation
Sessibn
POMO
This work lasts for 60 mins.
and is also done on the portable
table. Designed for complete,
total body relaxation. Most
clients fall asleep during this
session.

Joe West
Licensed Massage
- Therapist
753-6937
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Wedding vows to be said June 25
Mr. and Mrs. Pletcher Lewis of
Brownsville, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their only daughter,
La Rita, to Keith Layne Lovett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Rudy
Lovett of Murray.
Miss Lewis is the granddaughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marbury and of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest?\
Lewis, all of Brownsville.
Mr. Lovett is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pierce of
Kirksey and of Mrs. Erma Lovett
and the late H.G. Lovett of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1984
graduate of Haywood High School,
Brownsville. In May she will
receive a B.S. degree with a major
in Speech and Hearing Therapy
from Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tenn.
She was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority and a little
sister of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. She willwattend Memphis
State Graduate School mastering
in Speech Pathology in the fall.
The groom-elect is a 1983
graduate of Calloway County High
School. He received a B.S. degree
with a major in General Business
from Lambuth College, Jackson.
Tenn.
He was vice president of Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity and a fouryear letterman for Lambuth's
men's varsity basketball team. He
currently is employed with Foster
Auto World, Memphis, Tenn.
The wedding ceremony and
Brownsville, Tenn.
reception is planned for Saturday,
All friends and relatives are in.
June 25. at 3:30 p.m. at Zion Bapvited to attend.

La Rita Lewis and
Keith Layne Lovett to marry
tistchur,
After their honeymoon, the cou-

ple planslat°
reside in Memphis.
Tenn,

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1988
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A difference of opinion could exist
between partners about a shopping
matter. Keep aims realistic in business. Tonight favors going out and
meeting-with friends.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Don't bite off more than you can
handle at work. Complete one task
before going to another. Afternoon is
best for accomplishment. Go after
what you want
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
In romance you tend to fantasize
now. Stay away from risky gambles.
Be protective of financial interests.
Tonight favors dating and recreational pursuits.

BridalGift
RegistrY
We are pleased to
announce that P.J.
Clayton, bride-elect of
Allen Jones, has
,Ablected her bath and
bedding accessories
from
our
bridal
registry.
P.J. and Allen will
be married May 21,
1988.

JC Penney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray Kentucky

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
4116
Friends may take up too much of
your time now. Extra energy should
be utilized in domestic actitivies.
Make arrangements today for property improvements.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Not everything is clear in business.
Be wary of deceptive influences. A
meaningful dialogue is achieved with
a partner.
Pursue joint goals
together.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Expenses may be heavy in connection with travel. Buyers need to be
extra shrewd. Others could take
advantage. Extra drive brings financial gains through the job.
LD3RA
(Sept 23 to Oct22)
ZeZ5
Your inclination is to tap into credit
too heavily. A family member
requires compassion and understanding. Your intent is to have fun
tonight. Go out.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CIE
Gossip and rumors make the
rounds. You may be taking a close tie
for granted. Show consideration.
Emphasize family tonight Attend to
domestic chores.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
fita
Try not to let work slide. Be
attentive to obligations. Some are
prone to take a foolish financial risk.
Joining friends tonight proves to be a
lot of fun.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Put lofty plans aside Concentrate
on immediate work assignments for
gains today. Income should improve,
but business and pleasure do not
combine favorably.
AQUARrup
(Jan. 20 to'Veb. 18)
You're in a hurry to have weekend
fun and may let some obligations

Hemdon-Graves vows solemnized
The wedding of Miss Melissa
Kaye Herndon and Jeffrey Dale
Graves was solemnized on Saturday. March 26.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C.W. Woody Herndon
Jr. of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. Gayle Graves of St.
Petersburg. Fla.
The vows were solemnized in a
private ceremony at 5:30 p.m. in
the Garden Room of the Kenlake
Hotel. John Dale, minister of
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, officiated at the double
ring ceremony.
Grandparents of the bride are
Mrs. Virgil Childress Grogan and
the late Leon Grogan of Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Herndon
Sr. of Murray.
The groom is the grandson of
Mrs. Della Blake and the late
Walter Neely of Bedford. Ind., and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
Graves of Springville, Ind.
Attending the couple were
Elizabeth Herndon. Louisville.
aunt of the bride, and Roger A.
Herndon, Murray, brother of the
bride.
The bride wore an ornately embroidered tea length white organza and cotton dress with pearl earrings. a gift of her maternal
grandmother, and a pearl
necklace. belonging to her maternal great-aunt. Mrs. M.O.
Wrather.
She wore a wreath Qf spring
daisies and baby's breath in her
hair and carried a matching bridal
bOquet.
Following the ceremony. a buffet was served in honor of the
newlyweds.
The bride is a 1985 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
attended Murray State University.

Several New Styles

We Now Have Ladies Tretorn

Tennis Shoes
$28"
Several New Styles

Starting At

$33"

New Shipments of Ladies

Shoes Arriving Daily
Dress & Casual

$1 1
"

Factory Discount Shoes
16th & Main

753-9419

are residing at 2706 Drury! W ay
Lane. Apt. 19, Memphis, Wrin•
38128
The ladies of the Seventh and
Poplar. Church of Chnst honored
the newly married couple with a
wedding shower on Sunday. April
24

Fairbanks writes
autobic)graph

IF BORN TODAY you work well
with groups and often aspire to a
place in the community. You may
have a genuine interest in reform and
humanitarian work.

stones in "The Salad Days," the
first installment of a two-volume
autobiography.
"I don't like washing dirty linen
or tell'
tales," Fairbanks. 78.
said
cent interview.

WINS TROPHIES — Jessica Ashley Garner, daughter of Judv Garner.
is shown with trophies she won in recent beauty pageants. She ion first
runner.up in the Bab) Miss later Day Contest, left trophv, and first
place in the Baby Cover Miss Contest, right trophy. She is the grand
daughter of Chester Garner and Ruby Garner and the great
granddaughter of Ruby and Taz Voungblood.

Newborns, dismissals
released for Tuesday

Celebrates fifth birthday
Joseph Michael Matson celebrated his fifth birthday on March 23 at the
home of his parents, Garry and Joy Watson, Rt. 5, Mayfield. The cake
and decorations were in the All theme. A video was made of the party.
Those in attendance were his parents; his maternal grandmother, Mrs.
Obera Newsome; Ted, Joetta and Miranda Carroll, Rodney and Judy
Newsome, Melia McBee, Cassandra and Wesly Newsome, Connie Sue,
Corey and Brooke Newsome, Debbie and Nicole Cates, Beverly and
Jeremy Dublin, and Clotelle Cavitt.

New Shipment of Ladies

Leather L.A. Gear

She currently is,employed with
-Just CasuaE in MeMphis. Terin.
The groom is a 1981 graduate of
Henderson County High School
and attended Murray State
University. He -is employed with
I.T.T.
The new Mr and Mrs. Graves

slide now. A domestic matter needs
your attention. A take-charge attitude
prevails tonight.
PISCES
wisc
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
isec
LOS ANGELES tAP
Again you mustn't let others take
—
advantage of your good nature. Extra Douglas Fairbanks Jr. may have
care is needed regarding financial been a romantic leading man on
Interests. It's best not to commit and off screen in his heyday. but
yourself at present.
don't expect a lot of kiss-and-tell

New Shipment of Men's

Texas Western Boots
$3896

Mr. ;Ind Airs. _Jeffrey Dale Grave.s

We Salute
and Appreciate Our
Secretaries During
Professional Secretaries Week.

Two newborn adrmssions and baby boy, Rt 1. Box 350, Water
dismissals at Murray-Calloway Valley, Mrs Carolyn A Brewer.
County Hospital for Tuesday, Rt 3, Benton,
Mrs Barbara K Paytes and
April 26, have been released as
follows:
baby boy, 314 South 15th St., Murray; Joe Dearstein, No. 4. Dills
Newborn admissions
Oakley baby girl, parents. Dena Trailer Park. Murray;
Frederick A !Sullivan, 74
and James, Rt 2, Box 5AH,
Lakeshore Dr.. Hamlin; Lacey D.
Benton,
Foutch baby boy, parents, Carr, 1119 Circarama Dr., MurKimberly and Larry. Rt. 1. Hazel. ray; Herman Cole, Rt. 3, Box 266.
Benton;
Dismissals
Mrs. Therisa D. Turner. 716 Colv
Dyrus H. Stubblefield. Rt. 4, Box
lege Cts., Murray: Mrs. Shannon 105A. Murray; Mrs. Christine M.
Gail Brandon and baby boy, Rt..2, Melton, Box 63, Dexter; Burie V.
Waldrop, 109 North Ninth St.,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Alicia Marie Miles and Murray;
Obid D. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box 36C,
baby girl, 1136 North Market St.,
Pads, Tenn.; Rexie W. Jackson, Almo; Finis G. Puckett, Rt. 2, Box
209, Hazel; Mrs. Murrelle Ryan,
Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Cathy Jo Moreland and 1213 Dogwood Dr, Murray

a a
Homeplace Family Restaurant
14-0z, 1-Bone Steak$ 45
Good
T hurs -Sat

5

•Includes choice of potato, tossed

April 28-ln

salad & french bread

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Murray
Education Association

Somali's. Fish or Catfish Stooks

475

1906 Coldwater Rd

'Every Thurs, Fro & Scit

759-1864
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Seniors planning graduation

Koenecke reception Saturday

Calloway County High School Seniors are planning Project Graduation from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. on Thursday, May 26, and Friday, May 27.
Seniors will be visiting Murray merchants on Saturday. April 30, asking
for donations of merchandise which will be suitable for auction. Merchants are encouraged to support this dry and alcohol-free party for
CCHS seniors and their dates by donating merchandise for the past.
casino auction. Other activities planned include dance, movies on large
screen TV, a casino, games, jello wrestling, racquetball, basketball,
volleyball and swimming. Debbie Bell, CCHS teacher, is advisor for the
Project Graduation event.

Dr. Alice P. Koenecke will be honored with a reception upon her
retirement from the Department of Home Economics at Murray State
University on Saturday, April 30. The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Social Area, Second Floor, Applied Science Building North, MSU. A
scholarship has been established to honor Dr. Koenecke for her many
years of sevice to MSU and to her profession of home economics. The
public is invited to attend this special event.

Whitney- Beth Newsome born
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Newsome of Farmington are the parents of
daughter, Whitney Beth, born on Wednesday, April 13. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Newsome of Farmington and Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Long of Boaz.

Heathe and Perry installed
Two Murray students were recently installed to positions in the Beta
Nu Chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority at Murray State University.
Barbara Heathe was installed as vice president and Rochea Perry as
housing chairman. ASA was founded Nov. 15, 1901, at Longwood College
in Farmville, Va. The Beta Nu Chapter, one of the oldest sororities on
campus, was installed at MSU in 1946. Heathe, from Murray, is a junior
at MSC majoring in political science. She is the daughter of Robert
Heathe of Ontario, Canada. Perry, a junior at MSC majoring in biology,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Perry of Murray.

Thomas completes training
Pfc. Dennis J. Thomas, son of Kenneth R. and Gloria L. Thomas of
New Concord. has completed basic training at Fort Jackson, S.C. During the training, he ceceived instruction in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map readinetactics, military courtesy, military justice, first
aid and Army history and traditions. He is a 1987 graduate of Calloway
('ounty High School.

Heather Nicole Turley- bom
Mr and Mrs. Charles Turley of Murray are the parents of a daughter,
Heather Nicole, weighing three pounds eight ounces, born on Thursday,
April 7, at 6:19 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital The mother is
the former Belinda Reed Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Owen Morrison and Mr and Mrs. Daythel Turley, all of Murray. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Flossie Reed of Paducah, and ID. Mitts and
Mrs. Co?y Mornson, Murray:,

Traci Leanne Rose born

Murray Club to meet Monday
Murray Woman's Club will have its final general meeting of the
1987-88 club year on Monday, May 2, at the club house. A memorial service for members who have died during the year will be conducted at
6:45 p.m. by June Smith, first vice president of the club. Betty Lowry,
past president of Murray Woman's Club and past president of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs, will conduct the installation service for
the 1988-89 officers. Hostesses will be members of the Alpha and Home
Departments. Other departments are Creative Arts, Delta, Garden,
Kappa, Music, Sigma. Theta and Zeta. Barbara Peiper, president, urges
all members to attend this special meeting.

Eva Jarrett named for honors
Evy Michale Jarrett, daughter of Odell and Gladys Jarrett, Rt. 5, Box
390, Murray, has been named to the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. Jarrett is a senior majoring in English in Vanderbilt's College of Arts and Sciences. She is a member of the university's
debate team and head resident of her dormitory. She has been elected to
Phi Beta Kappa, a national liberal arts honorary society limited to the
top 10 percent of the graduating class with a minimum grade point
average of 3.6 on a 4.0 scale. She also is a member of Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity.

Genealogical Society to meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Monday, May 2, at 4
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Jean Murdock, president,
urges all members and other interested persons to attend.

Softball clinic scheduled
Murray City School System has announced that the Collegiate YMCA
of Murray/Calloway County will :lead a softball clinic for eligible
students, girls, ages 7-18, on Saturday. May 7, at the Murray High School
P.E. Field. The clinic will be divided into three sessions, following the
age divisions for girls summer softball program, 7 to 9, 10 to 12, and 13
and up. Coaches will be MSU student volunteers. Over 200 MSU students
have participated as volunteers in the last two collegiate YMCA programs, the "Y- Lock-in and College Day '88. The Collegiate YMCA is
sponsored by the State MYCA of Kentucky and the United Way of Murray/Calloway County. In order to insure that enough instructors will be
available for a low student-coach ratio, please register by Monday. May
2, by calling Jean Bennett, 753-2590, or the board office, 753-4363. Collegiate YMCA t-shirts will be given to all clinic participants.

Special singing here Friday
"Sing and Rejoice 88" will be the theme of the special singing on Friday, April 29, from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Guest song leaders will be Paul Kidwell of Nashville, Tenn., Jim
Chester of Memphis, Ten., Jerald Sykes of Paris, Tenn., Jim Randolph
of Paducah, and Wiley Dean of Florence, Ala. Performances will be by
Harding Academy A Capella Chorus directed by Jim Chester, and Sing
and Praise directed by Jim Randolph. An attended nursery will be
available until 10 p.m. The public is urged to attend this special event.
said Jerry Bolls, song director at the local church.

AAUW breakfast Saturday
Murray Branch of American Association of University Women will
meet Saturday, April 30, at 8:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn,
for its annual breakfast and auction. Jane Rogers, president, urges all
members to attend and to bring two items to be auctioned. This will be
the last meeting of the club year. At the March meeting at Calloway
Public Library, 10 most outstanding students and their parents from
Calloway County and Murray High Scools were honored. Sue Daniell,
representative from National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Teacher in Space program, was keynote speaker. Her subject was
"Marketable Skills" as she•-explained the value of education and its
dependable security. Mrs. Darnell presented the Christa McAuliffe
Teaching Award to Jane Sisk, science teacher at Calloway County High
School.

North Fork plans homecoming

Matthew Vernon Wood born

North Fork Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday. April 24. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. followed by worship at 11
a.m. with the p*or, the Rev. Malcolm Norton, as speaker. A basket
lunch will be served at noon. In the afternoon a gospel singing will be
held featuring the Melody Makers of Greenfield, Tenn., and other singing groups and singers. The public is invited to attend, according to the
pastor. the Rev. Norton.

Mr. and Mrs. M. Randall Wood of Rt. 1, Almo,:are the parents of a son.
Matthew Vernon, weighing six pounds, measuring 19 inches, born on
Sunday. April 10, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have two
others sons, Jonathan and Nicholas. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Don Sidebottom of Lebanon. Ohio, and Mrs. Geneva Wood of Sarasota,
Fla. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sidebottom of Jeffersontown and John Duff of Louisville.

Mr and Mrs Barry Rose of Rt. 6, Murray, are the parenis of a
daughter. Traci Leanne, weighing nine pounds 14 ounces, measuring
203,4 :nches. born on Friday. April 8, at 752 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospitai. They have another daughter, Tiffany, 6. The mother is
the former Diane 'Campbell. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Campbell, 2016 Brookhaven, Murray. and Mr. and Mrs. Euel Rose, 801
North 19th St., Murray Great-grandparents are Mrs Carlene Williams.
Rt 3, Murray, and Mrs. lzella Gamble, Slick Back Road, Benton.

Mother Has Hard Words
For Store's Easy Credit

cDe

Colby Morgan Chambers born
Mr and Mrs Joe Lynn Chambers, 210 Macedonia St., Mayfield, are
the parents of a son, Colby Morgan. born Thursday. April 14. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Morgan Gibson. Mayfield. and Mr. and Mrs George Wallis, Tavernerra, Fla.

.eth Robert Asher born
Mr and Mrs- Kenneth Asher of 1506 Oxford Dr., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Seth Robert, weighing four pounds 12 ounces, measurmg 18 inches. born on Thursday, April 14, at 12:16 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. They have another son. Brian Curtis. The
mother, the former Jill Dycus. is a registered nurse at the local hospital
The father is with Robert Orr SYSCO Food Service Marketing
Associates Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Dycus of Rt. 2.
Kuttawa, and Mrs. W.H Asher and the late Mr. Asher of Princeton.

th is serving in Honda

,‘Li

- _Air Force Airman 1st Class Randall D

Mathis, loin of C.K. and Roberta Mathis of Rt 1. Mayfield, has arrived for duty at Homestead Air
Force Base, Fla Mathis is a special purpose vehicle and equipment
mechanic with the 823rd Civil Engineering Squadron. His wife, Yvonne,
is the daughter of retired Air Force Tech. Sgt. Billy and Betty Fulton of
Rt 5, Mayfield. Mathis is a 1987 graduate of Graves County High School,
Mayfield.

Matthew Dane Haggard born
Staff Sgt. and Mrs Paul E. Hoggard Jr. of PSC Box 902, APO NY
09087, of Rhein Math AFB, Germany, are the parents of a son, Matthew
Dane, weighing nine pounds one ounce, born on Tuesday, March 29.
They have another son. Chris. The mother is the former Marietta Farris. The father is an aircraft maintenance worker for AFB and is on a
three year assignment in West Germany, having been there since
November 1987 Grandparents are Mrs. Dorothy Wagar, 516 South 16th
St., Murray, and the late Virgil Leon Farris. and Mrs. Kathryn Hoggard
and the late Paul E. Hoggard Sr. of Buchanan, Tenn.
Chelsea

Nicole Darnell born

Mr and Mrs Larry Darnell of Rt. 7, Mayfield. are the, parents of a
daughter, Chelsea Nicole, werghing eight pounds three ounces', measuring 2034 inches, born on Monday. March 28, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital The mother, the former Susan Byars, is on leave from
Calloway County Board of Education. The father is employed at Gener
Tire Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Walter Byars of Hazel and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralpn Darnell of Farmington. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Arlos Byars of Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. James Hargis of Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Darnell of Farmington

We're Your
Video
Headquarters

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Today, my daughter, who is substantially under 18
years old, unemployed but loves
clothes, received a credit card from
a major department store!
I telephoned the store's credit
department and asked if there was
an age requirement for those who
applied for credit cards. I was told
there was not. Then I asked if a
person had to be employed in order
to obtain a credit card. I was told no.
When I explained that my daughter was an unemployed student, I
was told that if she were supported
by a parent, that was the only
"employment- necessary
Abby, I am a single mother
working full time to support myself
and my daughter without financial
aid, and I am struggling to stay
afloat. I feel as though I have been
stabbed in the back! I'd appreciate
your comments.
CASH ONLY
DEAR CASH ONLY: Laws
concerning credit extended to
unemployed minors differ in the
various states, but if there isn't
a law stating a parent is not
responsible for merchandise
purchased by a minor child.
there ought to be.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Many years ago,
on my first visit to the home of a
new girlfriend in a neighboring city,
as we were about to go out for a
drive, her mother said,"Don't forget
the garbage, Peggy."
"I won't,- she said. She went to
the kitchen and returned with a
cardboard box of smelly trash,
which she put in the backseat of my
Car.

I4
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MD tchrasr

Pick Up Friday, Bring Back Monday
CAA

We Have
Witches from Eastwick
The Untouchables

Rent a VCR
for the Weekend and
Get a ma Movie

Choose from over
2800 Movies

for only *8.93

.
V

•• •

DEAR ABBY: "Frustrated in
Glenwood Springs, Colo." corn
plained about people who are
always finishing other people's
sentences. Well, I'm one of those
people, and I'll tell you why. I tend
to become impatient with folks who
like to drag everything out, so I
finish their sentences to kind of
hurry them along.
Abby, it would be a public service
to tell people that if someone is
always finishing their sentences,

Day

Rent 5 Movies for $10
Members get 6 for $10

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 I Mein St

DEAR DISGUSTED: You
don't say how many years ago
-this happened, but I would hope
that "neighboring city" has
since passed an ordinance or
statute making dumping garbage just anywhere in violation
of the law. I hope the girl who
dumped the garbage in the
bushes sees this in case she's
wondering why you never
called her again.

Mu.vy

751-1201

Weg.%104
;
‘

14
1, .0• Milt;
'40

1

they re either talking too much, or
too irOw. Probably both.
GUILTY AS CHARGED
•• *

What teen-agers need to know about
sex. drugs, AIDS, getting along with

20%

DOYLESTOWN, Pa. AP —
School officials called in an art appraiser to check whether a couple
of old paintings that had hung unnoticed for years in school
buildings might be worth
anything.
"My chin dropped." said appraiser E. Eugene Bechtel, who
recognized a dirty, tattered painting of an Indian as the work of
American. master Frederick E.
Church 11826-1900i — and worth
from $100,000 to $125,000.
He then discovered that another

N

painting in the Central Bucks
School District was a circa 1900
still life by William M. Chase, and
worth at least $15.000. Bechtel
said.
The paintings have been in the
district for 15 or 20 years, but no
one seems to know how they gol
there, district business manager
Gene Abel said.
Abel,said the potential windfall
"is a significant sum of money,"
but is not overwhelming, considering the district's annual $5:)
,
million operating budget.

OFTEN COMPARED
NEVER EQUALED
ECHO gas trimmers have set the standard in 2 cycle engine
technology. No other trimmer lets you start so effortlessly,
provide smooth power and last as long. Prec_ause of these
features. EC.110 is the largest selling quality built gas trimmer.
Don't settle for a cheap imitation. Go with the proven performer ECHO, quality built for the long run.

SPECIAL
$11999
011000
• 16 cc engine
• Pro-fire
ignition
• Lightweight
•Semi-auto
cutting head

7fECNO
First horn the start

Off

On

Gift Items

40-50%
Off On

Selected
Items

HOLLAND DRUGS

I

their peers and parents is now in
Abby's updated, expanded booklet,
"What Every Teen Should Know." To
order, send your name and address,
clearly printed, plus check or money
order for $3.50 44 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby's Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. Postage and
handling are included.

Art tre
.asure discovereci

4
-1] •••
'Happy Mother's 74-11%
lir

Weekend Specie

Open til 8 Fri ,
& 6 Sat.

"Don't you have a garbage service in this city?" I asked.
She replied, "Yes, but we can't
afford it."
"All right, where's the nearest
dump?"
"There isn't any, so we'll just
drive around until we find a good
place."
After driving around for a while,
as we were going through a pleasant woodsy park, she said, "Pull
over here." Then she got out and
threw the garbage into a clump of
bushes.
I've often pondered whether she
ever wondered why I never asked
for another date.
DISGUSTED IN SEATTLE

' 1100
Locally Owned & Operated-- Bob Dunn olio r_.\
Visa/MC
109 S. 4th St. 753-1462 • Lti.00,
-- 1
-

Power
Price
Performance
• powerful 21 cc engine
•lightweight

•converts easily to blade use
• heavy duty cutting head

SAM 1500

only
s19999

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO
Hours 7:30-6 Mon -Fr, 7.30'5 Sat
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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members' believe in the Communist system.
Hungarians love to travel: out of
a national population of 10 million.
7.2 million people traveled abroad
in 1987 — most, presumably. to the
West. Out of these, more than
10,000 did not return, according to
unofficial figures. This relatively
low emigration rate (less than V; )
is testament to either a certain
degree of contentment or complacency or resignation. I couldn't
say which
An even freer Hungarian travel
policy went into effect at the
beginning of this year. The
government now issues passports
which can be kept at home and used repeatedly for travel without
any prior permit la policy
unheard of elsewhere in the East
Bloc ). However, there remain
strict currency regulations that
limit how much and how often
Western currency can be
obtained.
On a three-hour private tour of
Budapest, our guide spoke freely
to us lIt is said that only in a car
can one be sure of not being
overheard via the omnipresent
bugs.) Squeezed into the tiny back
seat of his Soviet-made Lada, we
asked about it and the other unfamiliar cars clogging the streets.
He decried them all: those from
Czechoslovakia, from East Gen
many. from Rumania.
When a BMW passed us, he
wistfully admired it. and. pointing
out the German license plate. said
it is impossible for a Hungarian to
own such a car This is not because
of any legal restrictions, but due to
the price: 20 Ladas, he claimed,
could be had for the cost of one
BMW. A Lada itself costs them
almost three years' salary.
Despite their relative wel being. Hungarians are increasin ly less content to let the status quo
be. Last month. 10,000 of them
marched through the capital call.
ing for "Democratry- ---_,-This
month, they stayed at home, showing a significant lack of support
for the Communist regime What
with perestroika fever in the air.
this is a country to keep your eye
on.
Next month Sophisticated.
romantic Budapest
'

A View
from Abroad
By Stacy Overbey

BUDAPEST- — Our guidebook
told us: "Forget the cliches when
you travel to Hungary. This coun•
••,
try is not 'the East Bloc'." This
was apt advice. .
a•
The People's Republic of
Hungary is. of course, actually a
1
6740, tINA
part of the East Bloc. But in
.16%k.
social, cultural, and even political
)
1,
respects, it is, by all accounts, exFERN TERRACE EVENT — each month Fern Terrace Lodge at 1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray, sponsors a
ceptionally open. lively, and well"Celebrity Jack's Pot." Winners in April were,top left photo, Glyco Wells. $10, with Jerry Kalberer, assistant
off. To the tourist, even the alert,
administrator; top right photo. Wavel Cassity, $10; bottom left photo, Lowell Gingles, $10, with Sonia Seale,
aware tourist, things appear very
activity coordinator; bottom right photo, Ann Higgins, $100, presented by Glada Dodd, administrator.
much as they do in West European
countries.
The Hungarians have reformed
the original Soviet mandate to
•
allow themselves greater freedom
than any other Warsaw Pact nation. Those people we spoke with
all agreed that they have the
highest standard of living, access.
to the most varied and abundant
selection of goods, and the most
open press. Yet, there are indications of an underlying dissatisfaction with the , current state of
affairs.
IOW
We arrived in Budapest. the
capital. as the country was
preparing to celebrate its National
Day on April 4th. This day marks
,
•
the commemoration of Hungary's
(Ia
Sø5
liberation from the Germans by
the Russians in 1945. A visitor can
hardly miss the irony of the
repeated infection. The treatment of tonsillitis or blockage of the throat —
day. the Russians being the\
choice for erysipelas is penicillin. are present.
present-day oppressors from '
which should be administered for a
Second. tonsillar surgery (although
whom most Hungarians long to be
minimum of two weeks.
relatively safe) is surgery — and, asi,
freed.
DEAR DR GOTT: My daughter. such, has risks. Better to avoid those'
Peter
Flags were everywhere, both
3/
1
2, has had problems with her ears. risks if possible.
the national flag and the red flag
Third. antibiotics take care of most
Gott. M.D. nose and tonsils for several months.
One pediatrician suggested she have of the problems caused by enlarged
of Communism. Banners and
the tonsils removed. Another doctor tonsils and adenoids: Ear infections
posters. painted in the national
.•
said they would get smaller and cause and strep throats are readily treated
colors of red, white and green.
fewer problems as she gets older. We by modern drugs In a child of 3/
1
2,
very simply proclaimed: April 4.
don't want to subject her to unneces- antibiotic therapy — even repeated
But the people. when asked. exsary surgery. but can't let her contin-' antibiotic therapy — is far preferable
pressed virtually no interest in atue to be sick all the time. To whom do to tonsillectomy. When she is 8 or 9.
we listen?
tending the ceremony
you can re-evaluate the situation
In summary. most children under
DEAR READER: You're probably
Expecting the sort of large
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
better off listening to the doctor who age 12 do not need tonsillectomies
military parade favored by the
Antibiotics will cover all but the most
counsels against surgery.
Soviet Union. we took the subway
DEAR DR. GOTT: Twice in the last
First, tonsillectomies were per- unusual situations associated with

øt

•

DR.GOTT

Repeat of strep
can't be avoided

year I've contracted a severe strep infection — erysipelas. Both times, it
started abruptly with a 102-degree fever and settled in my.right leg, causing an inflamed, tender rash. What
can I do to prevent recurrence?
DEAR READER: Erysipelas is a
diffuse infection of the skin,caused by
streptococcus bacteria. For unknown
reasons, the condition may recur. On
occasion, a persisting focus of infection — such as athlete's foot — can
harbor strep and provide a source of

'formed frequently in the past When I
was a kid, everyone had a tonsillectomy; it was almost a rite of passage.
Today, doctors are much less inclined
to remove tonsils.
Tonsils, the lymph glands at the
back of the throat, enlarge during
childhood until about age 12, then
they regress. There is some evidence
that tonsils help boost our immune
systems. Doctors tend to leave them
in now, unless specific indications for
removal — such as repeated strep

tonsil problems. If in doubt about surgery, ask for a consultation with an
ear, nose and throat specialist
Since you mentioned that your
daughter has trouble with her ears,
I'm sending you a copy of my Health
Report on EAR INFECTIONS AND
DISORDERS. Other readers who
want a copy should send $1 and their
name and address to PO Box 91369.
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title.
C) Mt NEWSPAPER ICKTERPRLSE ASSN

40.

•••

Bicycle riding precautions released
PHILADELPHIA 1AP ) — Bicycle riding can be an enjoyatble
sport. a good form of exercise and
a great way to spend time
outdoors.
But riders need to consider
necessary precautions against
bike injuries that may result from
accidents and overuse.
While it is impossible to prevent
all biking accidents, it is helpful to
plan ahead, become familiar with
the roads and obtain proper gear,
according tb Dr. Arthur Bartolozzi. orthopedic surgeon and sports
medicine specialist at Pennsylvania Hospital.
A major cause ottesdaccidents
is poor road conditions, from tornup city streets to country roads
with sand and loose gravel, he
notes.
"Whether in the city or the country,. the cyclist must take responsibility for protecting against in-

juries," Brtolozzi said.
He recommends the following
precautions:
— Place flags on the bicycle to
make the rider easily identifiable.
— Wear a helmet.
— Don't wear loose clothing that
can get caught in gears or spokes.
— New knobby-tired bikes are
an option for poor road conditions.
They improve the grip on the road
but are slightly more difficult to
ride long distances.
— Solid wheel "spokeless" bikes
made of ultralight metal help to
prevent injuries.
— Drive defensively. Never
assume you have the right of way.
Since bike accidents frequently
are caused by the driver of
another vehicle, Bartolozzi said
the most important precaution is
to communicate intentions to
other drivers and to make sure the
communication is received.

SEARS

to Heroes' Square to observe the
"festivities."
We had certainly been misled by
that cliche: there were no tanks,
no missiles, no goose-stepping
troops. A forlorn military band
played while a small group of
soldiers with rifles stood at attention, looking lost in that huge
square overlooked by the statues
of the famous figures of
Hungarian history.
The crowd numbered atmost
300, at least half of whom were
curious camera-toting tourists.
What few local citizens were there
showed no enthusiasm: no clapping, no cheering, no flag-waving.
As we watched, the various official cars pulled up and discharged the ambassadors who were
greeted by the Hungarian officers.
Curiously. Party Secretary Janos
Kadar was nowhere to be seen. i
Very soon the officials outnumbered the observers. many of
whom were already bored and
beginning to mill about. The band
changed tunes, several wreaths
were laid on the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier, the ambassadors climbed in their cars
and were whisked away, and the
crowd quickly dispersed. It was all
over 70 minutes after it began.
• • •
There is very little police_
presence in Budapest, either
Hungarian or Russian. However•
on a drive to Esztergom, 35 miles
northwest of the capital, we passed'', through many small villages.
In one we saw a group of Soviet
soldiers standing idly by the roadside. We asked our Hungarian
host??? about them he replied
curtly that the Russians are not at
all welcome in his country. He
spoke scoffingly of the V, of his
countrymen who belong to the
Party and offered the subjective
statistic that only 2' of thoce

•
41••

To prevent overuse injuries.
Bartolozzi recommends warming
up and ensuring proper bike fit
before taking an extended trip.
The height of the seat and size of
the frame are important and
should be properly fitted at the
time of purchase. Although Bartolozzi advocates warming up and
stretching, he said that overuse injuries will likely still be experienced by anyone riding a bike over
long periods of time or extended
distances.
Path in the wrist and lower back
from prolonged leaning over the
handlebars is a common overuse
injury.
Another problem results from
the newer clipless, strapless
pedals that use bindings to secure
the foot to the pedal. If the f000ls
not in the correct position in the
binding, it becomes malaligned
with the knee and hip. causing
pain.

Military band plays in Budapest's Heroes' Square. commemorating the Hungaria
n liberation.

Country-western records named
Best-selling country-western
records of the week of April 24 bas.
ed on Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have been released as
follows:
1. "I'll Always Come Back,"
K.T. Oslin
2. "Cry, Cry, Cry," Highway 101

3 It s Such a Small World,"
Rodney Crowell and Rosanne
Cash
4 "I Wanna Dance With You."
Eddie itabbitt
5 "I'm Gonna Get You." Eddy
Raven
6 "The Last Resort." T

Bel Air Cantor, Murray
Open: Mon.- Sat. 9 - 6
AP'

"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

Watch

Pieirig44g/

VideoEstates

113

TAKE WT'
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

w Black. 36 X 80 only
w Decorator Grill
▪ 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
w Pre hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
w Tempered Glass Kickplate
I.
• thick. 2- wide main frame • Self•storing storm door of extruded
heat-treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder. anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the tbar frame header
• wraparound 'Marine type glazing on glass inserts • Adlustabie bot.
torn expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extruded key corners held
firmly double screwed'• Zinc hardwafe and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z -bar is adaptable to most casings • Delivered and in•
stalled 5I99 00

•
tii

:11111771.11l11ril
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Saturdays Mornings
at 10:30
on CaW iChannel 34

•

A.,thm.ted
114UST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED rttcHr
Tree Ilifflal,,

Graham Brown
7. "Young Country." Hank
Williams Jr
8. "Americana." Moe Bandy
9. "Baby I'm Yours." Steve
Wanner
10. "Everybody's Sweetheart .
Vince Gill

•

Real Estate Listings
Provided Each Week By:
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
MTG Real Estate

Bel-Air Center

CABL

Kopperud Realty
Roberts Realty

753
5005
:

Mother's Day
May 8th
Remember Mom
With A Gift From
The Treasure House of Gifts
•Free Gift Bag with purchase of
$15.00 or more.
•Free Gift Wrapping

(
L5 Treasure House
MS

Southside Manor
753-6798

9-5

1
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Mrs. Price's (above) and Mrs. Dailey's (below)
fourth grades at North
Elementary received certificates and a pizza party upon
completion of
the Pizza Hut "Book It" program. Each student had
to read and then
write reports in order to qualify.

Mrs. Turner's fifth-grade class at
Southwest has completed a unit on
interests, hobbies and self-esteem.
Each student participating told or
demonstrated their fa%()rite hobby
or interest. Various activities included exhibits, gymnastics and
dance routines and care of unusual
pets.

Mark Miller, a senior at Murray High School, has been named Student of
the Neel: through a program sponsored by
JP and Century 21 Loretta
-lobs Realtors. Mark is the son of Cary and Marily n Miller of Gibb's
store Road. He is an honor student at Murray High where he is a letterman in baseball. basketball and football. He is a member of the National
Honor Society and was selected to all Ilk(' in football. He was also
hosen as the Most Valuable Player of this year's MIIS football team.
Pictured from left: Della Miller of Century 21, Mark.:ind Nlark Brady ,
t.ire principal. WIS.

FLYING HIGH — First-grade classes at East Calloway Elementary
recently enjoyed an afternoon of sun, wind and kite flying. Seventy-five
kites were very pretty against the blue sky."Kite Day" was inspired by
a first-grade reading book. Mrs. Leet, Mrs. Haskins, Mrs. Cooper, Mrs.
McCuistion, Mrs. Hasty and Ms. Teresa chased kites, untangled string,
wiped tears and waded through streams to help the first-graders fly
their kites. Pictured, front row: Sonny Milby, Misty Fox, Cory Duncan,
second row: Daniel Underhill, Brooke Houston, Jonathan King and
Michelle Schmitt.

The students of North Elementary recently invited their grandparents
for lunch in celebration of Grandparents Day. Grandparents Day has
become an annual event. It is a time when the faculty, staff and students
show their grandparents how much they are appreciated. Above, Mrs.
and Mrs. Darrell Brandon enjoy lunch with their granddaughter,
Whitney Price, while Devry Hughes has lunch with her grandmother,
Mrs. Ann Hayes. Below, Teresa Lee, a fourth grader at North Elementary takes her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee through the serving line.

The VICA Clubs of the Industrial Processes Class at Murray Vocational
School have presented the school with an important tool that is used in
welding. Presenting the school with a disc grinder and representing the
VI( A Clubs are Brenda Eldridge, president of the morning class VICA
club. and Jackie Tucker, treasurer of the afternoon class VICA club.
The students saw the need for a small grinder and purchased it with the
money earned during a fund-raiser at the school. Eugene Evans is the
instructor of the new Industrial Processes class.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger tt Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-436S) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Jerry Gorrell from the Murray -Calloway (bunts Hospital gave an infor
math e talk and demonstration on CPR recently to the fifth-grade
classes of Rey erly (.al low ay. Niar I. Humphries, Ila Brown and Vicky
Lino. Aboy e. Gorrell domonstrates mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and
cardioplumonary resuscitation to the group.
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Central Shopping Center
Miss Bailey, student teacher for Mrs. Rohannon's third-grade class
at
North Elementary concluded a Kentucky Frontier I nit with the making
of aprons and shirts. They aim had a party, making their own butter
to
go with blueberry muffins. Each child made his own Indian doll.

Students in the fourth-grade at North Elementary si hool celebrated Arbor Day by planting coffee trees which is the state tree of Kentucky.
Jeremy Matheney reads a report to his classmates on the origin of Arbor Day. Fourth-grade teachers are Banda Cunningham,Johnny Wilson
and Janis Hicks.
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From China
to Murray

Fourth in a series of four

To MSU students from the
Peoples Republic of China,
America is a land of
mysterious cultural
mixtures, but of great
freedom and convenience.

Paducah company files suit against U.S.
Department of Energy over uranium storage
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
uranium storage company sued
the U.S. Department of Energy,
saying it is losing money because
the DOE is illegally offering its
own storage services for the fuel.
Nuclear Transport 8z Storage
Inc., of Paducah, Ky., claims it is
losing out because of secret arrangements for storage the' DOE
makes with domestic and foreign
customers that use its uranium -

Human...

enrichment services.
The civil lawsuit, which seeks
more than $5 million in damages,
was filed Tuesday in U.S. District
Court in Knoxville. It also names
U.S. Energy Secretary John S.
Herrington: Phillip G. Sewell,
DOE deputy assistant secretary
for uranium enrichment; and Joe
B. LaGrone, DOE manager of Oak
Ridge Operations.
According to the lawsuit, the
Energy Department has said it
would not compete with private
companies that store the unenriched fuel for a fee. The company also
contends that federal law requires
the DOE to encourage private
enterprise in all aspects of the
nuclear industry except uranium
enrichment, which has remained
a U.S. government monopoly.
"Nevertheless, since at least
1984, DOE has been secretly entering into contracts with both United
States and foreign entities for
enrichment services which inlude ... the provision of free
storage of uranium hexafluoride,"
the lawsuit said.
DOE spokesman Jim Alexander
said Wednesday the department's

attorneys were reviewing a copy
of the lawsuit and would have no
comment.
Alexander said the DOE does
provide some short-term storage
of unenriched uranium hexafluoride for its enrichment
customers.
"As part of our routine business
arrangements there is a need for
storage of material in relation to
the process of enriching
uranium," he said. "So certainly
part of our business is storage.
We're not talking about long-term
storage, but we do store it ... as we
receive it from utilities and
sometimes before it is returned to
the customer."
The lawsuit said the company
currently is the only private one in
the United States solely in the
business of storing the unenriched
material for utilities and fuel
suppliers.
Still, the complaint said, it is not
getting the volume it expected to
fill the company's storage-capacity of 2,150 cylinders at $40-50 per
cylinder per month.
The company expected business
to rise as utilities, in a cost-cutting
measure. increasingly hold back
their unenriched material from
the expensive enriching process
until it is needed as fuel, the complaint said.
The DOE uses a gaseous diffusion process at its Paducah plant
to enrich, or concentrate, uianium
for nuclear power plants.
In its lawsuit, Nuclear
Transport & Storage said the DOE
encouraged the company's
establishment.
"The urgings . . included the
commitment that DOE was encouraging private entities to provide this storage service and that
DOE would not be in competition
in that business itself." the complaint said.
Nuclear Transport & Storage officials say the DOE has caused the
company to lose money. and trelly
seek damages "in an amount ex.
ceedmg $.5 million."

(Cont'd from page I)
the city and county is black."
According to the annual report,
Murray is only one of three
authorities which has remained
among the state's 15-most
segregated authorities every year
since 1974. Murray's segregation
index rose as high as 85.9 in 1979
and 86.5 in 1982.
The KCHR began its work to
desgregate public housing soon
after President John F. Kennedy's
executive order in the 1960s. In the
1970s, the commission began an
enforcem
ent effort. A commission
Charlie Wang, 28, is a graduate
member
initiated complaints of
assistant at the Murray State
Couple reeehes judgment
housing discrimination based on
News at Murray State University.
race against the authorities in
against Barren Co. bank
He is from Shanghai, China, and
Murray, Richmond, Covington
MIS been in Murray since 1987. He
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP
and Owensboro in June of 1971.
did his undergraduate work in
—
A federal jury has awarded an
The numbers leave some human
English literature at the Shanghai
illiterate couple a $258,950 judgrights
leaders
with
ambiguo
us
Foreign Language Institute in
feelings. They are happy that the ment against a Barren County
Shanghai. He says he hopes to
numbers are going down, but they bank that they claim took advanreturn to China and work on an
tage of their lack of education to
would like that trend to quicken.
English language newspaper
defraud them.
"It
is
somethin
g
we
need
to
there. In writing this series of arThe U.S. District Court jury late
work
on,
but
ills hard to change
ticles, Wang said he hoped to inTuesday found that New Farmers
attitudes
.
There
are
still
some
crease cultural awareness of
pre-1960 attitudes around." said National Bank of Glasgow had
China for Americans.
Cynthia Lanier, co-chairman of committed fraud, breach of conthe Murray Human Rights Com- tract and breach of good faith. It
By Charlie Wang
mission and coordinator of Minori- awarded Willie and Louise Knight,
Special to the Ledger
ty Affair's at Murray State Univer- who now live in Louisville, $58,950.
sity. "We will have to educate the plus $200,000 in punitive damages
Everytime she sees a child, Rao
The Knights had checking and
people."
Zhesui tends to go up and give ,a
Cherry Street remained the savings accounts with the Peoples
hug. Kids remind her of her
authority's most segregated pro- Bank of Cave City, which merged
11-month-old daughter now growject.
ing up in Peking which she left
Twenty black and four white with New Farmers in 1979. The
families, 83.3 percent black, lived Knights also took out several loans
seven months ago. As a young
in the project in 1987. This was a from the bank beginning in 1978.
mother, it is incredible to many
slight
improvement from three
that Rao could have left her
newborn to travel through "the
white and 20 black families in 1986.
A lifetime member of the NtSt'
Ten white families needed to
tunnel" to this side of the earth.
Alumni Association, Carneal servreplace 10 black families to racialIt is not that Rao is a mother
ed as its president in 1967-68. He
ly balance the project with the (Coat'd from page I)
lacking of care and love. The
was a member of the board of
authority-wide black-white ratio, grade
31-year-old Chinese woman had
regents from 1974-82 and currently
unchanged from 1986.
swallowed more tears than any
She counts a 13-year tenure as
is vice chairman of the MR'Founother female Chinese students at
Nash Drive. the authority's executive secretar of
y the Alumni
dation board of trustees
second-most segregated project. Association and a four-yea
Murray. During the first several
r term
A Navy veteran, Carneal workmonths after her arrival, Rao sent
was the only one at which fewer on the university's
board of
ed for Texas Gas Transmission
family-moves were needed to regents ( 1967-71
letters home almost once a week
as part of her
Corp for 35 years, first as chief
achieve racial balance in 1987 than
and made calls back once a
volunteer service to Murray State
soil conservationist and later in
month. Rao's husband is working
in 1986. Seven black families needA lifetime member of the Alumni
No-love-is-greater-than-that-of-a-mother Rao: East
the areas of employee relations.
on a medical degree at Peking
ed to exchange apartments with
Association, she lives in Murray
and
sales and customer relations, inwest, home is the best
seven white families to
Medical College. Their infant is
Mrs.
Hart was editor of the MurPhoto b) Robin Conover
dustrial development and as assisbeing taken care of by their
desegregate the project compared
ray Ledger and Times from
tant pipeline superintendent He
to
parents with the help of a nursing budgeting time to do graduate
six
in
1986.
Nash
Drive
had
31
traits that need to be incorporated
1943-48 and librarian at Murray
was named vice president of the
servant.
assistance and simultaneously
into young generations," Rao white and 11 black families. 26.2 Htigh School from 1943-48 She was
company in 1963 and retired in
Rao seems to be making the
percent
black.
work on a master's degree. Rao
in
1987.
This
comsays.
district manager for World Book
1984
most tremendous personal
now seems to have developed a
-There are many things that pares with 31 white and 10 black
Encyclopedia from 1956-58 and
He and his wife, the former
sacrifice to be here to get her
families
in
1986.
hurry-up air around her. Her
I've got to learn. I have to survive
was renamed MI-1S librarian from
Mary
Thrawley, live in
master's degree in chemistry. Not thumbs keeps a frequent, insistent
The
black-wh
ite
populatio
n
at
the life and the study. I don't pay
1959-66 She has been a columnist
Owensbo
ro
only tormented by having to leave
LaFollett
e
Dril,•e
remained
ruffling of the pages of advertising
unany attention to my personal life
for the Ledger and Times since
Sheridan. who earned a B S
her husband and her baby in
magazines. It sounds like she's
or to my dress," Rao smiles. "I changed from last year at 11 white
1976.
degree in business administration
cradle, Rao is in the throes of adand
three
black
families
endlessly shuffling a deck of
or
21.4
don't wear any makeup. I just
A named scholarship establish- at Murray State had his college
justing her student life
in
cards. Most Chinese students like
have to study so hard. My reading percent black families. Three
ed
by the Alumni Association career interrupted by World War
America as well. 'Many people inwhite
families
needed
to exchange
to sit and chat or watch TV for a
speed is about one-eighth that of
honors her and her husband, the II. He enrolled at the university in
cluding my fellow friends don't
apartme
nts
With
three
while after supper. but she glances
black
American students," says Rao,
late George S. Hart.
1939 and in his junior year enlisted
undertsand why I came. I
frequently at her wrist watch.
who, besides regular graduate families to desegregate
Former
Kentuck
y
Lt.
,.in
Gov
the naval V-12 Program: atsometimes don't either," Rao
LaFollett
e.
Traditionally, the Chinese think of
courses in chemistry, is also takWaterfield of Frankfort graduated tended officer's training school:
says.
At
the
Fairlane
Drive
time in terms of days, while
project,
ing some English classes to
from MSU with an A.B degree in and served in the Pacific as a first
"In China these days, more and
the tenant population moved to
Americans measure time hour by
amend her language deficiency.
biology. He is currently chairman lieutenant in the Marine Corps.
more women become progressive.
four
white
and
two
black
hour. Rao has learned to count the
families
Like many Chinese students,
and
chief executive officer of InHe returned to Murray State in
You hardly feel right to stay
minutes.
while she admits that Americans from three black and three white
vestors
Heritage
Life
Insuranc
1946
e
where he was a member of
behind. I have got to match up my
families
in 1986. Given the small
"My life has to change now. I
enjoy "more democracy, freedom
Co. and chairman of the board of the marching band, symphony orhusband," Rao says. "They might
number
of
tenants,
however,
was spoiled, " Rao says. She
the
and convenience in terms of
Kentucky Investors Inc. in chestra, Phi Mu Alpha profesnot care which school you went to,
remembers those good days when
material comforts," Rao seems to project was still racially balanced
Frankfor
t and president of Com- sional music fraternity and the
but they know you got a degree
with
the
authority-wide average of
she was working in an enhave no intention to be
mercial Travelers Life Insurance boxing team.
from America. At very least, you
percent
42
black
families.
vironmental research institute in
"Americanized- and is still deterCo. in Dallas.
A strong supporter of MSC.
could read the English language
No one is sure changes are
Peking, where people usually
mined to be "Chinese." She wants
Sheridan
without a translator's help," Rao
contributed the univerpossible
for the housing situation
spend their work days by reading
to finish her graduate studies and
A 30-year career in politics in- sity's largest single non-deferred
grins.
in
Murray.
newspapers, drinking tea and
obtain a degree soon and return to
Skinny and cute in apperance, chatting and then go home to
"You can't change it without cludes six terms in Kentucky's gift in 1986. He is a member of the
China to live and work. "America
Presidents club. the MSU ClundRao's lanaguage problem seems
hurting
feelings. There are some House of Representatives, twice
make some good food and spend
is a great country and its people
serving as speaker. and two terms tion board of trustees and the
to be the worst among all her
people
that
don't
the evening with families. "Some
deal
with
are griat. I'm glad that I have
as lieutenant governor As lieuteAlumni Association.
fellow students at Murray. She
Americans work really hard. They
found it true, in a fullest sense," change," Lanier relayed. "It will nant governor
he
was
He and his wife. Mary Ellen,
presiden
t
of
said she has to spend much more
take
somebod
to
y
shake
are serious with their jobs. They
them up.
Rao says, "but I don't feel it's my
the Senate eight years and served spend their summer months in
time to follow up her classes. always want to do a good job.
The
people
in
the
communi
will
ty
home. That's just a problem of
as presiding officer of both bran- Cuyahoga Falls, Oko, and live on
"Now I hardly have any time to
Americans know how to work, and
ethnical background. I was born have to press the issue."
ches
of the Legislature four years
Marco Island, Fla., throughout the
think of my baby during the
Yushin
Yoo,
co-chairr
they know how to relax, too," Rao
n of the
and raised in our culture. My huslonger than any other person since
winter.
daytime," says Rao, now a says. She also praises American
MERC,
agrees
with
Lanier.
He
band and child are there in China.
statehood in 1792.
Stout holds a B.A. degree in
graduate assistant in the students for their independence.
I always feel like I am just staying said that his organization can't do
A faithful supporter of MSU, chemistry and biology from Murchemistry department at MSU.
anything
correct
to
self-motivation and willingness to
problems
for a while — hopefully, a rewarray ltate and earned his medical
Like any 30-year-old American
without support from the Waterfield is chairman of the
help ''These are very important
ding stay."
MSU Foundation Board of degree in 1964 from the University
community.
"Minorities should register any Trustees and was a member of the of Louisville. A pediatric allergist,
he has offices in Murray,
complaints if they have them. We board of regents form 1970-74. He
Mayfield, Owensboro and Paris.
can't investigate anything unless has established the Waterfield
Governmental Studies Scholar- Tenn.
we have evidence," Yoo said.
A member of MSC's varsity
"I don't know of any way to ship and made gifts of equipment,
baseball Land football teams as a
solve the segregation problem. cash and the Waterfield Collection
of political papers from his more
student, Stout's interest and supWASHINGTON (AP
— A
"I am encouraged by today's
favor of the measure produced by Our family units are as well in- than three decades in politics.
port for athletics has continued
tegrated
presidential veto is the next step in Senate vote and optimistic that the
as
they
can
be
at
this
a House-Senate conference comMSU's Waterfield Library and
since graduation. He has served as
time,"
the three-year battle to overhaul president's veto of the omnibus
relayed.
Oatman
"We
mittee after three years of conWaterfield Center for Business
president of the Racer Club and
the nation's trade laws, with trade bill will be sustained," said
gressional debate over soaring don't meke the rules here."
and
Governmental Research are
was one of the individuals who inRepublicans holding the votes to U.S. Trade Representative
U.S. trade deficits. In addition,
named in his honor. He received
itiated the idea of the original
make President Reagan's action Clayton K. Yeutter following the
one Democrat voted against the
an
honorary degree of Doctor of thoroughbred mascot, Violet
stick.
63-36 vote.
measure — Sen. William ProxLaws from MSU in 1969 — the seCactus.
The Senate approved the bill on
However, he said, "it would be
mire, D-Wis., who criticized a procond alumnus to ever receive the
He also helped implement the
Wednesday but Democrats fell at tragic" if lawmakers did not
vision easing the Foreign Corrupt (Cont'd
degree — and was selected as a "MK' horse" logo and was infrom page I)
least three votes short of the two- subsequently pass a version that
Practices Act.
Distinguished Alumnus in 1974.
strumental in securing ABC to
thirds majority that will be needed
would salvage most of the bill.
The plant-closings provision, a replacement She also commented
He
is
married
to
film
the
an MSU football game, brformer
to enact their version over
Democrats had fought for 14
furious White House lobbying ef- that the Kentucky School Board Laura flerguson
inging
national attention to the
Reagan's objections
Associati
on
will
also
be consulted
Republican votes to assure them
fort and a snarl over Alaskan oil
Carneal graduated from MSU
university.
Administration officials were of a total of 66, which they
for
help
in
the
matter.
"We
are
exports were all cited by senators
He remains active in his fraterelated but said they still want to calculated would be enough for
very concerned about doing what with a B.S. degree in physical
as figuring in the outcome.
a
education and agriculture and is
nity,
Sigro Chi, and is a member of
salvage the overall bill while
is
best
for
the
veto override, given that Sen.
school
system," she an gflumnus
"I believe that this bill is dead,"
of
the
the
universit
Presiden
y's
ts Club and a lifetime
eliminating provisions such as Joseph Biden, D-Del., is ill and did
relayed
said Sen. John C. Danforth, R-Mo
basketball team. He attended
member
of
the Alumni Associamandatory company notices of
The board is expected to meet
not take part in Wednesday's vote. a GOP sponsor.
graduate school at the University
tion.
He
and
his wife, the former
planned plant closings.
again
on
May
5.
But only 11 Republicans voted in
of Kentucky.
Lynn Hahs, live in Murray.

Baby lover
Rao Zhisui

Horseshoe...

Reagan veto next step in three-year battle
to overhaul the nation's trade law; official

Search...

It was a wintry Sunday about
eight years ago when Calloway
County Hunane Society volunteer
Keith Heim was called to Belmont
St. in Murrty on an "animal
rescue" case. Under a car at the
side of the road lay and orange and
white tomcat, struggling for life in
the snow. The cat, obviously in
pain, had one of its front legs
dislocated when it was hit by a
passing car. Because of
-veterinary costs invloved, not to
mention the difficulties a handicaped animal faces in finding a
good home, Heim believed the
animal would have to be put to
sleep.
"I just couldn't do it," he recalled. "The cat was a real fighter —
he just wouldn't give up...I wasn't
going to."

Heim, who has served as president of the Calloway County
Humane Society, arranged for an
operation to amputate the cat's injured limb. "Toby," as his
benefactor named him, would survive on three limbs. Eventually he
even managed lobe adopted from
the animal shelter, but was returned again after a year. Says Heim,
"He may have been missing a leg,
but he had generous spirit and
plenty of spunk to get by. We soon
made him the permanent animal
shelter mascot, and he seemed to
take pride in greeting visitors at
the door."
Toby died a few years ago, the
victim of a pair of escaped dogs.
But, the Humane Society has let
Toby's memory live on in the form
of the "Toby Fund," a permanent

endowment designed to put a
degree of stability in the society's
finances.
"While the principal in this fund is
never touched, the interest goes
toward helping with shelter expenses. The whole idea is to put us
on a more consistent financial
footing, so that the shelter will be
able to operate through thick-andthin. Every year the number of
needy animals served by the
shelter increases, and every year
there are new challenges to bringing anim'al problemg under control," Heim says.
"I'm asking the public for help
in building up the Toby Fund. This
year marks the 10th anniversry of
the Calloway County Animal
Shelter,and I can see no better occasion to make a contribution. No
matter how it's done, a donation to
this endowment program helps ensure a long-term benefit to the
animals of our area and their
interests."
Contributions may be sent in
care of: Toby Fund, Calloway
County Humane Society, Box 764,
Murray, Ky., 42071.

Publishers elect officers, board directors
— The
HONOLULU 1AP
American Newspaper Publishers
Association elected officers and
other board directors on the final
day of its 102nd annual convention.
The newly elected chairman,
Arthur Ochs Sulzberger of The
New York Times, said one of his
goals as head of the ANPA would
te to improve the status of
minorities in the newspaper
industry.
"One of the greatest concerns is
our concern about people, particularly getting minorities into

the workforce," said Sulzberger.
publisher of the Times and chairman of The New York Times Co.
The three-day convention,
which ended Wednesday, at:tracted newspaper executives
representing 90 percent of the daily newspaper circulation in the
United States.
Outgoing ANPA Chairman
George W. Wilson, president of the
Concord (N.H. Monitor, presided
over the meeting and elections.
Also elected were William H.
Cowles 3rd, of the Spokesman-
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Sunday School
Lesson
H.C. Chiles
GOirS GREAT HIGH PRIEST
Whereas a prophet speaks to
man for God, a priest speaks to
God for men. The high priest stood
for the people and represented
them in all of their dealings with
God.
Hebrews 4:14-16
These verses remind God's people that Christ, our great High
Priest, is seated upon a throne of
grace, to which they're invited to
come in order that they may
"receive mercy, and find grace to
help in time of need." As our High
Priest, Christ is strong — mighty
to save amid all the perils of our
pilgrim way. He is great in person,
position and power. Christ is also
sympathetic — concerned with
our ignorance, infirmities and
helplessness. Knowing our
frailties and failures, He is anxious to help us. Moreover, Christ is

Review and Spokane (Wash.
Chronicle, as vice chairman:
Lloyd G. Schermer, of Lee Enter(Cont'd on page 12a)

sinless, e knew the full force of
temptation, but never yielded to it.
Furthermore, Christ is sufficient
— ready and amply able to impart
grace, to grant mercy, and to supply all of our needs when they
arise. Approach Him with genuine
reverence, deep sincerity, implicit
confidence, complete submission,
devout joyfulness and enlarged expectations. His strength, sympathy, sinlessness, sufficiency and
supremacy combine to make Him
worthy of our adoration, appreciation and praise.
Hebrews 6:19-20
Here the hope of a Christian is
likened to the anchor of a ship. It
has reference to the hope that the
Christian has in the sacrificial
death of Christ on the cross. Hope
is a combination of desire, expectation, patience and joy. The
Christian hope rests on the sure

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
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foundation ot the unchanging
Word of God. At present the Christian possesses salvation, but he
looks forward with joyous anticipation of the consummation of
that salvation when Christ comes
to take us with Him and to make us
like Himself. Meanwhile, this hope
is an anchor in every difficulty and
trial which sweeps around the
soul.
Hebrews 7:21-28
Reference is made her to
Melchisedec, who was not connected with a known family, and
who, so far as we know, did not inherit the priesthood. The writer
reminded his readers that
Melchisedec was the priest to
whom Abraham paid tithes and
from whom he and his lineage
received a blessing. He made
much of the fact that Melchisedec
did not have a recorded lineage.
and was therefore unable to trace
his priesthood to his ancestors,
and that, since he did not pass his
priesthood on to his descendants,
he was indeed a splendid type of a
perpetual high priest.
Due to the failure of the
Levitical priestly line to give men
an adequate relation to God, God
made it available to men through
another channel, the coming of a
Priest belonging to a different and
superior order. When Christ, who
died, was buried, and rose again,
He was able to open the way for
men to have direct access into the
presence of God, where they
might enjoy a wonderful
fellowship with Him. Unlike all
other priesthoods, that of Christ is
permanent and will never pass
away, for it was confirmed by the
oath of God which is utterly
unchangeable.
Christ alone is able to save from
the penalty of sin, the power of sin,
and the presence of sin. He has
saved some of the most notorious
sinners and transformed them into
victorious and useful Christians
His salvation is complete, perfect
and eternal. He is and ever shall
be the only way into the presence
of God. No other can take His
place as our Advocate.

LA-Z-BOY
and
LANE
ANNUAL SPRING
RECLINER BLOWOUT
Dorothy \orris ga‘c group of second-graders from East Calloway
Elementary a sampling of what they can find at the Calloway County
Public library during the "Coming of Age" program last week, part of
the National library Meek celebration. library. director Margaret
Trmathan said approximately 400 second-graders from the city and
county were invited to get their own library,cards during the program.
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MSU's Breathitt Center fully accredited
conclusion of the report, team
members who visited the BVC
noted that it has been able to attract and retain excellent support
staff and now has on board a professional group of diagnosticians/scientists that we believe
are offering a quality diagnostic,
service."
•

Full accreditation of Murray
State University's Breathitt
Veterinary Center BVC 1 in
Hopkinsville has been renewed by
the American Association of
Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians ( AAVLD for the five-year
period from 1988-1993.
A report issued by the threemember site visit team of the
AAVLD's Accreditation Committee called the BVC one of the
finest diagnostic laboratory
physical facilities in the nation."
The visit team was on the campus Jan. 18-19 and later submitted
its report to the Accreditation
Committee, which approved "full
accreditation — all species"
status for the BVC.
In a summary statement at the

Publishers...

Dr. Wade Kadel, BVC director,
said he is gratified at the overall
tone of the report. which he called
"a very thorough evaluation."
Steps are already being taken.
he noted. to address some of the
concerns and recommendations in
the report, particularly in the
areas of personnel and equipment.
The report cited the need for an
additional pathologist and a

"floating" technologist to be trained in several areas and available
to provide temporary replacement for technical staff members
in various areas of the laboratory.
Equipment recommendations
specifically addressed in the
report are in the areas of virologyserology, microbiology and toxicology. although BVC equipment
generally is described as "adequate, functional and in a good
state of repair."
Another recommendation in the
report is for the development of a
contingency plan for obtaining
funds to respond to significant
work load increases caused by
major outbreaks of livestock
diseases.
The BVC was commended by

(Cont'd from page hila

prises Inc., Davenport, Iowa, as
secretary. and Robert F. Erburu,
of The Times Mirror Co.. Los
Angeles, as treasurer.
New directors elected to the
22-member board were Frank
Batten, of Landmark Communications Inc.; Frank A. Blethen, of
the Seattle Times Co., and Ray
Shaw, of Dow Jones & Co. Inc..
New York.
Re-elected were Frank A. Bennack Jr.. the Hearst Corp.. New
York; Charles T. Brumback,
Chicago Tribune Co.; John J.
Curley, Gannett Co. Inc., Arlington, Va.; Edward W. Estlow,
Scripps Howard, Denver; Jacques
G. Francoeur, UniMedia Inc..
Montreal; Sandra C. Hardy.
Calkins Newspapers. Levittown,
Pa•.-; Joe Hladky, The Gazette Co.,
Cedar Rapids. Iowa; Uzal H.
Martz Jr.. Pottsville (Pa.1

Republican; John G. Montgomery, Montgomery Publications Inc., Junction City. Kan.;
James M. Moroney Jr.. A.H. Belo
Corp.. Dallas. and Wilson, who as
immediate past chairman serves
on the board.
Directors whose terms do not
expire this year are Antonio Luis
Ferre, El Nuevo Dia. San Juan.
Puerto Rico: Donald E.
Newhouse, The Star-Ledger,
Newark, N.J.; Charles S. Rowel.
the Free Lance -Star.
Fredericksburg, Va., and Richard
J. Warren, Bangor (Maine Daily
News.
Alvah H. Chapman Jr.,' of
Knight-Ridder Inc. in Miami. and
Edwin L. Heminger, of The
Courier of Findlay. Ohio. retired
from the board. Garner Anthony.
of Cox Newspapers, resigned
earlier.
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the site visit team "for its safety
policies and general housekeeping" and laboratory tests and examinations "were found to be
complete and prompt." Tim
average turn-around time for 19K
reports examined from time of
receipt to final report was 42
days.
Affiliated with Murray State
since 1977, the BVC serves animal
owners and veterinarians with a
four-dimensional program that includes diagnostics. instruction,
research and field service.
It was the first laboratory in the
nation to be fully accredited by the
AAVLD in 1970. That accreditation
has now been reaffirmed tor the
fourth time.

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
Goodyear
.. -5.80
Previous Close
..2047.91
47% .1/4
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C..Class A
Jerrie()
241/8B 94%A
AT&T
Kmart
29% -1
/
4
Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
20/
1
4 *Vs
Chrysler
JCPenney
23% -1/4
CSX Corp
Penwalt
28/
1
4 -1
/
4
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
29% +1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store
7%B 71/24
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
44% -1
/
4
Ford
Time Inc.
47% + 1 4
G.A.E.
1...S.Tobacco
50/
1
4 + 1'4
General Motors
Wal-Mart
74% .%
17% ,.1/
4
GenCorp. Inc.
Wendy's
Goodrich
52% +%
C.E.F. Yield
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
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5.97

5 lb.
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Flay 0 Rich

169

101

32 or

15 oz.

Stokley

16 oz.

Bathrom Tissue

109 CHARMIN
59' PAPER TOWELS
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99 TEA BAGS
179
3
$129 CORN
9'
,79 SWEET PEAS ir, 3/99'
99
69' APPLE JUICE
99'
to ey
Whole Kernel or Cream Style

RELISH

Stokley
French Style or Cut

4 roll pkg

Sparkel Single Roll

Hyde Park Whole

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Lipton Family Sire

KETCHUP

2 Liter

15 or

6% use

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS 299
Hunts Squeeze

42 oz

CHILI

+%

1% MILK

CHARCOAL

89

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

31%
+'/
37
/
1
2 .%

Cans

Hyde Park Sweet

Bryan With Beans

8104

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs,
8-8 Fri & Sat

'oya arr

Reg or Unscented Detergent

TIDE

38%

141
/
48 14%A
88% -1/s
3.1 +1
48% -%
58% .sis
47%
85% -%

PAT GOSSUM

$

Hyde Park Hamburger

DILL SLICES

'
3/4
%

FROM GO OD FOLKS

Hyde Park Grade A Large

EGGS

•%
113%

BETTY BOSTON

Cirigir.10.1%T9
31ENcvcocil BrolarPIPE't,
[dull MiI'

Boy Scout Troop 77 of Murray hiked the north-south trail in Land•
Between-the-Lakes during spring break recently. The hike was led by
Tom Northrop, scoutmaster; and Allen Northrop, assistant scoutmaster. As part of a conservation project, the scouts remarked and
rerouted parts of the trail from Barkely Canal to Golden Pond. They also
removed litter along the way. The scouts covered a total of 64 miles over
five days. Billy Steffey, Hike Steffey, Geoffrey' Ball, Chris Flack, Jeff
Flack, Matt Dolson, Mike Donato, Danny Hinton, John Austin, Justin
'Owens. Jereomy Painter and Mark Mohler all received the BtiA's
50-miler award.

White House

48 or

Royal Oak Lighter

Lays All Flavors

MILK

gal. $ 199

FLUID

POTATO CHIPS

32 oz

89°
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US Choice Sirloin
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Owen's Famous Pit

TIP ROAST

PORK LOIN

BAKED HAM

$2

39

lb.
11.991b.
$ 189

111

US Choice Sirloin

Eckrich All Meat ,

TIP STEAK

BOLOGNA

Extra Lean

Owens Best Whole

GROUND ROUND

BB(2 CHICKEN

Center Cut

Baby

PORK CHOPS

SWISS CHEESE

Errigi
EReg
Ec
liiik3eel
Young & Tender Boneless

Owen's Best Deli Baked

CHICKEN BREAST

HAM

US Choice Chicken Fry

Owen's Best

4

$ 1 98
lb.

Golden Ripe
lb

$

89

BANANAS

$"

Pink
lb $
2
98

$329

lb
Owen's Best Deli-Made Hot or Reg.

PIMENTO CHEESE,

STEAK

$ 1 19

Half or Whole

lb. $269
, 210
lb.

TURKEY BREAST . . .lb. $399

GRAPEFRUIT
Large Green

BELL PEPPERS
Fresh

GREEN ONIONS
Fresh Crisp

BROCCOLI
Fresh Crisp California

LETTUCE

1h

h

$ 1 89

3P1
3/99,
79°
49

Head

Foods from the provinces of Italy
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Everett elected to chair Council
of Area Development Districts
Judge-Executive James Everett
was elected chairman of the Kentucky Council of Area Development Districts at their Spring Conference recently at Paducah.
Everett has been actively involved with the KCADD for
several years and served as first
vice chairman for the past year.
"I am excited to have the opportunity to serve as chairman of this
important organization and I plan
to continue the tradition of working toward increasing the regional

cooperation that is so beneficial to
all of us," Everett said.
The KCADD also recognized
State Representative Dick
Castleman, Mayfield, as a past
chairman. Castleman, who served
Graves County as judge-executive
for 20 years before being elected to
the Kentucky House of Representatives, acted as KCADD chairman in 1974-75.
Eight members of Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's cabinet addressed the
conference as did Lt. Gov.

Record of 2,256 Kentuckians
taking KET-televised courses
A record number of 2,256 KenThis alternative method of receivtuckians enrolled in MET
ing college credit accessible for
telecourses through participating
students who are isolated
local colleges or universities for
geographically, lack transportation, or have work scheduleds that
the 1988 Spring semester.
Registration is now underway at
conflict with traditional campus
Murray State University for
course times "The off-campus
enrollment in the telecourse Sumlearner may be handicapped,
mer semester.
elderly or retired, institutionalizThe 1988 Summer semester
ed, or homebound for a number of
features four classes.
reasons," says Olsen. "MET
Undergraduate level courses are:
telecourses are providing an
avenue for non-traditional
The American Adventure, The
students to fulfill many of their
Business File, and Understand
Human Behavior. At the graduate
higher education needs and
level, MET will air The Middle'!1. dreams."
School. Stud4ntS should contact inIn the futre, telecourse programming will increase as the
dividual colleges for. information
MET Star Channels are utilized
on exact offerings and
registration.
along with the regular broadcast
The main purpose of MET
channel "Consequently. the optelecourses is to serve as one
portunities and options for choosmeans of expanding and extending
ing a telecourse will be even
higher education services to the
greater for Kentucky citizens.'
off-campus learner, according to
Olsen said
If you would like further infor
MET Higher Education Specialist
mation about telecourses, contact
Mary Olsen. The goal has been
Olsen at MET Telecourses
realized for many non-traditional
1-800-432-0970.
students, or "distance learners."

Brereton Jones. Over 350
representatives from area
development districts across the
state participated.
Cabinet secretaries attending
the conference included: Mary R.
Oaken, secretary of Tourism; L.
Rogers Wells, Jr., secretary of
Finance and Administration;
William H. Lomicka, secretary of
Economic Development; Carl H.
Bradley, secretary of Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection; Dr. Larry Cowherd,
secretary of Human Resources;
Milo D. Bryant, secretary of
Transportation; John T. Wigginton, secretary of Corrections; and
Richard S. Taylor, secretary of
the Cabinet. Bill Patrick, commissioner of local government, also
attended and spoke at the opening
session of the conference.
Mayor Virgil Gilliam, chairman
of the Purchase ADD, said he was
encouraged by the secretaries'
remarks. Each speaker expressed support of the area development districts and the role they
Play in assisting state government. We were pleased that even
as newly-appointed officials, they
recognize the importance of
regional cooperation," Gilliam
said.
The, Kentucky Council of Area
Development Districts was foundel years ago to assist state and
local government in planning and
development

•Lazio
Carciofi alla Romana (artichokes)
Crostini alla Provatura (bread cheese
skewers)
Gnocchi
Saltimbocca (veal with ham
and sage)
Spaghetti all Amatriciana (Amatnce
style)

k

lHUNGAR
,

YUGOSLAVIA

•Umbria
Spaghetti al Tartofo Nero (spaghetti
with black truffles)
Umbrian chocolates

•Marches
Brodetto (fish stew)
Trippa alla Marchigiana (tripe Marche
style)

LIGURIA

•

and having effective membership
policies that do not feature hazing
iforcing students to do ridiculous,
humiliating or painful things to
join a groupl.
A 1965 graduate of Murray State
University, Brown is the interim
chairman of the department of
anatomy and assOciate dean of th,
School of Medicine at Marshall
University.
A member of Alpha Tau Omeg,•
Fraternity, he has served as ill,
group's two-term national president. chairman and secretary of
the board of directors and director
of its leadership conference. He is
currently the fraternity's national
educational adviser
Previously he served the NIC as
treasurer, secretary and executive committee member and
has been a member of the board of
directors since 1982.
He is married to the former Barbara Hankins, a 1967 graduate of
Murray State, and they have thre(
hildren.
The NIC represents more than
4,500,000 alumni and 400,000
undergraduate and graduate
students in 5,000 chapters on 810
campuses throughout the United
States and Canada

-L..

MARCHES
Awsi ilt
,
Adriatic
Sea
/
AMBRUZZI-MOLISE

\
'See
FRANCE

•Tuscany
Fagioli net fiasco (white beans)
Olive oil
Panforle (Christmas cake)
Steak Florentine

APULIA

CAMPANIA
- A

•Emilia-Romagna
Pancetta
Parmesan cheese
Proscuitto
Ragu (Bolognese meat sauce)
Tortellini
yeal scallopini
•Liguria
Burnda (Genoese fish stew)
Pesto sauce
Ravioli

Naples

ITALY
ANA

Tyrrhenian Sea
BASILICA TA
A

COW
Mediterranean Sea
ALGL

Ionian Sea

WHOM

Crecepo Tribune Map by Dam JeOn▪ ta

•Veneto
Bacala (salt cod)
Pasta e fagioli (pasta and beans)
Radicchio
Risi e trsi (rice with peas)

•Lombardy
Gorgonzola
Minestrone all Milanese
Ossobuco (stewed veal shin)
Panettone
Risotto
Vitelto Tonnato (cold veal
with tuna fish sauce)

•Piedmont
Bagna cauda (garlic-anchovy dip)
Fontina cheese
Grissini (bread sticks)
Poienta
White truffles
Zabaglione

•Basilicata
Baccala ai peperoni (salt cod with hut
peppers)
Soppressato (Basilicata sausage)

•Campagnia
Mozzarella
Parmigiana di Melanzane (eggplant
Parmesan)
Pizza
Spaghetti

•Calabria
Sagna Chine (Calabnan lasagna)
e ongano (sardines
Sarde
olive oil and oregano)

•Ambruzzi-Molise

Maccheroni alla Chitarra (matchstick
noodles)
•Apulia
Parrozzo (almond and chocolate cake) Bocconotti (baked sweet ravioli)
Peconno
Orecchiette (pasta sti Is)
Scamorza cheese
Panzarotti (fried ravioli
opus)
Polpi arricciati (curled

•Sicily

•Sardinia

Arancini di rise (fried rice)
Pasta con le sarde (pasta with
sardines)
Scacciata (Sicilian bread pie)
Tonno all cipollata (tuna and onions)

Greek organizations facing
challenge of future: Brown
Greek organizations of
America's campuses must stand
together to face the challenges of
the future — and they must not be
afraid of change
Those ideas were the key
themes espoused by Dr Pat I.
Brown, president-elect of the National Interfraternity Conference
NIC), in speech April 19 at Murray State University.
Brown spoke in Lovett
Auditorium at the annual AllGreek Assembly, sponsored by
Murray State's Interfraternity
Council and Panhellenic Council.
In his address Brown cited re-cent closings of greek systems at .
• sever* colleges in the northeaster% United States as examples of the problems faced today by fraternities and sororities...,
"We should pay more than lip
service to the idea of
brotherhood," he noted. "We must
utilize our resources for improvement. locally .and nationally, and
we must internalize the challenges
we face by preparing for positive
changes "
Several areas for improvement.
Brown said, include raising the
grade-point averages of greek
students, avoiding the risks
associated with substance abuse

EURO E-.I

Trieste

Calamaretti Ripient (stuffed baby
squid)
Germinus (Sardinia macaroons)
Porceddu arrostito (roast suckling
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Top of the line

New look?
Racers' wish-ful thinking
centered around Proctor

NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle stands with Nebraska's Neil Smith'
left, and Auburn's .Aundray Bruce Sunday at the NFL Draft in New

Spring sports

If Mike Mahoney had one wish,
,it would be that all of his players
possessed the talent at their
respective positions that Michael
Proctor brings to the quarterback
slot.
Mahoney is preparing for Friday night's annual Blue-Gold Spring Football Game and, more importantly, preparing for his second season at the helm of the
Murray State program.
When MSC closed its season
with a 40-0 thrashing of Austin
Peay to preserve a winning record
at 6-5, Mahoney said that he was
"about 100 ways" smarter than
when he first took over as head
coach. That may be. but it doesn't
take a genius to figure out that the
Racers' biggest weapon is the
hard-throwing, elusive quarterback from Sylvester, Ga.
Proctor was definitely the
brightest spot on last year's team
that saw running back Willie Cannon break the MSU record for
career touchdowns and kicker
Paul Hickert break the school and
Ohio Valley Conference record for
carter points. That's stiff competition, but what seperated Proctor
York. Bruce, the number one pick, was drafted by the Atlanta
was his class.
Falcons, and Smith, the number two pick, by the Kansas city Chiefs.
Not his class as in style, but his
AP pttok)
class as in sophomore. While Cannon anci Hickert try to make the
NFL. Proctor
trying to make
Murray the OVC champion that it
was in 1986.
Mahoney is trying to do the
same and any way he can help
Proctor shine, he will.
Susan Lax won the No. 1 seed 84, Julie Pittman won 8-2 and Grace
Mahoney and his staff have put
Curd 8-3.
in the wishbone offense to add a
In doubles, -Rebecca Hoke teamed with Lax for an 8-0 win and Lynn
whole new dimension to Proctor's
Boaz combined with Rachel King for an 8-5 victory.
game.
Calloway, 3-3, hosts Ballard County today.
But beforekanyone thinks
The Calloway boys downed Reidland 6-3 as Joey Baust took the No. 1
Mahoney_
has.,flipped his lid by
seed with an 8-1 over Charles Peck Raybo Dunn lost 9-7 to Billy Culp and
abacioning the ..- 1-formation that
Tim Carpenter fell 8-3 to David Foster. Billy Jack Haskins downed Billy
Wilkinson 8-3 and Ray Roberts won 8-1 over Sean Bassett. Briantels ,ProctorIttelaws.Jtifall out ofi.• just
keevifi- mind that the. wiAhhotteTis
lost to Trent Campbell 8-6.
probably -gokag.--to serv'e
In doubles, Baust and Dunn won 8-1, Brad Pritchett and Cliff Clarkicon
more than a sidebar fOr theTtaCer
8-4 and Haskins and Roger Herndon won 84. ,
offense
that ran._uffiziOff:passing
GOLF
Murray High swept Marshall County in a boys and gitrs'showdown at - yards than any previous M-S1.squad last year.
Murray Country Club on Wednesday.
•
"Spring is a time for experimenTodd Sims fired a 37 to lead the Tigers tcra 160-188 win. Craig Schwettting and that's whit we're doing
man followed with a 39, John Muehlman and Bin FandriCh had 42s
Scores that did not figure in the standings i*ludedLance Balmer at 4ad. with the wishbone." Mahoney
.4
says. "Michael just so, talented
and Brock Peyer at 44.
and we want to take advantage,df
The Tigers, 5-1, host St. Mary and Calkwa ounty"tiada; "
The Lady Tigers were led by defending regional-champion
- his talent.'e're trying to put the
batilh his hands more That's whv
Howe who fired a 42 in a 192-232 win.Howe
Jennifer
followeitth
wi a
ow
re Amning the wishbone,'-1
Amy Wilson had a 49 and Lisa Rexroat a 4.'7_
• -1.1a-honey said that Proutaf
Other Scores included Connie Steel-y with a 55 and Joy.Roach at.42. •_
sQFTBALL
7.cked',i
fight_up_on the' nev. obk.ss,
but,:admitted that his btadtkips
Murray High picked up a pairtf wins Over Reidland Wednesda.§. winn;
•••
haven't-quite gotten the hang of it
(Cont'd on page 4-B)
1

Murray netters stay on roll with sweep of Mayfield
Staff Report

Murray High School's tennis teams continued to roll through their
seasons with the Tigers and Lady Tigers each scoring 7-2 wins over
Mayfield on Wednesday.
The Lady Tigers, led by defending First Region champion Ellen
Hogancamp, moved to 5-0. Hogancamp whipped Mayfield's Holly
Thomas 8-1. No. 2 seed Beth Wilson downed Beth Wiman 8-2, Allison
Carr dumped Amy Schneder 8-1, Heather Hughes beat Valerie Beck 8-1,
Katherine Oakley got Keli Clark 8-0 and Kim Sexton rolled past Laura
Easley 8-0.
Murray's No. 1 and No. 2 doubles teams suffered losses as Bethany
Hall and Holly Brown dropped a 9-8 decision and Catherine Hurst and
Kaylin Haverstock fell 9-8. Molly Sims and Candi Manis won 8-3.
The Tigers' Jason Hunt lost an 8-4 decision to Mayfield's Seph Jensen,
but Mark Whitaker nullified that loss at No. 2 with an 8-2 win over Craig
Wallace. Scott Foster downed Brian Thomas 8-2, Andre DeSantis beat
Jason Lancaster 8-1 and Greg Knedler got past David Whaley 8-2.
Josh Johnson lost at No. 6 to Tim Davis 9-7.
In doubles play, Whitaker and DeSantis won 8-5, Hunt and Foster 8-1
and Knedler and Russ Adkins 8-3.
A pair of exhibition matches were played in singles. Adkins and Brent
Keller each took 8-2 decisions. In a doubles exhibition match, yavid Gish
and Brian Carroll won 8-5.
Murray went to 4-1. Both teams will face a major test today in regional
powerhouse Lone Oak. Murray will host the match-up.
Calloway County's girls team made quick work of Re idland with a 5-0
win in an abbreviated contest Wednesday.
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The first
of our

60th
Anniversary
Prizes!
To be given away

,swe
On the Othk side of the ball.
(Conti,on page 4-13)

UK fate may be decided on prudency
.

.
.
LKXINGTON'; Ky.AAP i. — The ,six-man jury that
what rye read in the newspapers.",Williams iiid.
wiltdecge the fate' 1F-the',Unlvegty otEentucky .- "we usually know nothing about
4the case until it is
ba,Sketball.prograni often relies of prudency whenbrought before Us." „Salt A1111 s, a professor of
laced with contradicting -sides- in a case, its chairhistory at the University Nifi:gi a. "•11',s not much
different from that a ju
would know in the
man said
• ' - • ,
.... '-' ""
D. ."Alan Willihrni, chkiirmarP of,ttie NCAA's Corn
: courtroom
There are. differences. The committee has no
mittee on IntraellOns. said the panel oftkdecides. j
cases on eviden4-that ;'a prudet- person:itnIply,g6- ',•• .power Of subpoena for one. Also, the NCAA's burden
ing abdut busineas would rely on:"
'
:'of prod!. is iess. vigorous than that of a courtroom
As ait exampll. Williams cited a case the cpnhnit:
pros'eciJtor
.
tee heard: in which an agistant'football coach was
"The btirdernif proof is somewhere in between that
,
charged with giving a reciuit 000. .
-0f a murder 'case and a newspaper," said David
"The Cirach said, lHey,-'I dill't give hiM a•thing,' 7 Berst, the NCAA's director of enforcement.
and the kid said he didn't get anYthing,'either." . itiike a jury. the committee also doeSn't need a
Willianis said. "But the kid's brother said the kid ..! unanimous vote to fiunigh a progrark severely. The
went outside, came backin.'aidn't g0 arlyw
- here else" majnrity rules, meaning a one-vote margin would be
-suffic4ent toz. knock a team out of the NCAA tournaand suddenly had $809::•'... Sometimes we get' those
contradictions, and We have totesolve them. Wt con- ' merit, .put it, op probation or 'limit its number of
eluded in that particulal• case that, even.though the '' scholarships'.
.
Some critics have suggested;that the committee
kid never would admit it, he took the rriatiey."
views schools brought before them as guilty until
The case is similar to the I5I one4tie NCAA is in
vestigating. Kentucky assistant Dwane Casey is
proten innocent. Williams doesn't think so.
alleged to have sent $1,000 to the fathtr of CI< recruit
"We get after the NCAA' investigators pretty
Chris Mills.
,'
goOd.': he said. "We bear in hard on both sides."
An Emery Worldwide envelope sent from Casey to
The Committee on. Infractions doesn't involve
Claud Mills came open in that company's Los
itself directly In CAA investigations. Williams has
to be contacted, however, if the NCAA wants to offer
Angeles office 'March 31, and several Emery
employees said it contained $1,000. Casey has denied
someone limited immunity in exchange for
information?
sending money, and the Millses have denied getting
The NCAA first sends a preliminary letter of in.
any.
"All I know about the Kentucky case right now is ((ont'd on page 4-8)
-'

-1

•

Report: Kentucky violated NCAA rule

Tuesday
May 31

Cats appeared on calendar
$380 Valu/1

Nothing to buy!
Just come and sign up!

Help us celebrate our 60 years in business!
West Kentucky and West Tennessee's.
Oldest Volume Dealer
FORD

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main Street

That's not all that big of a deal
though. They probably won't see
much time.
They say that there are lies,
darn lies and statistics, but if Proctor's numbers are deceiving, it's
because they don't do him justice.
Not only is Proctor a dream-cometrue for the accountant-types that
enjoy using past performances to
speculate the future, but a joy to
watch for the football purist as
well
He possesses the ability to rOam
freely in the backfield until a
receiver gets open or head down
field with the ball, but he is most
effective when he's able to put the
ball up And at 6-foot-4, he sees the
field very well.
But if accolades aren't enough,
just check his numbers.
Proctor threw for 2.375 yards
last season. completing 152 of his
287 attempts He tossed 12
touchdowns and ?rushed for four
more
The biggest problems the Racer
passing game will have are depth
on the offensive line 'although
Mahoney said that's also a worry
on defense' and the absence of two
of Proctor's favonte targets. tight
end Derrick Fencher and wide
receiver Stanley Howard who
combined for.959 yards receiving
last season
The Racers return Richard
Miller 1324 yards in seven games'.
James Huff n yards in 1_1
ganies1 and Glen Arterburn '414
, yards in eight games' But all of
thOse guys are wide receivers.
Mahoney is looking for a tight
end who can block and catch He
thinks he has found one in Jay
Henson, a 6-foot.5. 220-pound
Junior
Mahoney's .other depth pro.
blems may be lessened by Greg
Armstrong Cprrently out with
strained ligaments in his knee
.a4.40.?k Burk, botkon the often.

(502)753-5273

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Murray, KY 42071

LEXINGTON, Ky, I API — The Univertity of Kentucky has conducted an internal invehtigation of
possible violations of NC/CA rules stemming from
commercial production and sale of calenders featuring the school's football, basketball and baseball
players.
UK law dean Robert Lawson, who conducted the
probe and reported its reiults to the NCAA Aug. 19,
,said Wednesday that no action had been taken by the
NCAA.
"I'm sure it's not pending," he told The Courier.
Journal.In his report, Lawson concluded that UK had
violated one NCAA rule by permitting the names and
pictures of eligible UK athletes to appear in the
calendars that were marketed commercially.
Lawson's report said that UK basketball coach Ed-

die Sutton, football coal!! Jerry Claiborne and
baseball coach Keith Madison were instrumental in
arranging for pictures of UK players in the
calendars
The three coaches shared in the proceeds from the
calendars produced or distributed during the past
two years by Cawood Ledford Productions Inc.,
Sportsastic Inc. and Merrick Printing Co. of
Louisville.
NCAA rules prohibit athletes with remaining
eligibility from letting their names or pictures be used to advertise, recommend or promote the sale of
any commercial product.
The UK report said none of the head coaches "involved in the calendar's production and distribution
of the calendars acted in knowing violation of NCAA
rules."
Production and sale of the calendars was ultimately stopped by UK
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Orioles loaded with blame; Ryan near-perfect
By The Astsechited Press

After 20 straight losses, there's
plenty of blame to go around the
Baltimore clubhouse. Manager
Frank Robinson took responsibility for the latest defeat.
"I didn't do a good managing
job in the eighth inning," Robinson
said. "I just didn't put the right
people out there at the right time.
I'll take the blame tonight."
The winless Orioles tied an
American League record Wednesday night with their 20th straight
loss, falling 7-6 to the Minnesota
Twins at the Metrodome.
With the score tied 4-4 in the
eighth inning and one out, Larry
Sheets singled.
With Keith Hughes at the plate
and the count 2-2, Robinson put on
an apparent hit-and-run. Sheets
was thrown out by 10 feet at second base and Hughes struck out
- end of rally.
Sheets has three stolen bases in
six attempts in his „ 288-game
major-league career. On ,the
bench at the time was Ken
Gerhart, who has 128 stolen bases
in the last five seasons of minorleague ball.
This is a game of ups and
downs and it alwasys will be,"
said shortstop Cal Ripken, who
had two hits and two runs batted
Baltimore players stood in stunned silence in the eighth inning
when Kent Hrbek and Tim
Laudner broke a 4-4 tie with
leadoff homers against reliever
Bill Scherrer, 0-1. A walk, balk

and throwing error by reliever
Doug Sisk added anather run.
"If your performance is graded
A to F, I'm sure mine was a G,".,
said Scherrer, who was close to
tears. "But I can't say it was the
worst game of my life. We had an
opportunity to win when it was 4-4,
you have 24 guys on the team, but I
think the pitcher always feels the
worst. My pride is hurt, but I'll
survive."
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Elsewhere in the AL, it was
Cleveland 6, Seattle 4; California
4, Detroit 3; Oakland 5, Toronto 3:
Kansas City 3, New York 1 in 11 innings; and Milwaukee 4, Texas 3.
A doubleheader between Boston
and Chicago was rained out.
The Orioles, who grabbed a 3-0
lead in the first inning, didn't quit
Wednesday night, as they managed two rims off Juan Berenguer,
3-2, in the ninth.
Indians 6, Mariners 4
Willie Upshaw hit a three-run
homer and Greg Swindell won his
fifth straight game as streaking
Cleveland beat visiting Seattle.
The victory tied Swindell with
Oakland's Dave Stewart for the
AL lead in victories, and his 5-0
start hasn't been • equaled by a
Cleveland starter since Jim
"Mudcat" Grant won five to start
the 1961 season.
Royals 3, Yankees I
Kevin Seltzer singled in Kurt
Stillwell with the tie-breaking run
with one out in the 11th inning as
Kansas City beat New York for the
Royals' first victory in Yankee

Lady Racer report

Pinson signs with Murray
.Shalf Report

Lady Racer coach Bud Childers has signed a 5-foot-8 guard to add a
3-point threat to his already potent offensive attack.
Julie Pinson. who averaged 19.9 points and 6.5 rebounds her senior
season at Lee's Summit tMo. High School, inked with the Lady
Racers Wednesday afternoon. Pinson earned all-state honors and
was the Kansas City Player of the Year as she became her school's
all-time leading,scorer with 1,490 career points. She also set the
single-game standard with 44.
''Julie will add a new dimension to our outside game with her
3-point shot," Childers said. Pinson hit on 45 percent of her 3-point attempts in high school. "She can play both guard spots. She'll remind
Lady Racer fans of Melody Ottinger."
Pinson shot 47 percent from the floor and 72 percent from the line.
She was recently named on the USA Today All-American team as an
-honorable mention
Pinson joins 6-2 Angie Waldon as Lady Racer newcomers. Waldon
signed with MS1' last fall.
"We feel that both of these girls will help bolster our attack,"
Childers said

to tie the score. Ryan left for a
Stadium since 1986.
Athletics 5, Blue Jays 3
pinch hitter in the bottom of the
Don Baylor's run-scoring single
ninth.
snapped a sixth-inning tie as
In other National league games,
visiting Oakland defeated
it was St. Louis 2, San Diego 1; San
Toronto.
Francisco 6, Pittsburgh 4; MonWith the score 2-2, Dave Hendertreal 1, Cincinnati 0; Los Angeles
son doubled down the right-field
4, Chicago 0, and New York 5,
line with two outs against starter
Atlanta 2.
Mike Flanagan and Baylor singled
In the Houston 10th, Glenn Davis
to left to put the Athletics ahead.
singled with one out off reliever
Henderson's two-out homer in
Kent Tekulve and went to third on
the eighth gave Oakland a 4-2 lead. Kevin Bass' hit-and-run single.
Angels 4, Tigers 3
Alan Ashby was intentionally
Jack Howell drove in two runs
walked to load the bases and Craig
with a triple and double as CaliforReynolds batted for Chuck
nia beat Detroit at Tiger Stadium
Jackson. He hit a grounder near
to snap a four-game losing streak. second base which shortstop Steve
Willie Fraser, 3-0, allowed three
Jeltz ran down but Davis easily
hits, and walked two batters in
beat his off-balance throw to the
each of the first three innings. But
plate.
he settled down and pitched 7 1-3
Cardinals 2,Padres 1
innings, allowing five hits overall.
Tom Brunansky hit his first NaBrewers 4, Rangers 3
tional League home run and
Rob Deer broke a fifth-inning tie
rookie Luis Alicea had, a runwith a single as Milwaukee snapscoring single as St. Louis'snapped
ped a three-game losing streak at San Diego's four-game winning
Arlington.
streak.
With the scored tied 2-2, Robin
Winner Bob Forsch took over for
Yount hit a one-out double in the
starter Greg Mathews, who left
fifth and scored one out later on
after three innings with a sore left
Deer's single. In the sixth, Joey
shoulder. Forsch went 3 1-3 innMeyer hit his second home run of ings, allowing just three hits and
the season to make it 4-2.
an unearned run, beforeneeding
Juan Nieves allowed seven hits
help from Todd Worrell.
in 7 1-3 innings and Dale Sveum
Giants 6, Pirates 4
added a two-run homer for the
Kevin Mitchell drove in three
Brewers.
runs and Dave Dravecky scatNATIONAL LEAGUE
tered nine hits over eight innings
as San Francisco ended a four- •
Astros 3, Phillies 2
game losing streak and cooled off
Nolan Ryan hasn't pitched a
the Pirates, who had won four
complete game in two years but
straight games and •12 of tbeir last
that doesn't mean he can't pitch
14.
another no-hitter.
Expos 1, Reds 0
The amaling 41-year-old
Pascual Perez pitched a twofireballer came within two outs of
hitter with 10 strikeouts for his
what would have been the sixth nofirst shutout since July 6, 1984. The
hitter of his record-breaking
only Cincinnati hits were a secondcareer, then dejectedly settled for
inning bloop single by Bo Diaz and
a no-decision as the Astros beat Chris Sabo's smash with two out in
the Philadelphia Phillies 3-2
the ninth which third baseman
Wednesday night.
Tim Wallach knocked down.
"I'm disappointed," Ryan said.
Dodgers 4, Cubs0
"It would have been my first comDon Sutton earned his 322nd
plete game and shutout in quite a career victory with six scoreless
while. I don't even remember innings and drove in a run- with a
when my last one was ( his last suicide squeeze bunt. Sutton, in his
complete game was April 25, 23rd major-league season, allo‘yed
1986.
four singles, struck out three and
"If I'd just lost a no-hitter and walked three.
won the game I wouldn't have
Mets 5, Braves 2
been disappointed. I let the lead
Keith Hernandez tied the game
get away, and I was one out away
with a two-run homer, Lenny
from winning the ballgame - a Dykstra walked with the bases
complete ballgame."
boded and Mookie Wilson added a
Ryan, who struck out nine_lost•---(Coift4J on page 3-8)
his no-hit bid when Mike Schmidt
singled with one out in the ninth.
With two out, Lance Parrish
doubled home two unearned runs
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SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

AMEND. AS',LAW E
East Division
I. Pet
V.
16
4
1(6
Cleveland
5
706
Boston
12
700
New York
14
6
10
X
366
Detroit
Toronto
9
10
474
Milwaukee
10
444
Baltimore
0
20
000
V.eat DiVilliOn
V.
L Pet. (ill
667
Oakland
14
7
526
3
Karfsas City
10
9
Chicago
9
9
500
9
12
429
5
Seattle
Texas
7..
Ii
421
5
h
12
400
California
7
II
369
Minnesota
Wednesday's Games
Boston at Chicago 2, ppd . rain
Cleveland 6. Seattle 4
California 4,•Detroit 3
Oakland 5. Toronto 3
Kansas City 3 New York 1. II innings
Minnesota 7, Baltimore 6
Milwaukee 4, Texas 3
Thursday's Games
Baltimore 'Boddicker 0-4. at Minnesota
• Anderson 0-0,
•
Kansas City 'Bannister 2-1 • at New York
Rhoden 1-2., In.
SeatUe 'Campbell 1-2. at Cleveland • Farrell 3-0i. in •
California 'McCaskill 1-'2 • at Detroit
Tanana 4-0
n•
Oakland (Stewart 5-0. at Toronto I Stotn•
tlemyre
Boston • Boyd 2-0. at Chicago .LaPoint
2-1 • n
Only games scheduled
F'riday'siGames
Texas at New York. in
Minnesota at Boston. n

Oakiend at Cleveland, 'on
Seattle at Detroit n
California at Toronto in
Baltimore at Chicago. in.
Kansas City at Milwaukee. in.
% ATION AL LE AG t E
East Division
IA
L
Pet. GB
Pittsburgh
5
737 14
New York
13
6
684
1
Montreal
9
9
500
4is
I'
Chicago
11
421 '6
7i.
Philadelphia
12
333
6
6
13
316
St Louis
Meat Division
V.
I. Pet. GIS
Angeles
12
5 706 Los
1
Houston
12 • 7
632
5.14-ii.
Cincinnati
11
9
10
10
San Francisco
500
Pt
.1L5
10
444
San Diego
3
15
167
94,
Atlanta
Wednesday's Games
New York 5, Atlanta 2
Montreal I. Cincinnati 0
Houston 3. Philadelphia 2.10 ir1fitings.
Los Angeles 4. Chicago 0
Louis 2. San Diego 1
San Francisco 6, Pittsburgh 4
Thursday's Games
St Louis 'DeLeon 1-2. at San Diego Whitson 2-0.
Pittsburgh Dunne 1-0. at San Francisco
Downs 0-2
Chicago. Schiraldi 0-2. at Los Angeles
Belcher I-0.. in,
Only games scheduled
Fridit§'s Games
New York at Cincinnati, n.
Atlanta at Phidelphia. inl
Montreal at Huston, n •
St Louis at Los Angeles, .11
Pittsburgh at San Diego, n
Chicago at San Francisco, in.

St

NHL, NBA Playoffs
%HL PlayonS
Second Round
Monday April 25
Detroit 6 St Louis 3
Edmonton 6, Calgary 4, Edmonton wing
series 4-0
Tuesday. April 28
New Jersey 3 Washington 1, New Jersey
leads series 3-2
Boston 4. Montreal I Boston wins series
4-1
Wednesday. April 27
Detroit 4, St Louis 3 Detroit wins series
Ii
Thursday, April 28
Washington at New Jersey
Saturday, April 30
New Jersey at Washington. if necessary

Thursday. April 28
, Washington at Detroit
Cleveland at Chicago
Houston at Dallas
Utah at Portland
Friday. April 29
Milwaukee at Atlanta
New York at Boston
Seattle at Denver
San Antonio at Los Angeles
Saturday. April 39
Houston at Dallas
Washington at Detroit
Utah at Portland
Sunday. May I
New York at Boston
Cleveland at Chicago
Seattle at Denver
Milwaukee at Atlanta
San Antonio at Los Ange.es

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

April 29 & 30th

In Stock

the store in the
parking lot

the store

Dennison-Hunt's
Annual Garage
Sale
Closeouts
Discontinued
Items
Odd Sizes

All Items
Way Below
Cost!

SPORTING

$10000

over cost

20%
OFF
Stock No 8241

Everything
Throughout
The Store!

HUNT
DENNISONGOODS
1203
Chestnut
Street

753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

InsidelOutside Sale
Inside

753-8355

Baseball

All Dodge
RAM-50's

Outside

PAGE 3B

710237

Prices Starting At
Includes Automatic Transmission Stock No 8241
•Availtible in Long or Short Wheel Base •5 Speed
or Automatic •Regular or Extended Cab •Stripped
to Loaded.
*S6411, Pohn.P .•

I,.
0 1 $-

•

•

Murray

Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

company,
'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck

1332 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821

PAGE 4B
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UK fate may be decided

I• e

(Cont'd front page e-B)
quiry to a school when conducting an investigation.
Any formal allegations are made later in a letter of
official inquiry. tKentucky has not received an official inquiry yet I.
Williams gets copies of both letters. His committee
also usually gets the results of the university's investigation about two weeks before the meeting, then
hears what the NCAA has come up with at the
meeting.
1-K already has appeared before Williams' corn-

DOOV
DGER
EM
50
IFLRAM
vv IMTOYOTA 4x4 PICKUP.

mittee once this year. On Feb. 6 in Kissimmee, Fla.,
UK and the NCAA presented results from their investigations into allegations that UK players had
received cash, clothing and other gifts consistently
since the early 1970s.
The Committee on Infractions decided to oroy
publicly reprimand UK's investigators for their
handling of the incident. The committee said no
allegations could be proven within the NCAA's fouryear statute of limitations.
--

New look?...

(('ont'd from page 2.13)
Mahoney returns "the nucleus of a
really fine defensive team," anchored by defensive ends Chris
Murphy, Lance Golden and Joe
March. Other standout returnees
include linebacker Danny Amato
and defensive backs Tim Broady
and Tony Thornton.
Fans who make Friday's BlueGold affair should watch for those
players. When fall practice rolls

Local
Bowling

NOW,WHAT KIND OF
FEELING DOES THAT
GIVE YOU

Miler or Dollar
42160
howling Irsaur
Tram
tt
Shield of Shelter
674,
Holland Drugs
eo
Rick s Welding
SOS
Joyce Noel Tax Service
564
Public Ice Service
564
Pockets
32
Mgt Teara Game raC)
Shield of Shelter
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Public Ice Service
MO Team Game. 41141
Shield of Shelter
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Public Ice Service
Mei Tram Serieri jtari
Shield of Shelter
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Public Ice Service
lilga Tram Madre
Shield of Shelter
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Rick s Welding
MO lad. Game lCi
Pat Heseelrode
, Ann Green
Joyce Noel
Mei lad Game iWi
Joyce Noel
Ann Green
Mary Montgomery
High Ind !rein.
Pat Hemelrode
Ann Green
Joyce Noe!
Mgt lad tarries .1814
Joyce Noel
Ann Green
klary Montgomery
IRO Average.,
Pat Hesaelrorae
Lola Smith
Betty Smith

1.7 The base Toyota
• 4-wheel drive pickup
comes with standard features like power brakes and a
5-speed manual transmission. So does the Dodge Power
Ram 50 pickup. And Toyota seems to be asking you for
something more - over s500.* For much less, you could
get the Power Ram 50 pickup and get more standard cab
room, more standard payload and more standard features_
And still get the Japanese quality and economy you'd
expect in an import.
Dodge Power Ram 50. The right truck and the right pric.
At your Dodge dealer, you really couldn't ask for more.
aie-Base sticker price comparison Standard equipment lee's %ar-)
Tv
See 3 36 limited warranty and restrictions at dealer
Excludes normal ma,,ren,y,,
Mire

wIpstrner!s

ear iterec

SEE YOUR LOCAL DODGE DEALER TODAY.
Mal UP.SO PILAU ORnif SiFEL,

CARS TRUCKS IMPORTS

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE
604 S. 12th St.

753-7114

444
12
524
S.3,
1
S34

517
513

662
631
501
1430
1448
1412

140

r.a.
220
221
5,60
511
51,1

176
176
175

Ryan near-perfect...

What To Bring
Each camper should bring the following football
shoes.
gym shoes (for use on artificial turf), football helmet,
shorts,
athletic supporters,socks. shirts(any variety desired),
pillow,
pillow case single bed sheet. and a blanket Each camper
will be given a T-shirt at the opening of camp

Fundamentals,the building blocks of any athletic achievement, will be emphasized. with the goal of developing each
camper as a sound offensive or defensive player The entire
Racer coaching staff will be present. utilizing years of
experience to ensure top-flight instruction

(Cont'd from page 3-B
two-run single in a five-run ninth
inning,:
The Braves led 2-0 as Zane
Smith scattered four hits over
seven innings and Bnee Sutter

Insurance ,
The camp proides a group accident insurance
policy
which covers all participants Parents. should
,be certain
each camper has received a physical check-up from
his
family physician If a camper has any
allergies Or other
physical difficulties. plegse indicate these on
the application
form so the information can be made available to
the camp
physician
01
'

Type of Instruction
Campers will be divided into age groups 8-12 and 13senior, permitting specialized instruction to each group's
mental and physical abilities. Each group will receive
instruction in all areas of the game — passing, receiving,
centering, offensive line play, defensive backfield play.
linebacker play, tackling, and running Team
emphasize strategy and special team situations Training
and conditioning will include weight training for special skills
and strengths and drills designed to produce successful
players

headstart

(Conf'd from page ?-n)
ing 15-12 and 1S-3.
Jennifer Parker hit a two-nm homer and Dina* Fazi and Mary
Catherine Wooldndge picked up three RBI each in the opener as Murray
pounded out 21 hits.
The second game saw the Lady Tigers, 5-3. gather 19 more hits. including a three-run homer and a triple from Leslie Weatherford
Weatherford drove in five rtuns and Stephanie Vanover pushed across six
while Fazi added a triple
Leslie Loberger won both games
Murray hosts Fulton County today
Calloway County dropped the ball and a pair of games against Christian County Wednesday. The Lady Lakers committed 17 errors in the
doubleheader. losing 10-0 and 7-2
P.J. Chadwick got Calloway's only hit in the opener and Christian
County rode three runs off three errors in the first inning of the closer for
an easy win.
Calloway's only offense came in the sixth inning Stephanie Barnett
reached on an error and Erica Muskgrow drew a walk Tracy Banks
doubled in Barnett and Kim Shelton picked up Muskgrow with no outs.
The Lady Lakers stranded both runners
Calloway meets Mayfield today in a preview of the opening round of
the Fourth District Tournament Murray meets Marshall County in the
other semifinal game. scheduled for May 9. at Mayfield

104

Campers will be housed in Murray Stable University
's
modern,air-conditioned residence halls Rooms are arranged
in suites, with two rooms divided by a bathroom
Four
campers will occupy each suite Meals will be provided
in
nearby Winslow Cafeteria Off-campus participan
ts must live
with parents Or relatives or in housing
arrangements
approved by the workshop director

Purpose

Thigpen's absence was caused by
frreak knee injury, suffered
when the big running back tripped
ovOr a hose simulating the offensive line positions in practice.
Thigpen underwent knee surgery
oh Monday and will take a year to
rehabilitate.
The Racers are left with some
inexperience in the backfield, but
still have proven talent in Davis
and Ora. They are also left with
Proctor who can light up the
scoreboard out of any formation
and. hopefully, can fill some seats
in Roy Stewart Stadium.
While Mahoney says his team
will probably be picked to finish
third or fourth in the OVC next
season, he says there's "no doubt"
that Proctor is its premier player'.
He also acknowledges that one
player cannot carry a football
team and the Racers are looking
to solve their depth problem as
quickly as possible Even with all
those freshmen coming in this
summer. Friday.. night's scrimmage presents a great opportunity
for some players to get a nice

Pinson signs...

1784
17110
11173

Housing

Racer Football Camp
June 19-23, 1988
Murray State University

around, they will all be pushed by
a freshman class that is 26 strong.
Mahoney figures that 12.15
freshmen could play next season
compared to only six last year.
Mahoney is consoled by the quantity and quality of the newcomers.
"We recruited. 26 pretty .good
freshmen," Mahoney said. -They
won't be great football players
right, away, but they can be good
ones."
Another newcomer, Itransfer
Kenny Flagg will join' Michael
Davis and Tony Ora in an attempt
to fill a big hole at running back.
With last year's dynamic senior
tandem of Cannon and Bill Bird
gone. the Racers were counting on
Rodney Payne to have a big year
But Payne. who had previous
academic problems. found out
that, ,Mahoney's strict class comes-first policy Wasn't just hot
air. Mahoney suspended him for
the spring after a poor attendance
record dropped hi.z grades
severely. • Mahoney said that he doesn't ex.
pect Payne back in the fall_
Also zone is Frank Thiirpen

pitched a hitless eighth. But Sutter
left for a pinch hitter and Paul
Assenmac her walked leadoff batter Tim Teufel in the ninth' Hernandez followed with his third
home run of the season.

Ca'Iowa y's finest

Model Day at Racer Camp
7 00 a m

7 30 am
8 15 a m
8 30 a m
900 am
9 15 a m

Who May Attend
This year's Racer Football Camp will feature one session
June 19-23 This session will be for boys age eight through
high school seniors High school graduates are not eligible
to attend the camp

Wake Up
— Breakfast
— Day s Itinerary (In Ready Room
- Offensive & Defensive Game Films
--

- Touch Footaii Games
— Specialties (All phases of special
teams Punting Game Place
Kicking Snapping Returns)
1000 a m
— Practice (Offense)
IDefense)
12 00 Noon —Lunch
1 30 pm
Practice (Defense)

Awards and Photographs
Awards will be presented for outstanding achievement
during the Racer Football Camp, with awards given to each
age group The awards ceremony will be held Thursday.
June 23 at 1 00 p m An 8x10 group color photograph is
included for all campers

3 30 p m
4000m
4 45 p m

Additional Information
For more information on MSti's Racer Football Camp,call
(502) 762-2716, or write Community Educatiot Program,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071

600 p m
8100 pm
900 ID m
930 p m
10 30 pm

Group Rates Contact Racer Football Office, Al Starnes,(502)
762-6181 for special rates with groups of ten or more

(Offense)
— Physical Fitness Tests

Calloway County Middle School held its basketball banquet recently
and presented this season's awards. Eighth graders receiving
awards were: (front row, left to right) Daryl Eldridge. team captain;
Jay Newton, MVP, King of the ('ourt. King of the Hill; James
%Aliens, MVP, scoring leader; (hack row) Jon Smotherman. ml
Percent Coaches' Award; Tony Clinton, most rebounds; Brad
Maness, Sixth Man Award; and Seth Anant, Academic Award.

— Weight Program
— Dinner
— Softball Super Stars competition
volleyball etc
—

Films

— Dorms

- Pizza
— Lights Out

Racer Football Registration Form (Copy tor additional registration!)
SESSION
IT,rst Name

It June 19.23, 1968
MI

Add reel'

Te#41PhOn• I

City
I

Age

Grade Gornoirsied

▪

Last Name
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State.

Sex

Height
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•

Roomme1e preference
T -Shirt Size Adua S
E•perienCe Beginner

M

X
Iniermediset

TIO. V.
,

Advanced

Potations
Least of COmpstrtion Jr High_ 14111110Whilin —Jr VersityL—
.
VarsITky
I have imitated a check

elevates to Murray Suite university

4

11 7000 Pleeident Camper Fee
00 Day Camper Fee
—S 25 00 Deposit (restdent camper - betance du* al registration)
—S 7500 Deposit Iday camper - non-refundable belance due ii rogostration1
MAN_ TO Community Education Program, Contlitrencin end Workshops
300 Sparks Hatt Murray State
University. Murray KY 4207

v

4
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seventh graders receiving awards were: (front row, left to right)
Jody Albright, Most Improved Award; Tim Young, Sixth Man
Award; Matt Dennis, 110 Percent Coaches' Award;(back row) Trent
Gibson, King of the Court; Billy Haskins, Defensive Player Award;
Jeremy Grogan, MVP; Matt Price, Academic-Leadership Award.
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Society plans garage sale
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U.S. coffee consumption
In cups per person per day

A garage sale tops the list of advice for peto),vners who wish to
spirngtime activities recently anobserve the rules of kindness:
nounced by the Calloway County
• Animals which are spayed or
Humane Society. Other activities
neutered are likely to lead longer,
include the judging of the Poster
happier lives. "Fixing" your pet
and "Most Pampered Pet" conwill also result in fewer unwanted
tests, a May 4th meeting of the
animals in the long run. Cohen
Pets Are Womder Society(PAWS) says the animal shelter can lend
and a mid-May Pet Therapy visits
advice and to some people it can
to local residents.
lend financial assistance ) to help
"I'm particularly excited about
accomplish the spay or neuter
the garage sale," said Kathy
operations:
Cohen, society vice-president
• Observe leash laws;
"The society raised several hun• Get necessary medical shots —
dred dollars at last year's sale,
take pets for regular veterinary
which went to help with animal
visits;
shelter operations. We're asking
• Be sure the animal is well.
anyone who has items to consheltered and always has a supply
tribute for this year's event to
of fresh food and water;
drop them off at the shelter on
Sycamore St. extended, or to con• As you would with a child,
tact Gigi Dawson to arrange a
spend time with your pet. The love
time to leave the material."
you get from the animal has
The garage sale will ke place
everything to do with the affection
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. otApnl 30th
you give it during playtime and
at Gigi Dawson's hou, 1713 quieter moments.
Farmer Ave.
Anyone wishing information
Cohen also emphasized that
about the low-cost spay neuter
May 1-7 is "Be Kind to Animals"
program stould contact the
week, and offered the following shelter at 759)4141.

OPEC uncertain about offer
VIENNA, Austria (AP ) — Now
that rival oil producers have offered OPEC the help it sought for
years, the cartel seems unsure
how to use it.
Mexico, China and four smaller
independent oil producers offered
to cut their exports by 5 percent if
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries makes a proportionally similar sacrifice.
All the OPEC members say
they're pleased the offer was
made, but few said whether they
like the idea.
Oil ministers from all 13 OPEC
member countries arranged a
meeting tonight to decide what to
do about the proposal.
Some analysts say the plan, if
accepted by OPEC and implemented by all 19 countries involved. probably would push oil
prices up to OPEC's target of $18 a
barrel. Most OPEC crudes are
selling in the open market for $16 a
barrel or less.
Prices fell Wednesday on the
New York Mercantile Exchange
.The June contract West Texas Intermediate, the most widely traded U.S. crude. fell 33 cents to $18.27
a barrel.
Paul Mlotok. who monitored the
OPEC talks for the New Y,orkbased investment firm Salanon
Brothers Inc,. said the nations
were on target for a possible
agreement to boost prices.
But Mlotok acknowledged that
OPEC rarely makes decisions
about reducing its oil production
or its exports without long, often
unproductive negotiations.
Iran. a leading advocate of production cuts to help boost prices.
said on Wednesday that it supported the independent producers'
proposal
When a reporter asked Libyan
Oil Minister Fawzi Shakshuki if
his government could accept the
plait, he replied: "It depends." He
didn't elaborate
Rilwanu Lukman, OPEC president and oil minister of Nigeria.

THURSDAY, APRIL

Mrs. Harriett Shaw
Mrs. Harriett Shaw, 84, died
Wednesday at 12:15 p.m. at her
home on Rt. 2, Hazel.
She was a member of New Providence Baptist Church.
Born July 4, 1903, at Golden
Pond, she was the daughter of the
late Lindsay Nunn and Martha Anna Frances Jones Nunn.
Mrs. Shaw was preceded in
death by one daughter, Mrs.
Frances Marie Cline on Sept. 22,
1975, and one son, McKinley Shaw
Jr. on April 28, 1979.

25
2.0

Survivors are her husband,
McKinley Shaw, to whom she was
married on May 13, 1922; one
daughter, Mrs. William (Myra )
Bartee, Cadiz; 12 grandchildren;
18 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Odell Colson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. Friday at the funeral home.
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William Dale Mullins
Graveside services for William
Dale Mullins will be Friday at 11
a.m. at Zion Hill Cemetery,
Palmersville, Tenn.
Friends may call at Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 4
p.m. today tThursdayi.
Mr. Mullins, 30, of Granite City,
Ill., died Tuesday at 3 a.m. at St.
Mary's Hospital, East St. Louis,
Ill. He had been injured in an
automobile accident earlier that

morning in Granite City.
He was of Baptist faith and was
manager of Bogey Country Club,
Ladue, Mo.
Survivors are his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Mullins, Murray: two brothers, Edward
Mullins, Edwardsville, Ill., and
Michael Mullins, St. Louis, Mo.:
his grandfather, Earline Wiman,
Dublin.

Chicago,Tribune
Graphic by M. Jaegerman

Source. International
Coffee Organization

Patented genetically-altered mice
How breast-cancer-prone mice are produced for research
I
[Pregnant
mouse

Chester Todd
Final rites for Chester Todd
were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Henry Hargis and the Rev.
Ed Clere officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Huel West,

sought to evade reporters' questions about his country's position
on the export-cutting plan.
He stressed that this was the
first time a group of non-OPEC oil
producers offered to restrain production as a gesture of cooperation
with the cartel.
"It's a good proposal in that it's
a proposal that we've never, had
before," he said.
'
The position of Saudi Arabia, th(k...,
Dr. William G. Read, a procartel's largest producer and the
fessor
of physics and member of
world's biggest oil exporter, was
the
faculty
at Murray State
equally unclear.
University
since
1949, will be
At one point Saudi Oil Minister
honored with a retirement recepHisham Nazer told reporters,
"We'd like greater participation" tion on the campus on Thursday
in oil export cuts by independent afternoon, May 5.
He and his wife Maxa will be the
producers, He declined to say if
guests
of honor from 1:30 to 3:30
his government favored the prop.m. in Room 116 of the north wing
posal before OPEC.
of the Blackburn Science Building.
At another point, when asked if
Dr. Robert C. Etherton, chairhe thought OPEC would accept the
man of the Department o Physics
offer, he replied: "We haven't
and Astronomy, the host for the
done anything yet."
Six OPEC oil ministers met with reception. said Read's friends,
representatives of the non-OPEC colleagues, students and former
countries on Wednesdgy to review students from the campus and the
the export-cutting plan, The in- area community are encourage to
dependent producers envison attend.
Read has served 39 years on the
reductions of 200,000 barrels daily
in their exports and about 700,000 faculty. longer than any other
faculty members still active in
barrels a day in OPEC's exports.
After their meeting the two 1987-88.
His years at Murray State ingroups said they shared a desire to
see stability in oil prices and found clude 11 years as chairman of, the
"much common ground in their Department of Physics and
analysis" of the world oil market Astronomy, eight years as vice
president for academic affairs and
situation:
They stopped shdtt of saying a'term on the board of regents as
they agreed on how price stability the first faculty representatve.
He is now a member of the
could be achieved, but sought to
board
of trustees of the Murray
stress the importance of the
meeting between OPEC and rival State University Foundation.
producers.
Read is a World War 11 veteran
"It constitutes the beginning of a of the Army Air Force. He earned
new stage of cooperation between the B.S. and M.S. degrees at Ft.
a large number of oil-producing Hays (Kan.) State College and the
• countries," the groups stated.
Ph. D. at the University of Kansas.
The six non-OPEC countries inA scholarship in his honor — the
volved are Mexico, China, William G. Read Physics Student
Malaysia, Egypt. Angola and Scholarship — has been establishOman. Colombia took part in the ed by the Department of Physics
talks but said it would not join in
and Astronomu and his friends.
the proposed export cuts.
Donations to it may be made to the

Fertilized mouse eggs are
removed from pregnant
mouse

Huel West Jr., W.P. West. Tommy
West, Jesse Anderson and Bill
Murdock.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Todd, 71, died Monday at
12:50 p.m. at his home.

William Read retirement
reception set for May 5

Genetic engineering
.....H
,
techniques are us
to
isolate breast canC r
genes and 500 co s
ate injected into each
fertilized mouse egg

MSU Foundation, which is administering the scholarship fund.

The injected eggs
are transplanted into the uterus
of a foster mother mouse

About one third of the resulting litter
has breast cancer genes in all the
cells of their bodies, including gem)
Cells leggs and sperm). which they
can pass on to their offspring

Drawings not to scale
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Dr. William G. Read
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Canada gets nothing for acid rain
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WASHINGTON ( AP — Cana- effective cleanup methods before
dian Prime Minister Brian spending money on acid rain
Mulroney came to Washington
reduction.
seeking more U.S. action to
A senior U.S. official, speaking
reduce the acid rain that he likens on condition of anonymity, said
to -dumping garbage" on his
that Mulroney gave Reagan
country, but he got no promises "some private ideas" on how they
from President Reagan.
might narrow their differences on
During a one-hour meeting on
the issue
Wednesday. Reagan held to the
The talks, however, did not alter
administration's 7-year-old posithe administration view that there
tion that more research is needed
Is little possibility an acid rain acbefore targets are set for reducing
cord sought by Mulroney will be
the pollution blamed for acid rain. reached before Reagan leaves ofMulroney had used the meeting fice next January, the official
and a subsequent speech to Con- said.
gress to renew Canadian pleas
Prior to his Washington visit,
that the United States follow his
Mulroney said the U.S. acid-rain
country's lead by setting specific emissions drifting into his country
pollution-reduction targets and
are tantamount to "dumping gartimetables.
bage" on Canada. Using more
Canada's program will cut elegant language in his speech to
pollution levels there to half the Congress, he said, in effect, the
1980 levels by 1994. Mulroney told
United States is doing the same to
Congress.
Its own environment.
"But that is only half the solu"The one thing acid rain does
tion, because the other half of our not do is discriminate," he said.
acid rain comes aqoss the border, "It is despoiling your environment
directly from t
United States, as inexorably as ours. It is damagfalling upon our ests, killing our ing your environment from
lakes, soiling
cities," Michigan to Maine, and threatens
Mulroney said.
marine life on the Eastern
The Reagan administration has Seabord."
rebuffed pleas from Northeastern
He welcomed additional
states as well as Canada to set research into ways to reduce
targets and timetables, calling in- emissions from coal-fired furstead for more scientific in- naces, but said more action is
vestigation to establish the most needed.

"The cost of reducing acid rain
is substantial, but the cost of inaction is greater still," he added.
While the leaders remained
apart on the acid rain issue, they
joined in an appeal to both nations'
legislatures to ratify the
U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement. designed to abolish tariffs
and further enrich what is already
the world's biggest trading
partnership.
Mulroney noted that the United
States sells more goods in Canada
than it does to Britain, France,
West Germany and Italy
combined.
Reagan also gave his permission for the Canadian purchase of
tightly-held U.S. nuclear submarine technology. The Canadians are considering the purchase of 10 or 12 nuclear-powered
attack submarines from France or
'Britain. If they choose the British
"Trafalgar" class subs, U.S. permission will be required because
the submarines use American
power plants.
An amendment to current
U.S.-Canadian agreements would
also be required and thorough
Capitol Hill discussion of the issue
is likely
•
The commonwealth of Virginia
ratified the Constitution in 1788.
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ARTS & ENTERTAIN_MENT wrnayLedger&Tunes
Stage production of 'On Golden Pond' better than movie
Review by BOB VALENTINE
It was a film that everyone saw. "On Golden Pond" was a bona fide
academy award shot for Henry and Jane Fonda, the immortal
Katherine Hepburn, playwright Ernest Thompson, and a host of film
artists.
Everybody — but everybody — rejoiced to see the Fondas on screen
together. They loved the warm, special relationship between Fonda
and Hepburn. They thrilled at the bratty stepson-to-be who referred to
kissing as "sucking face" and used naughty but not-quite offensive
language.
And they missed the point.
It was a classic case of the actors overwhelming the story. The
singers outshown the song. If you missed the tune, you can hear it
again this weekend at Murray's Playhouse in the Park when "On
Golden Pond" ends the season.
I saw the play with some 60-70 other lucky people on a Friday. I
think we all felt sorry for the 70-odd empty seats, but we didn't have
much time to grieve.
We were to busy laughing. Once in a while we stopped laughing long
enough to hear a very clear, sobering note of compassion and
understanding. I think we saw and heard what Ernest Thompson really meant.
The story is about Norman and Ethel Thayer — not Henry Fonda
and Katherine Hepburn. It's about an elderly couple who spend their
summers at a family cabin in Maine, on Golden Pond. It's about people who love and live, and grow older. But they don't stop growing,
and the play is not about death.
Norman is a retired college professor who, at 79, jokes incessantly
about his mortality. His absent-mindedness is probably less a product
of his age than of his profession, and Ethel is a match for his constant
barrage of wit.
But the summer is marred by matter more serious than a broken
screen door and the bothersome blackflies of Maine. The Thayer's on-

ly child, Chelsea, is dating a California dentist. They visit Golden
Pond seeking parental approval — and some sitters for the dentist's
13-year-old son, Billy.
The strain in the relationship between Chelsea and Norman t What's
the problem here9 1 and the confrontation between a spoiled retiree
and a spoiled teenager begin to build suspense on a foundation of
characters with who we can feel real sympathy. It's a good story once
you look past the blinding glare from film stars in their nova stages.
Director Janet Kenney has set her actors free to help you do just
that. Few characters in dramatic literature establish themselves as
quickly as Norman ThOyer. Within three minutes, you feel that you
know Norman as well is you can know anyone. But in three acts, actor Bill Phillips slowly and subtly shows you that there is much, much
more to the man.

work as Charlie Martin, the native mailman who once had a pubescant crush on Ch,elsea. Charlie is our eyes as we examine this
remarkable fami4 of free spirits. Where the movie presents Charlie
as an incomparable jerk who could never attract the attention of
Chelsea. Pasco's portrayal is warm and genuine — and all the funnier
for it. His command of detail has never been better.
And that's just the beginning. Linda Pierce's set. constructed by
John Thompson, is real and sturdy. Ann Palormo and her crew dress
and change it with loving care. You could find a dozen such cabins on
Kentucky Lake, one feels, and the characters — and the audience —
are at home.
Mike Muelhman's sound design, incorporating Joe Jackson's treatment of the thematic music, completes the environment. This is the
perfect time of year for this play, for west Kentucky April evenings
mimic the summer in Maine except for the blackflies and
mosquitos).
So, you may have seen the movie. But until you see this production
of the play, you haven't seen and heard and felt what Ernest Thompson wrote about. For students of drama, it is fascinating to see the
stage film differences. For those who enjoy being entertained, it is
just plain delightful.
Unlike the film this experience won't ever be available on video
tape, so you -have only one more chance. Performances begin at 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday, with a 2 p.m curtain for the Sunday
matinee. Call 759-1752 for reservations on the last ferry to Golden
Pond, or you'll be left at the dock without even the plaintive call of the
loons to keep you company

Phillips' superb character-building is complemented by the strong
personality of Ethel in the person of Louise Weatherly. The interplay
between the two is nothing less than the treat we've come to expect
from Weatherly and Phillips. This may well be the best work we've
seen from both of them.
Kathy Pasco's Chelsea Thayer Wayne is a woman caught in an emotional crossfire. She is seeking approval: she is demanding respect.
She has taken control of the rest of her life, but she can't get a handle
on that most important relationship with her father.
Bill Ray, the dentist from California, is the disconcerted fiance in
every respect. Frank Blodgett shows us how every prospective son-inlaw must feel when he comes face to face with a hostile father.
And you'll want to backhand Will Gordon as Billy Ray, the snotty
child of Bill's first marriage. Gordon brings Billy's willfulness head-on
into Norman's self-centered lifestyle in a way that is far more credible, more touching, and even happier than the contrived performance
we saw on film.
Playhouse regulars will recognize John Pasco's subtle character

WKMS names news director
WICMS —FM 91.3. the public
radio station at Murray State
University, recently named Byror.
Caloz its news and public affairs
director. Caloz comes to WKNIS
following four years at KAI:NZ-FM.
the public radio station serving
western Kansas.
Caloz discovered public radio
while a student at the University
of Oregon in Eugene. He was a
computer science journalism major looking for a way to obtain
broadcasting experience when so-,‘,
meone suggested that he get a job'
at KWAX. the university's NPR
station.
He began there working a
Byron Calm
classical boardshift and before
graduation, had gained ex- fairs and then as program
direc,perience mall phases of public tor He finds the diversity
of news
radio operation. Following and public affairs most
graduation he worked in commer- stimulating. "I love the human
cial radio for three years in contact and the opportunity to
proKlamath Falls, Ore. One of his duce material which may add to
major responsibilities was produc• people's understanding of the
ing a 30 minute public affairs pro- world, where they fit in it and what
gram each week. He also kept his effect they might have
on it." he
hand in public radio by volunteer- stated
ing at KTEC, the local public sta"I want people to know that
tion, as a classical music host
WKNIS and Murray State exist and
In his four years at KANZ, Caloz what is going on in the region
at
served first as news and public af- large," he concluded

Art winners

Swing time
Jazz Band 1 to perform
in R.E. Johnson Theater
Jazz Band I and a student jazz
combo known as "Ulterior
Motive" will appear at Murray
State University in the final jazz
concert of the spring tonight.
To begin at 8 p.m. in the Robert
E. Johnson Theater of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, the program is
open to the publieat no admission
charge. It has been rescheduled
from an April 19 date announced
earlier.
John Schlabach will direct the
117-piece Jazz Band I in a program

of music that includes pieces
popularized by the bands of such
big-band notables as Rob McConnell, Woody Herman, Les Hooper
and Oliver Nelson.
Selections include "Groove
Blues," "Stolen Moments," "Midnight Run," "Dindi," "A Blues
Grows in Brooklyn," "Early
Autumn," "Coast to Coast,"
"Raisin' the Roof" and "Meet the
Flintstones."
Warm-up selections by
"Ulterior Motive" will be an!
nounced by the combo.

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on 013LANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH

MCMA presents
'The King and I'

Beautiful new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bedroom suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO. Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach. Enjoy
sightseeing, gotf, tennis, water sports,
fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95. . . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions

Murray Civic Music Association
will present the national touring
production of "The King and I" on
Thursday, May 5, at Murray St,ate
University's Lovett Auditorium as
its final offering of the season
The show will be presented by
the same company that brought
the well received "Brigadoon" to
Murray last season.
"The King and I" is first-rate
entertainment that has everything
needed for a marvelous evenirig„
beautiful sets and costumes, a
fascinating story, breathtaking
music, an unforgettable ballet,
and some of the most charming
children ever to set foot on stage
One of the most popular
musicals In American stage
history, "The King and I" tells the
story of an English governess who
travels to Siam to serve as tutor to
the many wives and children of the
king. The tutor's most interested
pupil turns out to be the king
himself, who learns to govern in
more enlighted ways. Audiences
continue to be fascinated by the
clash between the fiercely majestic monarch and the indepen-

121RE.C.11-1_41111:1F.SKEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:
$35.00* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
1.42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person, per night, double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hold

Based on availability from
Apr. 16 to May 25, 1988

421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

Murray the Robot
wants YOU
to volunteer at the

Melody Weiler (left, front), chairman of the Department of Art at
Murray State University, talks with Aaron *chroeder of Murray
(right, front), who was a double winner in the annual Student Art
Show and Competition at MSU. Schroeder received the $300 Bob and
Nita Head Purchase award for Stereo 90, a sculpture, and the $254)
Chairperson Purchase Award for a ceramic piece, Concave Convex
Study No. 4. Greg Byerly (top, left), president of the Organization of
Murray Art Students (OMAS) which sponsors the show, joined Ms.
Weiler to talk with other winners (top, center) Mary Beth Morgan
Novak of Murray, the $100 Jackon Purchase Award for the
photograph, Where the Tough Spud Lives; (bottom, center) Randy
Simmons of Murray, the $.500 OMAS Purchase Award for Epilogue, a
drawing: and his wife, Cindy Simmons, the $50 Melody Weiler Print
Purchase Award for Keeping Their Difficult Balance. The exhibit
will continue through Sunday, May 8, in tha Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
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dent foreign woman he employs
Written by the legendary team
of Rogers and Hammerstein, this
Broadway triumph is an exotic excursion into the rich splendors of
the Far East
In the tradition of "Oklahoma."
"Carousel," "South Pacific."The Sound of Music," and other
Rodgers and Hammerstein
classics, "The King and I" is a
show of outstanding quality that
the entire family will enjoy.
The romantic and timeless
songs in "The King and I" rank
among Rodgers and Hammerstein's best. This score includes
such familiar tunes as, "Hello.
Young Lovers," "Shall We
Dance?," "Getting to Know You,"
"Whistle a Happy Tune,"
"Something Wonderful," "I Have
Dreamed," and many more
Partial funding for this season's
performances is through a grant
from the Kentucky Arts Council,
assited by the National Endowment for the Arts.
MSU students may attend by
presentation of their current ID .
cards. Ramps for access by the
handicapped are available.

Saturday Only!
April 30th

had
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BSA wants you

Museum officials seeking
volunteers for touring help

olunteer David Webb ex ins to a group of Scouts how the finished
y ersion of the National Scoiifl Museum will look by using a threedimensional model. Volunteers a.ork with visitors at exhibits throughout
the museum.

olunteer Darren Gantt shows his family how its done in Gateway Park,
the museum's outdoor ropes and teams course. From left to right are
members of the Gantt family: Michelle, Darren, Dee and Vernon. Each
yolunteer receives a free family pass to the museum.

April is National Volunteer
Month and the National Scouting
Museum's annual volunteer
recruitment drive is in full swing.
Over half of the museum's summer staff is made up of
volunteers: folks from the Murray
community who contribute a few
hours of their time each week. The
museum currently has about 20
openings for new volunteers in
order to complete its staff for the
coming season.
The National Scouting
Museum's volunteer program continues to grow and become a very
Volunteer Connie Boltz watches carefully as a young visitor tackles the
tricky Tire Traverse in Gateway'
important part of the museum's Park.
operation. Forty-eight volunteers
from the Murray community contributed over 2,000 hours during
the museum's 1987 season as exhibit interpreters. Most of these
volunteers have remained active
-1'
during the museum's off-season,
k
serving as public speakers,
\
curatorial assistants, volunteer
'
4
..••••, /14'
recruiters, and office assistants.
Several volunteer committees
have also been active, including
interpretive planning and staff
training, literature distribution.
and volunteer newsletters and
activities.
As exhibit interpreters,
volunteers talk with museum
visitors and help them participate
in and understand the museum's
exhibits. Through their interpretive training\ volunteers get
the opportunity to learn about
such topics as Norman Rockwell's
Scouting art and the history of the
Scouting movement. They then
have the chance to talk about
these topics and others with
visitors.
The National Scouting Museum
Several volunteers recently took part in a fieldtrip to three Nashville museums: the Country Music Hall of
Volunteer Society is a vital part of
Fame,the Tennessee State Museum,and the Cumberland Science Museum. Volunteen regularly participate
the museum. It is their enin activities such as fieldtrips. picnics, and potluck socials. Pictured on the bottom row are, left to right: Paul
thusiastic and dedicated service
[laugher, Chris Burgess, Helena Celan°, Lorene Celano, Amber Northrop,Jasmine Northrop, Jordan Kelsey;
that helps set this museum apart
middle row, from left: Matthew Falwell, Cathy Northrop, Linda Horner-Cain, Isabel Hopkins, Martha Enix,
and make it a very special exAlberta Korb; top row, from left: David Webb, Tom Northrop and Bob Hopkins.
perience in the lives of many people. Without their involvement.
tha Naticoal Scouting Museum
Garland, Bob Garrison, Edwina Olson, Al Paluch, Wendy Parker,
Burgess, a seventh grader at
could not be a success.
Garrts6n. Randy Hanson, Eva Carmon Parks, Betty Thompson,
Murray Middle School. said, "beVolunteers should be at least 14
Hopkins, Bob Hopkins, Isabell Jiplin Thompson, Jackie Weathering a volunteer gives me
years of age. They should be willHopkins., Patti Jachowicz, Alberta ford, Leslie Weatherford, Chris
something different to do in the
ing to work at least three hours per
Korb. Fred Mahfoud, Jeannette Weatherly, David Webb and
summer. There are always new
week during the museum's
Musch, John Paul Nix, Cathey Chrissy Wolf.
adventures, and J get to meet peo14-week season.
Northrop, Tom Northrop, Karen
ple from all over."
1.i6The museum will open for its
( 'rd season on June 1, 1988. It will
remain open until Labor Day,
--from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily. Admission prices will remain the
same as last year: $4.50 for adults,
$4 for senior citizens, $3.50 for
children ages 6-12, $3 for all Scouts
and groups of six or more, and
children under 6 free.
No major construction was done
in the museum this past winter. Instead, activities concentrated on
fundraising and improvement of
the museum's existing exhibits
and interpretive programs.
As.a result of this winter's successful fundraising, construction
will begin aglkin in the museum
when it closes after Labor Day.
Virtually all renovation should be
completed in time for the National
Scouting Museum's national
dedication, which will take place
on July 29-30, 1989. As of this date,
the museum will be open yearround.
Since opening for the first time
in May 1986, almost 20,000 people.
including visitors from 43 states
and seven foreign countries, have
made the trip to Murray to tour
the National Scouting Museum.
The Murray State News, the campus newspaper at Murray State University, was awarded a Medalist rating
The museum expects this season's
and All-Columbian honors in three areas of judging in the Columbia Scholastic Press Association (CSPA)
visitation to go well beyonl last
contest-critique for issues published in the fall of 1987. Shown as they examine the rating book are, from left:
season's 11,000 visitors.
Lisa Jackson of Paducah, editor in chief for 1987-88; Kevin Patton of Eddyville,editor in chief for 1988-89; and
Volunteering at the National
Ann Landini, faculty adviser. The Medalist rating is the highest rating presented by the CSPA.
Scouting Museum is an interesting
and challenging opportunity to
meet new people. Volunteers
receive a family pass, a 10 percent
discount at the museum gift shop,
and a subscription to the volunteer
newsletter. However, the best
benefit of being a volunteer is the
opportunity to develop lasting
The., Murray State/Sews, the
The total of 963 points is the in chief; Todd Ross, Murray, news
friendships and the knowledge
student-produced newspaper at highest earned by the newspaper editor; Angie Watson, Philpot.
that you are contributing a
Murray State University, made its in CSPA competition, and the
campus life editor; Kevin Patton.
valuable service to our communibest showing ever in the Columbia evaluation marks the first time
Eddyville, sports editor: Cathy
ty. Many of the volunteers at the
Scholastic Press Association
The Murray State News has been
Davenport, Hopkinsville, editorial
museum are teen-agers, retirees,
CSSAI contest-critique for issues given All-Columbian honors in all
page editor: liqlly Brockman,
and newcomers to the Murray
published in the fall of 1987.
three categories All-Columbian
Calvert City, aMvertising• sales
area.
In the annual competition, the
honors are awarded when a
manager; and Steve Lockridge,
Those who would like more inweekly newspaper compiled 963 publication achieves the 95th
Frankfort, advertising production
formation on the museum's
points of a possible 1.000 in three
percentile or higher in a category,
manager.
volunteer program' should call
judging categories to earn the
according to the CSPA critique.
Ann Landini, instructor in the
Linda Horner-Cain at 762-2190.
Medalist rating. which is the
Department of Journalism and
In a summary of the overall
Last season's volunteers includhighest awarded by the CSPA.
evaluation, the judge wrote:
Radio-Television, serves as faculed: John Michael Austin, Eric
Besides the Medalist. The Mur"Wow! The Murray State News
ty adviser to The Murray State
Baugher, Paul Baugher, Connie
ray State News was chosen for All. is doing a great job. Some of the
News.
Boltz, Marion Brown, Chris Columbianhonors for special comments herein are nit-picky —
The CSPA was established in
purgess, Terie Burkeen, Dale
merit in each of the three
because you don't make the big er- 1924 as a department of Columbia
Bynum, Brandon Cathey, Helena
categories evaluated — content, rors. Excellent experience for
University in New York City to
Celan°, Lorene Celan°, Pat
presentation and general opera. your journalists. Congratulations
help improve student publications.
Crawford, Michael Dale, Susanne
tions. The scores were 588 of a
to all involved."
Student newspapers, yearbooks
Doyle, Susan Dunmali, Martha
possible 600 for content. 280 of 300
and magazines from around me
Editors and managers for the
Enix, Matthew Falwell, Darlene
for presentation and 195 of 200 for
1987 fall semester were:
world are evaluated by the CSPA
Galetto, Darren Gantt, Polly
general operation.
Lisa Jackson, Paducah, editor
each year.

MSU newspaper earns top rating

Linda Horner Cain, curator of interpretation at the National Scouting
Museum, presents certificates of appreciation to volunteers John and
Betty Thompson. Museum volunteers were presented these Certificates
as well as service pins at a banquet last fall.
•

•
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Record number
enroll for
TV courses

THURSDAY. APRIL 28, 1988

mmrgri

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

A record number of 2,256 Kentuckians enrolled in KET
telecourses through participating
local colleges or universities for
the 1988 Spring semester.
Registration is now underway at
Murray State University for
enrollment in the telecourse Summer semester.
The 1988 Summer Semester
features four classes.
Undergraduate level courses are:
The American Adventure, The
Business File, and Understanding
Human Behavior. At the graduate
level, KET will air The Middle
School, Students should contact individual colleges for information
on exact offerings and
registration.
The main purpose of KET
telecourses is to serve as one
means of expanding and expanding and extending higher education services to the off-campus
learner, according to KET Higher
Education Specialist Mary Olsen.
The goal has been realized for
many non-traditional students, or
"distance learners." This alternative method of receiving college
credit accessible for students who
are isolated geographically, lack
of transportation, or have work
scheduleds that conflict with traditional campus course times The
off-campus learner may be handicapped, elderly or retired, institutionalized, or homebound for
a number of reasons," says Olsen.
"KET telecourses are providing
an avenue for non-traditional
students to fulfill many of their
hgher education needs and
dreams."

ACROSS
1 Respond
6 Hidden
supply
11 National
hymn
13 Pantry
14 Prefix down
15 Love to
excess
17 Hebrew letter
18 Irritate
20 Writing tablet
21 "- for Two
22 S-Shaped
molding
24 Speck
25 English
streetcar
26 Shout
28 Continued
story
30 Baker's
products
32 Highway
33 Conundrum
1

2

3

4

1 Allen's "Days
2 Force
3 Near
4 Greek letter
5 Spreads for
drying
6

7

26

16

24

28 U29

30

21

34
35
36
31RU
38
39
40
•
44
45

37

43
47

48

50

52

Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
12-6 Sun.

17

RUU

32

33

10

25

UU

27

42

9

13 Stretcher
16 Country of
Asia
19 Retaining
21 Merchants
23 Skip over
25 Crown
27 Conducted
29 Actor Steiger
31 Hurls
33 Stew
34 Brother of
Jacob
36 In the interior
37 Nuisances
39 Wire
measures
41 Arrows
43 Wrttiered
44 Turns around
track
47 Decay
48 Rend
51 Tantalum
symbol
53 Sun god

13

UUUU

23

UR54

8

20

18U19

46

6 Mist
7 Native metal
8 Paid notice
9 Amend
10 Vision
12 Form

5

15

22

1

IZWJUs vDo IN EU
DOM 111:111111 DUO
G113112112112EI DU M
131201313
0EILIEMILEIDLI
100121101EI L1121131 DUNI
'ZIG OGG IZIM LIU
OR GEM JooUU
uc EILEIIZIOLKIIII
15101211iiii
nuo
DLJ OD
R MILK,
DUD
MB Igo
UM BEIM
0 Oil

DOWN

12

14

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Traced
37 Sheet of
glass
38 Doctrine
40 Dry
42 Urge on
43 Bivalve
mollusk
45 Music as
written
46 Therefore
47 Normal
49 Sixty mins
50 Teachers
52 Enthusiasm
54 Declare
55 Bridges

11

FOR ALL
YOUR NEEDS

Notice

2

v1TATION
TO BID
City of Hazel, Ky.,
is accepting sealed
bids for asphalt
surfacing
of
various streets.
Specifications are
available upon request at City Hall,
City
of
Hazel,
Hazel. Ky. 42049.
Telephone 492-8220.
Bids will be received until midnight.
May 15, 1988.

THE FAR SIDE

53

SALES &
SERVICE
Authorized Briggs
& Stratton Dealer
White Lawn &
Garden Equipment
Norit er,c1
-Der

Send resume vi,tt'
'ete,encec
Joe Branson
Rt. I Boa 656-0
Hardin, Ky.
42026

Pick-Up &
Delivery
Phone
498-8191

Repair,

By GARY LARSON

Miller's 1 2 1
Mini Storage

AVON Open House
Fri
April 29th
9A M 6P M
Marla
Thomason 753 9961 121\
South to Old Salem Rd
5th House on lett
(Fairview Acres Sub
division+
Free Sam
o,es" Many items

Apr ;9 ThrJ May 'sl

Berk lino
urniture Gallery
•.

Wiggins Furn.
vog 2" at Morro

4e 54444f
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Flat
Assorted Annuals. Many
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flowers to accent porch or patio
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DECORATIVE

PINE BARK I

NUGGETS E
0

(MElb.filiadedra

4.97

'

Rog 8.87

No-Clog Garden Feeder. Garden and lawn feeder for accurate
and proper fertiliting Includes
1 -lb Miracle-Gro
---

n

/

,

.
•
••
Two Gallon Sprayer. Wilv
translucent lank adiustable 'not&
and 30 hose Handy for spraying
trees

OW
79 66

69.88

11110%

aikiref

'4-28

_
GOOD DOY, MR. ARBUCKLE:
I 5CE WE CLEANED Otiiit PLATE

•rskr. . .,
kto4, „
•

SHE'S MISTAKEN. NOBOVY CAN
STOMACH 1-10PITAL 100V WITH
THE POSSIBLE EXCEPTION OF...

V

I'm 5LractiotiNDED BY
Lc7APNRS Arab Lomas

•......ai WO OW '1

1.70

PRreibltAfter
e
Pine Bark Nuggets Ideal for
mulch many other landscaping
robs In 7 ril It pig()

illYan
.Gas Trimmer
2 cycle. recu engine
go•Roweriad trimmer.
IT' cutting swath.
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44
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6 97
40-Lb.• Fertiliser
Gorden fertnizer i for
hfedltriv Plows 10-1010 lormulo 40-lb'
e...

LEAVE THAT
TO ME, SIR
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& Lawn

5kE 5 It1614T , I 5HOLD
SEND HIM A
50METHIN6 SENTIMENTAL
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DOE5 MONSIEJR FLYINE, ACE
KNOW THAT NEXT WEEK 15 THE
BIRTH' OF THE RED BARON?,
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Outdoor Planters
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DOORBUSTER

2.501

0
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THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square.
Mayfield. Ky 7476762
Diamonds black hills
gold NWT' VITICt -CREROS'•"
'We sell for less, ' "We
guarantee it
Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

.A.__. _

Styles and Mfg May Vary On Some Items
..,rmairiambikodiwatekerribriarrorkialleihk04411601.1‘01.0 41.111.441.41161,a4106A41“.4•Pirtkoseydade.4
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Suddenly, throwing the festivities into utter
contusion, Wong begins to play "Stardust."
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Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified'
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Insurance

Located on l2 1

alt.

AL.1074,

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more Important than ever.
For free Information
call:
Jerry McConnell

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. 53 50 per 50 f1
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
tifid-- photographs Free
pick up and delivery
Call DonriNa Darneit.
Video Production
Specialties 759
•

•

n",114111
.

Notice

2

Wendy's

0
'

'

Notice

.s no taking applications for management
& assistant managment positions We otter paid vacations
,
t ealth insurance &
Donus
programs
Salary '24.000 annual
plus

(formerly
Jackson Auto Parisi

UU

Patio Open Fri.-Sat. at 8:00 AM

2

HAZEL AUTO
PARTS &
WHITE POWER
EQUIPMENT,
INC.

49

51UUU
55

41

Legal

90
,
-3 -

OUMSTIAO IS VS ONLY
ONE I CAN COUNT ON
'

97-71
•
8500-50
2009
,

1

Ms/CHIEF OF 9T4FF 19 COMING TO HEAR
THIY. A t3RILL!ANT tOuNG OF410ER,,
MAY 90pN(2 LIKE NEPOTI5M
RUT HE EARNE2 IT,- •

•
•
4".

i
r AI

AIL
I

li

7.88

Oscillating Sprinkler. Designed
for easy operation and even
thorough water coverage up to
3,600 sq ft

4

1.57

Hose Hanger. Heavy auty etastic hose holder Stores hose neatly
and compactly

II

924--

22' Lawn Mower. 3 5 H f .
puth mower Hpigh1 adiuslment
41111 R i nchwheels

4.97

Garden Hose. 50 ft nylon
reinforced for extra flexibility anrf
strength
inside d ia

THE BRIGHTE9T MAN
IN OUR AFVtlY,-, I'M
TRAiNIN9 /41fit TO LEAP
TH15 COUNTRY

tle'5 MY NEPHEW„MY
505TER'9 50N ,„COLONEL
OLA °HORD.

,

CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

Logs

ACCEPTANCE OF BIDS
The Henry County Nursing Home will now
accept bids for certified public accounting
services for fiscal year ending 6/30/88 and
future services, in accordance with general
accepted government auditing standards
The proposal should include the following
on a basis consistent with that of the
.preceding year
A Audit of operation, fiscal year ending
June 30. 1988 to be completed by August
31. 1988
B Intermediate Care Medicaid Cosl.Report
ending June 30. 1988 to be completed
by August 31 1988
C Accounting services July 1st, 1988
through December 1989 in preparation for
Medicare and Skilled Medicaid Services
For further information contact 'S
Yazbeck` administrator Bids are now accepted until May 9. 1988 and will be awarded Ma972. 9158- H y County Nursing
Home Board of Trustees reserves the right
to accept or reject any .bids received

V

Notice

2

WAYNE DARNELL
Boat & Motor
Repair
2
‘5 xears
Experience
Buy, Soli
or Trad•

753-0079

ByGones
AntiquesCollectibles.
Gifts.
1 mile from
Murray
Hwy 94 East

753-0079
5

Lost and Found
LOST- Black brown ad
white male Bassett
Hound named
Beau,"
2 years old
Lost in
vicinity of East Green
Plains Church Ra - Cali
492 8878 or 753 5018
Reward'
LOST Service Award
pin with the letters
MCCH and 3 diamonds
Reward "offered
Call
753 2867 after 3P M
LOST on Sunday after
noon in theater parking
lot Wal Mart qv, con
taining Albums and
baseball glove Reward
call 759 1509 or 753 9479
6

•

1

Help

Wanted,

1450 PER 100 pal
weekly Easy assembly
work at home making
small decorative
()mows Full or part
time
We supply all
pre cut materials and
pay shipping Free Info
Sena a stamped. self
addressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises
Dept 102, Birtmore St
PSL, FL 34984 or call
407 335 0456
rXPERIENCED
Secretaries for part
time and temporary
assignments Send re
sume to Office Extras.
Route 6, Box 10, Murray
Or Call 753 5650
GROWING Company in
Paris, TN. needs com
puter sales people
Willing to train com
outer experience help
ful Must be willing to
no over
travel area
night stays Personable
and presentable lucra
five commission Send
resume to Paris Busi
ness Services, Ill N
Sentress, Paris, TN
Deadline
38242

Help

6

Wanted

dealership
log homes
log Nome
manuta.tunmg wmpans has
all
Amen a's finest lines,
statnnst at St 2,885 Great
earnanorpotennal.
interfere with present
employment Inestme t
I Nu" ses urea Ersi, mr,
home (iii Mr LarnonL
penon • to.person i.olles.t
615•754- 5900
THE ORIGINAL
),,ur ,1implete

Us=
WO Mr
AND SUPPLY INC
RT 6 146
• LLEUE ROAD
MT JULIET. TN 17122

WEiLDER General
MaLintenance
High School
Mechanic
graduate or equivalent
required
Must have
four
4
years of ex
perience in all phases of
fabrication and welding
including electric, gas,
holier(
T 1G, etc
which can be acquired
through construction
work or welding shop
e xperience
Ad
aitionally, must have
industrial mechanical
maintenance ex
perience in replacing
bearing‘ couplings, and
✓ belts
changing
repairing hi lift
seals
pumps. aligning
sheaves and V belts,
oiling and greasing
pumps, fans, and elec
tric Motors General
knowledge of plumbing
required Must be able
to assist in mechanical
work to complete
TiVernsary mainten
l ance Salary $7 21' per
hour
Apply at Per
Sonnel Services, Sparks
Hall
Murray State
University; Murray, KY
42071 EOE M F

RN or LPN
Needed full-time
weekend day
shift
position
Bonus incentive
available Please
call or apply in
person at
for

Heritage manor
4th and Indiana
Mayfield, Ky 42066
247-0200

A Hill Haven
H .Facility
E.O.E.

RP

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.
CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year Of Service"

6

Help

Wanted

16

Home

Furnishings

FIREWOOD

nTIOUE
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NEED Lady to five in EXCELLENT Condi
with invalid lady. Board lion Primitive Antique
and salary 759 1661
high back bed, $300
NEED Mature person
Also, older piece bed
to care for lady
room suite, $150 Call
weekends, 4: 10• P M
436 2573 after 4P M
Friday until 4 30 P M. RING Sized bed, $150 or
Sunday. Call 753 0251
best offer, 759 4100
NEED a lob' 4 openings
now You may qualify
if
(1)you do not have 20 Sports Equipment
GED or your high PING Golf Clubs After
school diploma, (2) you 4 30P M 753 7419
have been out of school
Musical
9 months or more, (3) 22
you are between ages 16 SPINET Plano, good
& 21 We are a EOE. condition Dark finish,
This proiect is funded $650 Call 753 7867
by the Western K y
WANTED
Gibson
Private Industry
Mandolin Call 753 8124
Council
JTPA. Call
J.T.P A Out Of School 24
Miscellaneous
753 9378 between 8 30
1987
MODEL, used,
12 00 5 days a week
Amana Sir conditioner,
NOW Hiring Waitress
22,000 BTU's, used 1
es and cooks: Apply in
month 759 9556.
person, Valley Drive In,
1 GALLON Assorted
Hwy 94 East, Murray
Boxwood,
STRAWBERRY Shrubs
Holly, Eunonymous,
Picker's 5 30
10 A M
Azaleas, more, more,
Pay by quart
Call
more, only $2.99", ea.
489 2442
'Your choice. New this
SUMMER EMPLOY
year 2 gal. Flowering
MENT perfect for col
Shrubs, Lilacs,
lege and hii5h- • school
Honeysuckle,, more
students Applications varieties only
$6 99
will be taken Saturday. , each.
At Coast to Coast
April 30, between
Hardware
9A M 2P M , at the
1 .HP.: REAR Tine Craf
New Wonder Waters on
tsman Ti)ler, $450 Call
Hwy 641, 1 miles West
489 2804.
of KY Dam Village
A G E. CLOTHES
WAITRESS & dishwasher
Dryer
Heavy duty,
needed Apply in person
Hong Kong Restaurant, almond color, s'till in
crate Call 7533778
anytime
ALUMINUM extension
has part
ladders 14' $3999. 16',
position available for at
$42 99, 20' $59.99; , 21'
ternoon and late everting
shift We offer Christmas $7499; 28' $99 99 Wallin
Hardware, Downtown,
bonuses, paid birthday,
Paris
insurance and tui1ion
1 re
BiRt5 Baths & Concrete
imbursement pr gram
Planters i.n various
For more infor ation
apply in person, sizes Clay pots in all
shapes & sizes.
Mon Fri 2 4p m
Strawberry Pots De
corative Rock. too!
Coast to Coast
9 Situation Wanted
Hardware, Murray!
CHR1ST1AN family will BUSINESSES
Caps,
do mowing, light hauling, jackets, T shirts, golf
and house cleaning Also, Shirts for employees
plumbing
Prices re
and advertisement Can
asonable 492 8899
be embroidered or
GENERAL house and printed. Faye's, 514
office cleaning 6 years Main St. 753 7743
e xp.erience
Re
FIREWOOD for sale
ferences Call 759 1578 437 4667
after 3P M
for sale
MOWING and Trim
Also, tree removing 30
ming large or small years experience
436
yards Call 435 4447
2758 or 4.36 2562
WILL keep children in FOR Sale Chest freezer
my home, anytime 437
and upright freezer
4678
Call 436 2740
WOULD like to keep
Trees Apple,
small children in my peach, plum, cherry,
home Monday, through and pear. Several
Friday, 6A M 5P M
varieties Only $9 99
Hardiri area
Dexter
Ornamental
each
Breakfast, lunch and trees
Purple Leaf
Ex
snacks provided
Plum, Dogwood, Red
Excellent Bud, Flowering Pear,
perienced
references Reasonable Silver Maple, Willow &
rates Call 437 4211
more. Only $14 50 each
At Coast to Coast mar
10 Business Opportunity
aware in the Central
16 HOLD Ice Cream Shopping Ctr , Murray
Dipping boxes and dip
GA9DEN Toots, hand
per wells plus 10' tools, chain saws, sump
lighted sign, $2,700 Call pump, fans, camper
753 7743
mirrors, level lacks,
PRINTER
Kingsley windows, storm win
with 3 sets of letters. dows, bicycle
Open
$650 Call 753 7743
until sold
Telephone
753 9740
Instruction
11
GLIDDEN Latex Wall
Paint 5 gallon can
$29 99 Get at Black's
. Decorating Center, 701
S. 4th St, Murray, KY.
HARVEST Gold Re
frigerator, large
freezer, like new,
TRAVEL AGENT
around 8 years old, $275.
Phone 759 1559
TOUR GUIDE
HOME Inferior • Build
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
mg a new house or
-tart locally full time pail
redecorating? I have
!ans. Train on live airiest.
ideas and accessories to
computers Horne stud) and
help Call me today for
resident training Financial
an appointment. Fele
aid available Job placement
cia Holland, 753 8651
assistance National Hdqtrs
JOHN Deere Model II f
Lighthouse Pt .
Riding Mower, new
11HP Briggs and Strat
A.(' T TR A% IP:I. A('W(1101.
ton Industrial/ Com
1 II 00 327 7728
merical engine 36" cut,
rnervther
H
good condition. $1,000.
436 5448
LADIES Diamond
Ring, 14K yellow gold
bridle set, 4 6 pt
Marquise cut diamonds
TRAIN
and 1 31 pt round cut
To HE A
center diamond
Dia
l'fl()FESS/ONA I,
monds Grade A, ap
•SE(ILET4K1
praisal value $1,375
*8E4'. RECEPTIONIST
Man's 14K yellow and
•ENE('1111rE
I4K white gold diamond
SECRETARY
wedding band, which
%tar, i,,•IIV VI.11 I rn. par'
has 6 5pt round cut
limy I o•rn anr11 pnn resifli
diamonds
Diamond
leen Wan& MIMI
•
I
Mutt, and Itesulanl
Grade A, appraisal
Traknusg %•1 I haodquarlona
value, $750 Both rings
I Hi' 1.1
brand new, take best
•ramand lid Itodabla
.101,Plaf•rnrei 1••••own.
offer Call 507 382 2869
I -MX-327-772X
LARGE Capacity Speed
TIll N %NT •44 NOW
Queen ciothes dryer,
good condition, $50 Call
753 1509 after 4 30P M
(weekdays)
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
14
Want to Buy
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
WANTED Small acre
age between Paris and Acree Portable
Murray
House not Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky 502 247 7831
necessary
Have re
LAWNMOWER 72" cut,
asonable down pay
ment
Want owr4r 8" steel ball bearing
wheels, instant height
terms Call 753 1446
WANT To Buy Boats, adiustment, 3 1 /7 HP
motors, trailers, parts, Briggs & Stratton en
anything marine Paris, gine. $159 99 Wallin
Hardware, Downtown
TN, 901 642 6569. 8A M
Paris Open all day
daily, 1 5P M
5P M
Saturday
Sunday
NEW shipment of
16 Home Furnishings
Wheel Horse lawn
mowers 8HP rear en
34
Round
Oak Table and 6 chairs, gine riders to 17HP twin
2 brass bar stools, cylinder We have them
all
Best service in
Wurlitzer electric or
town! Stokes Tractor, s.
gan. Call 753 3139
Industrial Road
11EDROOM Suite, $150
PINE Bark Mulch 2 79 7
Call 753 0235 after 6P M
it
bags
cu
Pine
SEARS Trash Compac
nuggets 2 49 2 cu ft.
tor, green, $30 4 Piece bags We also have top
Solid Oak bedroom soil, potting soil & peat.
suite, off white finish, Coast to Coast
8100. Call 753 7670
Hardware, Murray

FRUIT-
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Miscellaneous

24

PROTECT Your
investment put a rub
ber bed mat in your new
Pick Up truck. Stokes
Tractor, 753 1319.
PEAR Tine Tillers 1
forward speeds and
reverse, Briggs and
Stratton engines_ 5 HP
$599 99; 8 HP $689 99.
Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris, TN.
12 ED Hot Bargains!
Drug dealers' cars,
boats, planes repossessed_ Surplus.
Your Area. Buyers
Guide 1 805 687 6000,
Ext S 8155.
SEASONED firewood,
$50 2 ricks, delivered.
436 2778.
SHARP Copiers & Fax
Machines: For Sale,
Service, Supplies or
Demonstrations Call
1 800 248 4319 Benton,
KY.
TILLERS, 5HP Briggs
and Stratton engine,
ch.ain drive, $289.99 in
Wallin Hard
carton
ware, Dow,ntown, Paris.
WEST KY Hardwood
Kiln FAS Poplar, $95
Other hard
per B.F
woods available. Call
395 5900.
WOLFF Suntanning,
Stella area. 1 new Wolff
beds, low rates, Open
7A.M. 11P M Call Carol
at 753 9274
WOOb For Sale Green
and seasoned,
S25/rick Call 437 4927.
YEAR old 5HP Gilson
Front\s tine tiller, Call
753 9 3

25

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
1984 DOUBLEWIDg
Trailer, 24 x 54, 3
bedroom, 2 baths, $12,
000. New central air
unit, Masonite siding.
Also, lot for $2,400 or
will rent. Call 492 8904.
FREE Florida
Vacations! With each
purchase in April. Plus
these sale prices! 1988 2
bedroom, $9,995 Sharp!
1988 3 bedroom 16' wide
only $1 5,9 0 O.
1988 28'x64' Doublew
ide loaded only $29,900.
On the spot Financing!
Volunteer Homes, Lake
Hwy , Paris, IN.
901 642 4466.
PRICED, to Sell 1987
14x70 Frontier High
Rise, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2
baths, step up kitchen,
furnished, has washer
and dryer with queen
size waterbed. Also set
on lot 327x87, septic
tank and water lines.
Call after 5P .M.
489 2529. Excellent
condition.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent

26

TV

Radio

13
COLOR TV & TV
Cart, $75 Call 753 3345
LEASE TO OWN 126
watt stereo system
only 1.53 per month
Murra0 Rental & Sales,
753 8201
27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
1974 12x70 TALL Oak
bedroom, two bath,
central heat and air,
some furniture
Call
753 3219 or 759 1162.
1983 14x70 EAGLE, 1
bedroom, 2 baths, all
electric, central hia,
dishwasher, furnished
or unfurnished, 10x16
wood storage building
included. In Coach Es
fates After 5P M., 759
1046
70X14 WINDSO , 2
bedroom, 2 lots, well,
septic tank and storage
building. S8.500 436 2997

34. Houses for

Rent

WANTED, Responsible
student, male or fern
ale, to share my house
with my son while I am
in school. House is nice
and in a quiet, family
neighborhood in
Murray. Student pays
reduced rent of $200 per
month plus $50 00
utilities. Additional ar
rangements to be dis
cussed in person. Call
753-8143 or 762-2718
•August 1, 1988, through
May, 1989
41

Public Sales

2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air co r ,
ditioned. Shady Oai.
753•5209.
30. Business

Rentals

OFFICE or Store space
available mid May.
Southside Shopping
Center. 753 9386 or 753
6612
OFFICE space available
in Woodmen Building,
Maple & Third. Utilities
included Call 753 4374 or
753 5330

Business Services

MIKE Hodge's Tax
Service offering elec),ironic filing. Refundi
processed in average of
18 days 11 years experience
Southside
Shopping Center, 7591425

32. Apts for Rent
34 Houses for Rent
EE Bedroom
DUPLEX Apartment 1 TH
block from MSU, $170 house, newly decorated,
per month Call 753 1914 $375 per month
Call
753 2967.
or 753 2649
Two Bedroom House,
33 Rooms for Rent
413 S 10th St. Available
May 1st Call 474 2754
SLEEPING Room, re
after 6P.M
frigerator in hall
Private entrance
41
Zimmerman Apart
Public Sales
ments, South 16th St
753 6609

31 .

Want to Rent

WANTED
3 bedroom
house, washer and
dryer hookup. $250 per
month in town
Call
between 11A M 3P M ,
759 4693
32

Apts for

Repair and refinish
furniture
Jafified & expenenceo
Have choice
Antique Furniture

Hubert Coles
Antiques
641 South

Shopper's Mall
Inside Wiggins Furniture Bldg. II
Big
Selection
of
concrete-bird baths'lower 'pots-swing and
:lay pots-deer-horsesconcrete picnic tables
,ind
lots of
yard
rnaments

You'll find It all at

ft

Shoppers Mall!'
Wiggins Furn. Bio
2
N of Murray US 641 753-4566
Open: Thurs., Fri., & Set 9-5; Sun 12-5 II

II

3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 AM • 6 PM
1706 CbIlege Farm Rd.
Man St woman's bike.
Avon bottle collection.
collector's pocket knives.
old homemade quilts.
venetian & bamboo
blinds, patio umbrella.
lots of misc. items
No Early Sales.

Big
Yard Sale
744 Nash Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-?
,rn u re & smal'
: oys & girls clothes
adult clothes

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
8 AM - 5 PM
Fri. & Sat.
1714 Calloway
Ave.
table,
Clothes,
Dishes, Misc
Pool

2311===1111112=11171/1710

Auction,
Sat. April 30th 1988 at 10:00 A.M. At the
home of the late Mr. Edd Nesbitt. From
Murray. Hy. Take 841 South. Approximately 4 miles to auction.
Mr. Nesbitt was a lifelong carpenter and
has many carpenter tools.
Like new 8 HI' Troy Built rear tine tiller
with electric start - 2 wheel trailer with
short sides - Craftsman vise - Craftsman
bench grinder. 10" Craftsman table saw
- 4" Craftsman plain • Craftsman jig saw
- Craftsman belt sander - 3 Circular saws
- 2 miter saws - Hand saws - Furniture
clamps - C clamps • Set of new wood bits
• Steel bits - Drill motors - Stanley plain Ocher plains - Wood chisels - Lot of
carpenter hand tools. Hammers Rules &
tapes. Framing square - Pry bars - Wood
extension ladder - Step ladder. Saw horses
- Wrenches. New 6-12 battery charger. Extension cord - Wheel barrow - Log chains
- Chain saw - Fishing equipment - Wash
tubs - Fruit jars • Child's bicycle - Electric
heater - 14' Tappan ref., frost free - Push
garden planter - Good hand & garden tools
- Hide-a-bed couch - Stereo - Table lamps
- Straight chairs - Oak & walnut hi-back
/beds - Broad axe - Old wall telephone Treadle sewing machine
Manual cash
register - Some old glass & China - Used
carpet - Other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible
for accidents. Lunch available.

For More Information and
Your Auction Needs Phone:
435-4144 Lynn Grove Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
!incensed & Bonded
in Ky. 8z.Tenn. 01281

Yard Sale
Fri. April 29th
Sat. April 30th
West of Dexter on
Charlie Miller Rd.
Furniture, carpet
tools, crafts, bicy
cle, CB. clothes
home interior, lots
of mis(

GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 AM ?
1506 Dudley Dr.
Furniture,
Clothes, Misc.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
Friday. April 29
8 AM to 2 PM
Saturday, April 30
8 AM to 12 Noon
GROGAN MOBILE HOM1,
I MIIE OUT ON 01 EAST
SALES
4

Darrell Beane • Terry Paschall • Auctioneers

Sat., April 30
8 AM - ?
Lynnwood
Estates - 121 S.
Baby Items,
Adult Clothing,
Miscellaneous.

Ran
,
'
e4

Houses for

Rent

IWO Bedrooms, stove,
refrigerator, disposal,
married couples, no
children, no pets, re
ferences, deppsit Call
492 8594.

41

Public Sales

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 AM - ?
94 W. 5 Miles out Cross
2nd Bridge 3rd House
on Left.
Ext‘a Nice
W roc:,
Dress &Play Clotnes Gr!s -Infants - 5. Boys — 4 14
uniforms Tops L9
worries — 8-42. Sears "-.ercse Machine BeOspreaJ
Thys K-cknacks and Iv170:r:
Priced to Sell

Gigantic
Yard Sale

3 PARTY
YARD'SALE

Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
Coles Campground
Rd. Between WaterShed and Airport Rd.
Glassware. records.
!oys.
books.
magazines antique
rocker, dolls & doll
bed.. clothing (including large & extra
large si2es), lots more.

FridaY‘ Only
Starting Early
1808 Sherry Ln.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.

49. ,

Rent

MU R Cal apts
Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now i renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759 4984
ONE Bedroom Apart
ment, low utilities, no
pets Call 753 3949.
ONE Bedroom apart
ment, furnished, ad
pining college, $140 per
month. Call 753 3134 or
615 262 0000.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 1 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TWO Bedroom apart•
ment, washer and dryer
hook up, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. $275
per month plus deposit,
1326 Diuguid Road Call
753 0504 after 5P.M

CARPORT
SALE

34

605
Meadow Ln.

Clothes, guitars, bowling balls, ball gloves
couch, lawn mowers
radios
and other
treasures too
numerous to mention

Repeat
Yard Sale,
Fri & Sat
607 S. 9th St
7 am-3 pm
Some items from last
sale with many new
items added. Garden
tiller, Moped, antique
Victrola, etc.

AUCTION
Saturday, April 30, 10:00 a.m.
4th Street in Hardin, Ky.
At the home of Mrs. Katie Cornwell on 4th
St. between old 641 & the railroad.
Will sell platform rockers, odd chairs,
small TV, large & small picture frames,
table lamps, brass floor lamp, Singer
treadle sewing machine, display case,
quilting frames, old chifforobe, matched
pair of Aladdin lamps (Lincoln drape), 8
day kitchen clock, round oak coffee table
( from the original furnishings of Murray
State around 19241, beautiful marble eop
wash stand with high back eir bevel edge
mirror, nice old radios, old crank
telephone, old switch board, pink depression glass, old dishes, iron muffin pan 12
hole, electric fans, light fixtures, dial
telephones, old records. CB radio, 2 old
wooded block & tackles, classic bicycle,
garden plow, other hand tools. & lots of
miscellaneous items.
Sale conducted by

JOHNSTON
AUCTION SERVICE
Hardin, Ky.
Auctioneers: Pat Johnston 437-4446 and
Charles Starks 527-9552
Let us Sell For You

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 10:00 a.m.
RAIN OR SHINE
At the late Mrs. J.O. Chambers
Murray, Ky.
10th & Poplar Streets
HOUSEHOLD: Couch, chairs, 2 marble
top end tables, lamps, piano, nice mirrors,
maple (gf mahogany bedroom suits, portable Singer sewing machine, desk,
breakfast table & 6 chairs, 8 place "setting
blue & white china. Frigidaire refrigerator,
18 ft. deep freezer, Electrolux vacuum, apt.
size electric range. Westinghouse washer
& dryer, porch swing & glidder. maple
deacon bench, maple lamp table, 2 maple
chairs.
MISCELLANEOUS: Many towels &
linens, books, crafts, luggage, lamps.
playpen, baby bed, set of Wm Rogers
w/chest, dolls, small appliances. hand &
garden tools, wood burning tools, folding
chairs, lawn furniture. 2 CH radios. fur
jackets, bow & arrows, picnic basket, long
sled, venetian blinds.
ANTIQUES: 2 love seat's, mahogany
Duncah Phyfe dining table & 4 chairs, nearly set of amber spoke pattern depression
w/pitcher & glasses. yellow Sr pink cabbage
rose, Ruby red pitcher & 6 glasses, Iris &
Herringbone, carnival deer powder jar, set
Hardy Boy Books. Harvard Classics.
kerosene lamps. old sheet music 8r records,
iron book ends, baby dish, pictures
frames, cedar chest, Windsor rocker, iron
baby bed, magazine table, high chair, large
flat trunk, celluloid dresser set, It bed;oak
bed chest Sr table, oak Jenny Lind bed,blutJ
&r white milk pitcher & mixing bowl, iror
skillets, dutch oven & muffin pan, electr
Lionel train set complete w/landscaping.
viewmaster & slides, brass scales, nail
kegs, lemon juicer. marble top oak washstand, couch from Cobb Hotel, • china
cabinet, nice kitchen clock, walnut clock
shelf, anniversary clock, dining tat'ile 8r.fi
chairs, server & buffet, camel back 1.-unk,
oak princess dresser
Refreshmetits available. Not responible
for accidents. For information annd all your
auction needs call

BOB W.FROSTY MILLER

THE AUCTIONEER

492-8594
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CLASSIFIEDS
36 For Rent or Lease
38 Pets Supplies
PENT to Own a Heavy
AKC REGISTERED
Duty Washer and Maltese pups, 2
Dryer, $18 per week females, 1 male, $250
Call Movie World at each Call 474 2286
753 4663
AK-C REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzers,
37. Livestock-Supplies
$125 After 6P M 492
STfflIMENTAL and 8631
5imbrah bulls Per
tormance & semen 40.Produce
Excellent qual "TOMATO & pepper plants
tested
ity. $650 & up Cadiz, for sale, 1403 Sycamore
Ky. 522 8794.
Phone 753 8931

41.Public Sales

47

Motorcycles

Wanly Ledger & Times
49

Used Cars

50

Used

Trucks

53

Services Offered
53 Services 011ered
53 Services Offered
PAINTING by the hour
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for or lob, inside or out
References, Free Es
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas timates Call 759 1683
and electric ranges, PAINTING, Exterior
microwaves, dis
and Interior, Houses
Fri. & Sat.
h washers, re
and Mobile „Homes,
frigerators, etc
Earl quality work, free es
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
timates 489 2279.
502 Meadow Lane
5341
OUAL1TY construction
Steam & Vacuum
APPLIANCE service & repairs and alterations
Couch & 3 Cna,rs
1983 S 10 motor is in repair New & used parts
Free estimates Call G
System
Toois & Lavsn
real good condition, on refrigerators, ranges, & A 4362617
Sometn,ng
freezers, air conditioners, POCKY COLSON
white and gold color
41. Public Sales
Public Sales
41
Home
•:- or Esers one
washers & dryers Hodge Repair Roofing,
Call 489 2250 or 489 2656
siding,
Three Rooms
1984 BRONCO, 4)(4, 4 & Son 753 4669, Dixieland painting, plumbing,
48
Auto Services
speed. 48,000 miles, Shopping Center
concrete
Free es
& Hall
$6,900 Call 753 4-488
BRICK block and con
ENGINE. 305 Cl. 87
timates Call 474 2301 or
43
Real Estate
crete
1988
drivewa
CHEVY
ys, 753 6973
model, 3,500 actual
S 10 Ex
tended cab. 4 wheel sidewalks, patios, house SEWING Machine Re
miles, $1,000, call 527
BOB Haley
Credible
foundation
s,
chimneys
1315 Olive Blvd.
drive,
loaded
Also, 1987
Knowledgeable
Easy 9729
pair
All makes and
Yamaha 1 wheeler. Call New. and repair
27 models Home &
to Work With Call him
753-3727
In
1 mile East 94 in
years experience Free dustrial
759 4785
at 489-2266 or Roberts 49. Used Cars
Bag closing
Sewell
Gil
estimate
s
Large or
Maplewood
Realty 753 1651.
1970 MONTE Carlo, S3g5
51
Campers' small lobs Charles machines Also scissor.
15
BUSINES
Property
years
or
experience
S
best
offer
sharpeni
Call
ng
40
Estates
yrs
for sale by owner 1303 762-6275.
1982 JA CO Pop Up Barnett 753 5.476
experience
All work
Antique cash
Chestnut adjoining col
Camper, sleeps 6, very, CHARLES Maupin guaranteed
1972 DODGE Dart
Kenneth S URW AY Tree
registers, tools,
nursery, Barnhill, 753 2674
lege. Building with 5 doer, 6 cylinder, auto
good conditiop. FOr Landscaping
A wide variety,
Service Topping, prun
painting, Stella, Ky
apartments and busi
more information, call carpentry
matic, air, 47,000 miles,
clothes, toys &
mg, tree removal Ae
some new items.
rooting. mowing, leaf
ness front. Large lot for pso. Call 753-9489.
753 0932 or 753 5898.,
SHEETROCK finishing, nal bucket truck Fully
much more.
Everything must
pick up, and general
future development. 10, 1973 VOLKSWAGON
insured for your prof
house repair, concrete new or repair 436 2811
go.
52 Boats Motors
000 below appraisal. For Sale. Needs a little
ection Stump removal
and brick laying Call STEVE'S Garage Ser
Call 615 262-0000.
4' JON Boat. trailer
work, call 753 6298 after
with no lawn damage
vices Offered
Tune
between 9A M 5P M
FOR Sale.
ood rentaf 5P M., $1000 or best
and 10HP Mercury and
No
ups, Overhauls, brake Free estimates
759
1826
property, four apart
40HP Evinruae Phone
offer.
lobs, oil changes, lube obligations 753 5484
CONCRE
TE
drive
ments,
1 block from 1973 VW SUPER Beetle,
3
437 4910
lobs, welding
Mon
campus. $40,000, call rebuilt engine,
14' JON Boat 1814P ways, patios: carpentry Fri. 8A M 5P M Free 55 Feed and Seed
and
block
workl
Call
753-1203.
motor and trailer 1966
AM/FM, good condi
E stimates
Call
502 492 8160
kOPPERUD Realty tion, $1,700
Fri & Sat
Ford F 100 Pick-up
Call
Now it's
753 0726
The Now
offers a complete range 759.9528.
truck
Call 382 2833, FAMILY Lawn Care
April 29 & 30
N.K. Seed Corn
Specialize in lawn THORNTON Marble
of Real Estate services 1976 MERCURY Mon
after 6 30P M 345 2042
6th SL Extended
mowing including Certified Marble Man
Alfalfa
With a wide selection of erfc$), one owner, new
16 1'?' EV1NRUDE
3 miles out 121 S.
,Fonnergy o Uurrily
F&Nor
ufacturer Call 753 5719
(Dove-in Theatre Si;
shrubbery and hedges
quality
homes,
all
with
brakes
Boat
V 6 Bui
and master
Grasses
on Concord Hwy.
& Clover
Servi
'no
city and
prices. 753-1922, toll free cyjinder, excellent
inboard. 436 5870 or
12 place setting Italian
Stec Dust
co
y Lower rates for make wet basements
Household Items.
1-800-251 HOME Ext. k,.C. Cal 759 4500.
759
9/69.
sterl.ng silverware. odd
enior Citizens Call dry
Work completely
Furniture.
Garden Seed
711L for courteous. 1978 CHEVY Impala,
dishes, cooking utensils,
now and register with a guaranteed
Call or
& Bedding Plants
competent
Real Estate 350 engine, good motor
B oat with 50
P dependable Lawn Ser
Appliances
clothes of all size:, shoes.
write Morgan Con
service. We make buy
Evinrude, also 16' Jon vice
Call 753-2241 or 759 1591,
toys, some Home Interior,
Collectible Items Of
753 3531 or struction Co Rt. 2, Box
New & Used
ing & selling Real 1978 FORD LTD, rebuilt
Boat, 40HP 'Johnson 753
• poper.bock books, small
3455.
409A. Paducatr, Ky
All Sorts.
GM Executives,&
Estate easy for you.
motor Call 753 7824
engine, transmission,
AM/FM clock radio.
FENCE sales at Sears 42001 or call 1 442 7026
.14EA'P. Lake- 2 Bedroom brakes, ,new tires,
Prograrn Vehic4Fis
1978 IMPERIAL 19
now Call Sears 753 2310 WILL do plumbing in
mobile borne on 3 acres above avetage car. 1952
with trailer. 165 inboard for free estimate
for staliation & repairs All
001-042.3000
with, 1/4 acre pond, Chevy- Pi -Up. for re
motor, full instrument your;needs
121 S Nwaki Rd
Hwy. 78 W. - Paris
only S18,000. Call Key storing. 4365648.
and canvas. Good .con FOR All Vour Roofing guaranteed Free e
753-5522
timates Phone 492
Associates Wilson 1978 MERCURY
dition Call 354 6454
Needs, call Steve Brown or 753 1308
Realty at 753.3263 or Cougar, rebuilt engine,
xecu ive 1980 CHECKMATE Ski at 498 8995
'--"-a11111.111111W
.
No roof too
Rita Elkins 753-8217..
new paint job, vinyl top, Can 1978 Buick Electra, B oat
Many ac
big or too small Free
one
local
owner. Clean, cessones, 85HP
Must Estimates
reconaitioned seats,
All work
44. Lots for Sale
priced to sell. 753-9205, loaded, tilt, cruise, sell Call 753 8009 328
guaranteed
power seats and win
8.472
kENTUCKY Lake Lot. 436 2363
Fri. &
FOR mos)...eany type
12x60 Mobile Home, sep 1984 RED & White dows $1,5095 Call 753- 1985 FABUGLAS driveway white
No Eprly Sales
rock
tic, well, lot goes to TVA Citation II, excellent 8096
Bowrider Runabout, also, any type gravel,
Gibbs Store Rd.,
survey line, $16,500 442 condition, $2,150 Call FOR Sale: 84 Pontiac 1413HP inboard
16 1 2' dirt and sand call Roger
long, S S prop. cover. Hudson,
1770 or 442-3632
Sunbird, excellent con
753.8942.
8th house on right.
753 4545 or
Antiques. Linens. LARGE Lot, Paris 1985 BUICK Park dition, 5.3,800 firm Call like new 753 8.428
753 6763
All Typal. Of
Lots Of clothes,
759-1033
Landing
SAILBOAT
or
after
area.
72'
753-4667
Avenue
Call
Sleeps 4 GENERAL Repair
753All power and
*
Silverware
5792
Custom Woodworking
with trailer, excellent Plumbing, Rooting, *
very sharp, 57,600 Call 5P M
household items, &
condition 753 6575 or Yard Work, Tree
*
LOT For Sale, Keniana 753 4812 after 6 30P M
And Much More
misc. items.
Work
&
753 9750, ask for Rusty
Shores Call 753 8257
1985 BUICK Century 50.Used Trucks
Wood $25 a rick Call Ai
*
Limited 35,000 miles
965 FORD F 100, 74 KAYCIT Pontoon 436 2642 or 436 5895
Kitchen
Cabinets
Bath
&
*
•
46. Homes for Sale
with 45H p Chrysler tUTTERING
all power, radio and customized good con
•
D•op b y & Mil ow sho w r oom
by Sears •
•
engine, $4,150 Call 901
BEAUTTF11L Lake tape player, extra nice
dition, $550 Call 753
MURRAY
mr
409 SUNBURY
Ihervl a.,a,...,
Sears continuous gut
885 3938
home at Panorama 753 2587
6579
ters installed for your
* * et,irr* *
C..****
•se se
Shores. Two bedroom, 1987 MAZDA 626 LX, 1966 CHEVY Truck, 305 SKI Boat, 120 I/O.
specifications
Cali
bath, living room, kit- 18,000 miles, under V 8 engine, auto Iran
sets of skiis Arkansas Sears 753 2310 for free
chen, energy efficient, warranty, loaded with smission, ps, pb Call traveler, fishing boat. estimate
air conditioning. 436- luxury features, elec
2041p Johnson trolling HAMILTON Cultured
436 2441
5355.
tric sunroof, dark blue, 1971 SCHOOL Bus for motor, depth finder
marble and tile 643 Old
BEAUTIFUL Brand 36 MPG. buying Van. sale 62 passenger bus 436 2261.
Benton Rd 753 9400
New
Bedroom
3
753
Call
after
9487
Home
AP.M
converted to a lake
Take 280 off 94
INSULATION blown in
in Sherwood Forest
84 RENAULT Encore camper One bedroom, 53 Services Offered
by Sears
TVA op
East, turn left on
Kohl Construction Co., LS, 2 door, p.s., p.b , a c., new motor 502 382 2869
proved Save on those
Kitche
ns
by
Locust Dr., across
489 2482.
am/fm cassette. $2800
1978 FORD- Courier with
high heating and cool
BY Owner
Recently Call 753 8918 or 4.36-2165 topper, one owner Call
from East Elemenmg bills Call Sears
WARD
ELKIN
S
redecorated, 3 bed' after 5 30p m
753 7269 after 4P M
753 2310 for free
tary School.
room, 2 bath brick home
*Swimming
estimate
'We create the world'
Watch for signs.
on 2/3 of an acre in
LAURA'S Cleaning
:Bowlin
g
Kirksey
This lovely
finest kitchens''
Service
Spring or
home includes central
General cleaning Car
Field Trips
411 Maple 753.171S
heat and air, one-car
pet shampooing Call
garage, seperate living
•Video
Presentations
502 247 4789 after 5P M
room, dining room,
LAWN
Boy
Push
Mowers
tering brick
kitchen, and utility
'Sports
Special through March &
driveway and patio starting at only $249
room. Kitchen includes
Lawn
Tri
Boy
31cc
And much more
work Carpentry work
a garbage disposal,
Replace lines from the house to city sewers.
of all phases Also, mmers, $119 We are
dishwasher, electric
Offered to children K-6 Limited to • si chiiciren
natural and LP gas Lawn Boy & Gilson Sales
range, and refrigerator.
• Also • some day Care Openings
& Service Free pickup &
work free estimates
All of these features for
avai an.e tcsr ago-.
4
delivery
to
up
10
miles
436 5355
on $43,500 Shown by
For Info. - Call 753-6695 or 753-11154S.
appointment only.
Al TREE Service and Jimmy's Lawn Mower &
Saw Shop, Kirksey, KY
Enrollment Deadline - May
Please phone 489 2286.
stump removal
Your
tit me t
4892804
professional, tree ser
COUNTRY Cottage. 4
C')°
L4WN
Care We do
vice All types, remo
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
anything
Call after
sunporch, carport,
val, trooping, feeding
F ree estimates 50' 5P M 753 5494 or 759
garage/shop
Cars
Fenced
4531
bucket truck and chip
back yard. Garden spot.
'87
Shadow..
Dodge
.Local 1 owner less
LEE'S CARPET
per Call 753 0906
About 5 miles from
Southside Shopping Center
miles,
Man
8.000
traded
CLEANI
for 88 Shadow
759-173349s.
NG
For
all
Murray. (5021 435'4298
ALL Types of gravet
your carpet & uphoist
Lots of warranty left
evenings/weekends
and white rock hauled
Also, slabs and light and ery cleaning For a free
FOR Sale 2 bedroom
'85 Lincoln Town Car...Loaded extra nice
dark mulch, hauling estimate call 753 5827
on aprox 1 acre. 11
miles East 94, -Jones Rd.
and any type of clean up Satisfied references
and clean Must see and drive
LICENSED electrician,
Will sell coMplelely
work
Reasonable. Re
Specialist in
residentia
l
and COT
ferences (Industrial or
furnished, includifig
'84 Chevy Monte Carlo...Extra clean. fuli
Well Pump Repairs & Installations
Residential), 753 0467 merc•al Air condition
freezer, washer and
power & air, bucket seats with console
mg
Sales
and service
after 6P M
dryer, air conditionet
Free Estimates • Competitive Prices Prompt Serv'r
One of North America's largest bulk truckGas installation and
and curtains for/ S30,000'
'83 Toyota Corolla...Low mileage 4 door,
Phone Day or Night 753-2768 or 759-9689
repair for natural and
ing firms is seeking company drivers to haul
Or will sell unfurnished
LP Fred's Repair 753
Septic Tanks
5 speed. air. AM FM cassette
for $25,000 Call Mon
chemicals interstate AAplieant must be 23
7203
days or Fridays 86 at
Pumpe
d
years
of
age.
have
2
years
over-the-road
ex'77
Chevy Cordoba...Les than 52.000 acMAX W
Parker,
753-7150, ask for Mark,
-Sewer Imes cleaned
Attorney at Law For
perience in all four seasons with an ICC peror call after 6P M at
tual miles in good condition
....Grease Traps
mer county attorney;
171 2755.
titled Carrier Must furnish past 10 year
pumped,
former district judge.
STS integrated Receiver Descrambler
GOVERNMENT
Trucks
....Portable toilet
varifiable employment record good safe
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Homes From $I 00
rentals
with Smart Remote 10 ft Mesh Dish
'88 Dodge Dakota...local 1 owner. 4 cyl
driving record. take and pass a drug and
Murray, 753 3153;
(U-Repairi delinquent
.-Ottrce trailer rental
Com plate
5 speed, 2,000 miles. waranty'
Home, 753 7900.
& sales
tax properties and
alchol screening test Excellent earnings and
Systom
repo's. For current lists
MITCHELL Paving
benefits Apply in person at Liquid
'86 Dodge Maxi Van...Local 1 owner. 15
call 1 800 451 7479, Ext.
• Driveways, parking lots,
passenger, front and rear air, lots of other
Transporters, Inc .Hwy 95. Cafvert City, KY
1774, also open
seal coating and striping
Mobile John
evenings
Also, limestone, gravel,
options
An Equal Opportunity Employe,
Septic Service
top soil and grading
HOUSE plus 10 acres
Upgrade your present system with a Video Cipher
527 9945
Phone 753 1537
with tobacco barn
'85 Chevy Scottsdale...Local 1 owner,
II Doscrambler Other band systems available
1 800 592 3308
Fixer upper near
MOBILE NOME
auto. air, AM FM, power steering and
WE SERVICE ANY BRAND SYSTEM
Farmington
Asking
Specialist, Repair,
brakes, less than 50,000 miles
QUALITY SERVICE
$22,000 (negotiable),
leveling,
underpinn
ing,
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Inside Uncle Jeff's
7534575
753-3107
assumable loan
Call
ups,
set
tear
downs,
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
'84 Ford F-150 Custom...6 cyl . 4 speed,
owe .615885 20
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Whirlpool 28 years ex
make us an offer
wiring,
ers
washing.
perience Parts and ser
room w deck, patio
hurricane straps 759
vice Bobby Hopper, 753
and 2 car garage VA
4850
4872 or 436 5848
Assumable Loan Call
PAINTING
Interior
BREAKING and disc
Key
Associates
Wilson
An excellent opportunity for
and Exterior 25 years
Ing gardens Yard Ian
Realty at 753 3163 or
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
Quality
dscaping
Leveling experience
RNs to Vintain their nursing
Rita Elkins 753 8217.
work Reasonable Free
d rivewalys and
1332 EAST WOOD ST LAKE HWY 79E
I rn marulatrrome with oser 2.9no sq. ft. under roof
LOTS -of Character
bushhogging 436 5430 estimates References
skills without the full-time
only
PARIS TN 901-642-5661
ton
lea
from
town.
Fresh
on
the
market.
story with 1 bedrooms
Call 436 1245
or 753 0659.
on large lot in City
obligation is available in
$40,000 Call Key As
Western Itentucky.
sociates Wilson Realty
753-1222
711 Main
753 3263 or Rita Elkins
The Hamilton/Ryker Company
753 8117
TWO Bedroom Brick
is developing a PRN Pool for
House, nice neighbor
'Bedding Plants
hood, almost a new roof,
'Vegetable Plants
RNs at a growing critical care
hardwood floors, built
'Geran
iums
'Shrubs
hospital, to work 8-12 hour shifts
in carport Stove re
frigerator, air con
on an as needed basis.
ditioning, shades and
curtains are optiOn84
Specialising in
If competitive wages and flexi1614 Ryan St
Call
Interio
r
and Exterior Painting
753 64)3.
ble hours interest you, please
WHY rent when you can
We also Provide These Services:
send your resume or call:
buy aluminum sided 2
Water Proofing
Textured Ceilings
bedroom house
Good
Gladys Davis
location, 497 8595 after
Window Washing Parking Lot Marking
5P.M
The Hamilton/Ryker Company
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE AND
47
Motorcycles
COMPETITIVE PRICE CALL
P.O. Box 106ft
1981 YAMAHA 250 Ex
Located SY. miles west of Hazel, KY
Martin, Tennessee 38237
citer. excellent condi
Turn west at State Line Rd. In Hazel, go 5'h.miles
tion, new back tires and
901-587-3161
turn left go 1 mlle.
brakes, 1400 Call 753
Licensed
Insured
5159

YARD SALE
Fri & Sat
8am to 4pm

MOVING
SALE
1703
Calloway
Fri & Sat

Party
Yard Sale

YARD SALE
Friday Only

2 Party
Yard Sale

1976 CAN AM- 250 Dirt
Bike, good condition,
759 4554.
1982 YAMAHA XS 404
Heritage Special. Like
new, $700. Call 759.1835
1985 KAWASAKI KX T
250 Pecate 3 wheeler
Call 753-4447
1987 YAMAHA Big
Wheel 80, $300. 1987
Yamaha YZ 80, $750.
1982 Honda 110, 5150 All
are in good condition
Call 759-1524.

1978 PONT T AC Grand
Prix L.1 Call 753 0222
1979 MAZDA 626 7 door,
A/C, auto, $1,400 Call
753 0442
1979 PEUGEOT diesel,
4 door, auto., sun roof,
p w , A/C. 1981 Bon
neville diesel, auto
p w., p.I., A/C, c.c
4
door, 759 4100.
1984 FORD Escort red
inside and out, 66.000
miles, AC $2,950. Call
492 8884
1981 BUICK Skylark,
needs some work, $800
753 6528 after 5P M.
1981 BUICK Riviera,
60,000 miles, maroorion
maroon inside
Call
492 8844
1981 CUTLASS Callas,
PS, PB, black and grey,
power windows and
locks, aluminum
wheels, white letter
tires 753 8428
1983 CAMARO Ber
tinetta loaded with t
tops, AM FM stereo.
cassette, low mileage,
extra clean. Call 753
5216.
1984 BONNEVILLE LE,
V 8, loaded, like new,
15,100 Call 759 9556

1968 CHEVY Truck 3..4
ton, $500 14' Fiberglass
boat with 65,HP engine,
$700 437 4582 after
6P M
1970 FORD Truck 11
Ton, Washer and
Dryer; Small pull
trailer with side boards
Call 436 5685 or 753 3376

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Special!

$39.95

Dan Taylor.

wrr BASEMENT' We

Obetrol* Oldsmobile,
0:tax, Mc. 01
Paris, TN

Carraway
Farms

YARD SALE
Friday
9 am-5 pm

YARD SALE
Friday
8 am-4 pm
Sat. 8am-?

3 Party
Yard Sale

.•101

Sat
609 S. 11th St.

Yard Sale

Iii

Fri. 8-?

Summer Day Camp

1003 Coldwater
Rd.

Enroll Now

First Assembly of God
- Sunshine Center

Several
Bicycles

Enroll Now

Rex Camp Backhoe Service
April

Spring/Summer

Master Plumber 753-9224

Reading Classes
Readalanfit-1 2

SALE

For information.
753-1680 Office
759-4578 Home

Buy 1 & Get 1 FREE

PASCHALL PLUMBING REPAIR

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY

Satellite Sales and Service

9495

Lane's

111111111111111111111111MIM

P RN POOL

PEPPERS

KOPPERUD REALTY

10" Hanging Baskets $7.99
(Hundreds To Choose From)

KEITH BLACK
PAINTING

Blooming Azaleas $1.50

Register for FREE plants - Drawings each Saturday
Open Mon. thru Sat. 8-5
Open Sunday 1-5

Hutchens Plant Farm

-753-6244
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Further evidence of Peterson's
theory comes from recent studies
showing that fat people often have
slower metabolisms. In many
cases, it seems, they are chubby
because their bodies are more fuel
efficient. They burn up fewer
calories doing the same things as
slender folks.
Peterson's study provides one
explanation of why fat people's
metabolic rates are slow. It suggests that an out-of-kilter nervous
system helps keep this internal
thermostat turned down.
"It's another piece of the puzzle
that's been unlocked," commented Dr. Jules Hirsch, an obesity expert at Rockefeller
University.
Breathing, heart rate, contraction of the pupils and a host of
other involuntary bodily
movements are controlled by the
autonomic nervous system. This
system has two main branches,

['AGE iiis

may help make people fat

Study says nervous sysle
BOSTON (AP) — A study has
found that the fatter people are,
me more lethargic their sympathetic nervous system — the
built•in regulator that switches the
body into high gear during
emergencies and exertion.
The research supports the growing belief that fat people don't
always get that way simply
because they are gluttonous
eaters. Instead, they may have an
inborn tendency to put on weight
and keep it on.
"We are saying that body fat or
weight is somehow regulated, just
like blood pressure is," said Dr.
Hugh H. Peterson, a researcher at
the University of Louisville.
"It may be that something is
wrong" when people are
overweight, Peterson said. One
arm of the regulatory system is
impaired."

THURSDAY, APRD, 2$, 19xs

the sympathetic system and the
parasympathetic system, which
balance each other.
In general, the sympathetic
system speeds things up, often in
response to an emergency or exercise. The parasympathetic system
does just the opposite, slowing
down the heart and other organs.
The sympathetic system prompts production of adrenaline and
other hormones. Among other
things, these natural chemicals
signal the\ body's fat cells to give
up some of their cargo so it can be
burned as fuel.
Peterson's report, published in
Thursday's New England Journal
of Medicine, measured adrenaline
levels, heart rates and other factors under the control of the nervous system in 56 healthy men of
varying sizes. It showed that the
fatter they were, the less active
their sympathetic nervous
systems.

Other scientists have tried but
failed to find such differences in
fat people. Peterson said his findings should be replicated by
other scientists, and he said the
possible meaning of his findings is
speculative.
"We have not proved that a
disturbed autonomic nervous
system maintains or causes obesity or causes some of the health
hazards of obesity," he said. "But
certainly it's titillating to think
that might be the case."
Peterson found that the
parasympathetic system — the
other half of the internal control
machinery — is also turned down
in fat people. Under his theory, an
active parasympathetic system
might help make people fat, while
a lethargic one would keep them
skinny.
However, he theorizes that fat
people have slow parasympathetic
systems as well to balance their

sluggish sympathetic systems.
"They got fat and stayed fat
because their sympathetic nervous system tone was turned
down," he said. "As a response to
that, they were able to turn down
their parasympathetic nervous
systems to reach a kind of
equilibrium. That's quite
speculative, but that's the way we
think about it."
Dr. Elliott Danford of the
University of Vermont, who has
also looked for links between the
nervous system and fat, called
Peterson's findings "exciting"
and said they further erode the
idea that obesity results solely
from overeating.
Another authority in the field,
Dr. Lewis Landsberg of Boston's
Beth Israel Hospital, noted that
about 15 percent of the body's
metabolic rate is under the control
of the sympathetic nervous
system.

"Their findings are consistent
with recent evidence that indicates there is a biological dif
ference between obese and lean."
he said. "This difference involve.: - •
energy expenditure, and the sympathetic nervous systerq is impor
tant in regulating energy expenditure. What they find show:diminished sympathetic activity
and that works into the overall
equation."
Peterson said it's possible that
fat people's lethargic nervousystems are a result, rather than
the cause, of their weight problems, but he said this is unlikely
"It would seem rather illogical
that a fat person would have acquired a state by virtue of becoming fat where he would be set to btfatter," he said. "It seems to m.,
rather unlikely that the depressioR
in sympathetic nervous system
tone is going to be explained as
result of being obese."

Prosecutors
pushing
Meese for
second spot
WASHING\rON (API — Federal
prosecutors are increasingly concerned about vacancies at the top
of the Justice Department which
Attorney General Edwin Meese
III has been unable to fill for nearly a month
U.S. attorneys held a lengthy
discussion about the vacancy in
the department's No. 2 post, concluding in an informal vote that
they want one of their colleagues.
rather than someone from outside
the departinent. to fill the position.
said three department sources.
speaking on condition of
anonymity
The consensus at Tuesday's
meeting at the Justice Department was that Robert Ulrich, the
U.S. attorney in Kansas City.
should be chosen by 'Meese to
become deputy attorney general,
said the sources
Ulrich is chairman of the U S
attorneys' advisory committee.
but was not in the room at the time
of the discussion by the panel's 15
or so members, said the sources.
"The sense at the meeting was
that the U.S. attorneys wanted
Ulrich," said one source. "They
want someone who knows and
understands U.S attorneys and
who can hit the ground miming."
The sources said the U.S. attorneys had not presented their
views to Meese, who was in
California on Wednesday, and that
it was unclear whether they would
do so
The post of deputy attorney
general became vacant last Friday with the departure of Arnold
Burns, who resigned March 29.
telling colleagues Meese's refusal
to resign in the face of a nearly
yearlong criminal investigation
was damaging Justice Department operations. Criminal division chief William Weld resigned
with Burns for similar reasons.
The concerns by U.S. attorneys
about the top-level Justice Department vacancies come amid a
report that a group oflyresident
Reagan's advisers and friends
have joined forces to oust Meese.
Reagan reacted heatedly when
reporters queried him about the
Wall Street Journal report, which
said Nancy Reagan supported the
effort.
"I thought the story was totally
inaccurate." said Reagan, who
when asked what might prompt
him to get rid of Meese, said:
"Well, if he had a complete
change of character."
The Journal said White House
officials sounded out former
Defense Secretary Caspar W.
Weinberger as a possible successor to Meese, but that
Weinberger rejected the proposal.
In an interview with CNN,
Weinberger said: "I did not have
any suggestion that Mr. Meese
should leave, and under no circumstances whatever would I
even take the office, if it should be
offered. It's never been offered."
At the Justice Department,
spokesman Patrick Korten said
Meese had flown to California to
attend a funeral on Wednesday
and had a full work schedule
Thursday.
"The attorney general not only
has a full schedule for the rest of
the week, but for the next couple of
months. He is preparing for events
In July and August. There is no
question in my mind that he intends to fulfill his obligations as attorney general for the foreseeable
future," Korten said.

Incredible Savings on Eve
•
SAVE UP TO
INCLINER SOFA
MATTRESS SETS
All Sealy Posturepedic and Simmons
Beautyrest

50%
OFF LIST

Any Size
Any Firmness

/

Starting at
$68 per pc. Twin Size

86" sofa with 2 reclining ends.

398
Sleeper, loveseat and chair also sale
priced.

12 MONTHS

0* •

'WERE

(To qualified credit customers)
All Purchases Over $399.00

Area Rugs

RECLINERS
Wallaway or rocker
recliner.

1/2

116.
";11
.
s.„
• •

OFF LIST

•Stratolounger
•Flexsteel
Frivol; Storting of

-Best Rest
•Norwalk

$248

•••••

a

*Hand Knott
*Orientals
•D'Hurries
*Contemporary
100% Wool
Available in:
4' x 6'
6' x 9'
9' x 12'

etteafive Dittekiohe
Hwy.641 N.
Murray, KY

Hours:
9-5 Mon.-Sot.

On the Square
Mayfield, KY

•
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What causes cancer

Anti-oncogene

Proto-oncogene

Two explanations of genetic factors
Cancer is the uncontrolled growth _
of cells in the body At the heart of
every human cell is a nucleus
The nucleus includes chromosomes.
46 of which are inherited from your
parents (half from each parent)
Chromosomes are composed of
genes. which contain DNA. the
basic building block of genetic
material Each chromosome
contains many thousands of
genes including anti-oncogene and proto-oncogene

Explanation No. I

A A

Ceti growth factor

Cell growth factor

Giowtti
suppressor

1. Proto-oncogene produces growth
factor that makes cells divide Anti3+-)Cdltrie produces growth
suppressor to control the rate of
cf:li division
Mutagen changes
proto-oncogene
into oncogene

1. Anti-oncogene produces a
supp/eissor.protein that regulates
the normal proto-oncogene's
growth factor pr6cluction

Mutagen
2.

Mutagen. such as a toxic
chemical, changes the chemical
structure of the proto-oncogene.
converting it into an oncogene. a
cancer gene. The anti-oncogene's
growth suppressor then has no effect
on the oncogene's speeded up
growth factor production which causes
tne cell to divide uncontrollably.

Dr. Patrick Brown, a Murray
State alumnus, has been named
president-elect of the National In.
terfraternity Conference.
The NIC is the governing body of
over four-and one-half million
alumni and 400,000 collegiate
Greeks in 5.000 chapters on 810
campuses throughout the United
States and Canada.
Brown is currently the interim
chair of the Department of
Anatomy and Associate Dean of
the School of Medicine at Marshall
University in Huntington, W.V.
The Interfraternity Council at
Murray State is directly affected
by the policies and programs administered by NIC.
Brown, a member of Alpha Tau
Omega, has served his fraternity
as two term national president,
board of directors chairman and
secretary. leadership conference
director, and province chief.
A 1965 graduate. Brown received his master's from the University of Kentucky and his PH.d. from
Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale.
Brown has been honored by the

national president of Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity for his interfraternity service and recently
received the Anna Fricke Award,
given by the marshall University
chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha for
contributions to the local Greek
system.

Brown spoke to campus Greek
presidents and other leaders
recently. His visit to Murray State
was capped off by his address to
the MSU Greek Assembly Tuesday night.
In his speech titled "United we
Stand
For What?," Brown said

that he has long taken pride in being a fraternity man.
"Our the Greek system I power
is limitless when we work
together. Never in the long history
of the Greek world has interest in
our organizations been so great,"
he said
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mayfest, Mayfield, & Majestic Restaurant
THE BEST FOOD IN WESTERN KENTUCKY!

EVERY FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Includes Our Delicious
Salad/Dessert/Fruit Bar
(Starts At 4:00 P.M.)

uta9en
2.

Mutagen changes the chemical
make-up of the anti-oncogene.
disabling its suppressor mechanism
The proto-oncogene continues
nonstop production of growth
factor, causing cells to
become cancerous
Crucago T,,oune
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Many local students chosen
to participate in art school
Several local students have been at Bellarmine College in
selected to attend the 1988 session Louisville from July 3-23.
of the Governor's School for the
The school, an intensive, threeArts by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
week summer program for arThe students from the area tisitically talented sophomores
chosen for the honor are: Leigh and juniors in high school is a joint
Baker, Jody Borge and Melanie program of the Kentucky Center
Julian. Two Murray State Univer- for the Arts and the Kentucky
sity faculty members will aid in Department of the Arts.
the instruction. They are: John
During the three-week session,
Schlabach, instrumental music; the students will receive group
and Kay Bates, vocal music.
and individual instruction, parFrom more than 1,000 students ticipate in field trips to major
who initially applied for the pro- cultural institutions, attend
gram, 151 students from all master classes, performances and
geographic areas of Kentucky lectures, and have the opportunity
have been selected to participate to perform at the Kentucky Center
in the second annual Governor's for the Arts.
School, which will be held at the
Students were selected for the
Kentucky Center for the Arts and
program through a series of
regional auditions and portfoliomanuscript reviews held at seven
regional sites throughout "Kentucky during January and
February.

Officials
urge timely
application
for SS aid

People who delay applying for
Social Security retirement or survivor benefits for some time after
they become eligible may miss out
on some checks, Bettye W.
Williams, Social Security District
Manager in Paducah, said
recently.
This is because the number of
months for which back payments
can be made is limited.
In general-, people who apply for
retirement or survivor benefits
after they reach 65 can get back
benefits for up to 6 months before
the month they apply. but not
before the month of their 65th
birthday.
People who apply for reduced
benefits before 65 generally cannot get benefits for any month
before the month they apply.
People who apply for benefits
because they are disabled workers, adult children, widowers
— can get beOfits for up to 12
months before the month they apply if they are eligible in all other
ways.
People can save time when they
do apply for benefits if they have
the necessary documents ready.
This includes
person's Social
Security card or record of the
number, birth or baptismal certificate. W-2 forms or selfemployment tax returns for the
past year and marriage and death
certificates, if appropriate.
If you need additional information about applying for benefits,
contact eithet the Paducah Social
Security office located on 546 Lone
Oak Road, telephone 443-7506: or
the Mayfield Social Security office
located on US Hwy 45 North,
telephone 247-8095.

Murray State graduate named to position

WKU group
asks for time
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (API
— The faculty senate at Western
Kentucky University has asked
the board of regents to lengthen
the amount of time allowed to
search for a new president.
Tile regents, after accepting the
resignation of Kern Alexander last
week, had decided to conduct a national search through May 20.
Final selection was set for June or
July.
The faculty senate has asked
that the search be concluded in the
fall or spring rather than the summer, according to Dr. Fred Murphy, chairman of the senate. He
said many faculty members do not
think the regents' time frame
allows for enough faculty or student involvetnent.

FOR QUIET RELAXING DINING- COME TO MAJESTIC
Ask About Our Other Specials
Throughout The Month Of April & May

IWE ACCEPT RESERVATIONS FOR PRIVATEsPARITES
OR CROUP MEETINGS]

'ALL OUR MEATS ARE U.S.DA. CHOICE & CUT FRESH
DAILY
Please Call 247-2541, Haw. 121 1700 S.6th St.), Mayfieia
-7

Hog market
report listed
etiera1 %tate Market kea• %entre Sprit ta.
ll kenturk Purrhaite %ma Hog Market Report
Inclulk"'•BIOME `Hatton. Receipt. ket.344 Lst
U." Marrows Gilts 30 loser
mead) Moody
teli Ma lb.
S
242.1111-42_58
(S I 1 ZOOM lb.
11.34.114-41.411
2-3KS
2201-224 lb*
$4 1.26-42_SO
I'S 34 zse- r•lb.
1144.34
,
11 34
Sows
US I 2 270-3611 /b.
III 1542.11
US I -3 310-440 lb.
1311 1111 31.34
US I 3 444-3411 lb.
Ill Oa 31 .34)
I'S I 3 340 and up
11351-31.41
L'S 2-3 30/443411 lb.
IMAM 3111.41
Sae" $31.110-31 OS

Sub-Compact
Countertop

MICROWAVE OVEN

So Big, It's Being Held in 3 States
Over 500 New Cars, Trucks & Mini Vans

1988 BERETAS

1988 CORSICAS

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
... OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

YOUR CHOICE

8,988

+ Freight
+ Extras
+ Tax & Tags

- Reb

Model JE48
• Compact .4 Cu. ft. oven cavity.
• Electronic digital display shows cooking time and power level
in use.
• 99-Minute,99-second timer.
• 5 Power levels.
• Time-of-Day Clock_
• Can be hung from kitchen wall
cabinets with optional installation
kit.

$128

•40 GAY MONEY BACK

Cie)
Home Owned
Free Warranty!

S-10 PICKUPS

,400

7
ONLY $

Sale ends Saturday night, Hurry!

ON EXCHANGE OPTION mom GE ON RETAIL PURCHASES

DWAIN
We bring good things to He.
Long Monthly Payments
Largo Inventory

Low Interest Pates!
Fast, Efficient Service!

TAYLOR

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street 753.1586

CHEVROLET
S. 12th Murray • 753-2617

PIER 1 IMPORTS 10TH ANNUAL
1111111 1 1111110111S

SPRING SIDEWALK SALE
BEL-AIR CENTER ' FRIDAY 9-6, SATURDAY 9-5, SUNDAY 1-5

3 BIG DAYS!
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
and
SUNDAY

Now is the time to get a Snapper.Your
is making it easy to own the best
deals and easy credit.

•

moo

NO LZH LEW%
NM 0 01.1” 10•Il

SNAP-CREDIT MEANS
NO MONEY DOWN AND
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

SNAPPER

19" PUSH MOWER

21" PUSH MOWER

SELF-PROPELLED

RIDING MOWER

19 3HP 4-CYCLE RECOIL START
WITH FREE CATCHER AS SHOWN

21 35HP4 CYCLE RECOIL START
WITH FREE CATCHER AS SHOWN

. 1 3SHP4-CYCLE RECOIL START
WITH FREE CATCHER AS SHOWN

"
if 4 CYCLE RECOIL START.
WITH FREE CATCHER AS SHOWN

AS LOW AS
PER MONTH

AS LOW AS
PER MONTH

AS LOW AS
PER MONTH

AS LOW AS
PER MONTH

WITH $NAP-CREDIT

WITH SNAP-CREDIT

WITH SNAP-CREDIT

WITH SNAP-CREDIT

BONUS ATTACHMENTS•DEPENDABLE QUALITY*SNAP-CRE
DIT

PLAN

RIDING MOY
Amer iL.,1 $ LtloiLe

l

engine riders Bu,
ed regular retail pric(
'choose one atlacl

TRIMMERS
Snapper otters a full
line of string trimmers
starting at 5169
.00

Buy a 4 hp gas self-propelleil or
push mower at regular retail price
and choose one attachment

FREE
50—/V

Single Bog
Catchor
Retail Value

Pac-N-Sac
Holds up to 1 3 more

OFF Retail Value$105 00
All 4 hp modeh,

FRE,
L
50%

Dump Cart

Retail Value $ •

Sag
Holds 3030 galC
loa
ntl
OFF Retail Value A'151

1141C-N-SAC.
Only trofn Snapper
Bags for catcher to
curb convenience

Sep sling

'
T

mower lout

FREE
Thatcherizor •

50

% Holds-N30-Wbtaisrel
OFF not.111
$37.!

Removes thatch
Retail Value $69 00
All sell 0. volloO models

LAWN TRACI
Buy at regular retail price
choose a free mower decl.

Snapperiw
Finely shreds leaves
Retail Value$57 00

fl

Mulches for
n food
Retail Value$45 00
Not to, low on BBC model5

Pictured left Welk mower with optional
catcher Inset With optional Par N Sac •
Alt

plc.,show,atli rtiani,tar ttarp, S so sjoestorl

Net mice and may vary try tinnier

FREE
F.REE
FREE

33" Mower
rho Hi-Vac ciE

Retail Value $2
4
Wide
l"ra
doublebi
r
Retail Value $2

48"relow•ri
Ultra wide *up

Retail Value $5

Pictured right fop Rider with onto
twin bag Inset Twin bap Bottom
tractor with optional twin bap insel
Often end sabn Al reeticipeting
Attachments Nreded on rertonn rrondoolt

Hume

Vold wIters prohlbIltrd

R
RIDING MOWE
in rear
America sc ice
.4 engine riders Buy at
.
,of regular retail price and
choose one attachment

Dump Cart
Hauls heavy loads
Retail Value $199 00

50%

ag
Holds 3030 gallon bags"
OFF Retail Value .4'159 50
rn"w”, ,nWt

50

111, Bag-N-Wagon
-111 i ioidl, .s.) busot
OFF Retail Value $375 00

LAWN TRACTOR
Buy at regular retail price and
choose a free mower deck
33"Mower Dock
The Hi-Vac' deck
Retail Value $270 00

FREE
FREE""""'"'"'
FREE
Wide double blade
Retail Value $350 00

rle blade
a wide ttip
.
Ultr.
Retail Value $525.00

Pictured hob! lop POPf with optional
twin bag Inset Tenn bag Bottom Lawn
tractor with Optional twin bag Inset Decks
Hwy? Mors end moon At porticipoting tioolors
Modononts MAMA on certain models
nr,4,41,4411
Vn+rt

MORE ALL AMERICAN SPRING

SAVINGS
19"2-CYCLE MOWER
Buy a 19"2-cycle mower at regular retail
price and choose one free attachment
Grass Catchar Retail Value $39.00
Snapperizor Retail Value $55.00
Mulcharizar • Retail Value $45.00
AS
PER MONTH WITH
LOVv
SNAP-CREDIT

20

TRIMMERS
Buy at regular retail price and get a
pound of spare line and a six-pack(4 oz
bottles)of Snapper 2-cycle oil free
Line and OH Retail Value $13.95
AS
LOW
AS

PER MONTH WITH

SNAP-CREDIT

BLOWERS
Buy at regular retail price and get a
shoulder strap and a six-pack (4 oz
bottles) of Snapper 2-cycle oil free
Strap and Oil Retail Value$15 50
AS
LCW
AS

PER MONTH WITH

SNAP-CREDIT

HURRY,OFFERS END SOON AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS.
Borders Cycle & ATV

Cunningham Hardware

Murray Home & Auto

200 N. Main
Benton, KY

Cunningham, KY

Northside Shopping Center
Murray, KY

CFI Sales & Service

Hoyer Outdoor
Equipment

Rasche Cycle Co.

Hwy. 62 East
Between Reidland
and Possum Trot,

Unionville Road
Brookport, IL

713 Ky. Ave.
Paducah, KY

J&K Service Center

Richards Small Engine

508 Mears
Fulton, KY

Hwy. 45, South
Land Oak, KY

Jones Saw & Repair

J. R. Sullivan Co.

Wickliffe, KY

7237 Benton Rd.
Paducah, KY

Clinton Auto Parts
123 E. Jackson
Clinton, KY

Waid Copeland Repair
Sid Darnell Road
Benton, KY

Mayfield Lawn & Garden
838 E. Broadway
Mayfield, KY

#1084
SNAPPER POWER EQUIPMENT, McDonough,Georgia 30253. A divisfon of Fuqua Induatrfes

